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I wrote parts of this while looking around for my father, who died while
I wrote this book. I miss seeing him sitting at his desk among his books,
looking over his glasses, typing, thinking, smiling.
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Truth and Light, a now-defunct Dark Web site hosted on the Tor network, had the
purpose of bringing people to Christ. As the site’s “About Us” page put it,
We are a very small group of people who in one way or another have become
“brothers.” We all are unified in wanting to help you. It may sound strange to
you but we do not know you and we want to help you. Let us prove it to you
with our kindness. We have no hidden agendas. We are sick of corporations who
“Grind the faces of the poor” crushing the needy and injured to get more money
for themselves. We are upset with the Governments we’ve trusted who are more
concerned with their private agendas then those that suffer underneath them.
Our Purpose: Help those that need it, lift people to Christ, Build His Kingdom.
This site was a blog, soliciting questions from curious visitors. One visitor asked,
why do you believe in what you believe in? Like, how can you just randomly
believe in stuff like this??? What about proof??? Proof if it’s real, or nay???
Truth and Light’s response presented their theory of truth and reality:
Is “Proof” what can be proven by science? What about conflicting scientific theories? Is proof what you can detect with your senses? Radio waves cant be detected
by your senses, do you disbelieve them? To me true “knowledge” is only given
from God. I realize that many people won’t believe what we say, but we can make
you believe that we genuinely care for you through our actions.
Another visitor asked a very different question:
Truth and Light! I need your help I have questions! Oh so many questions! … OK
so I have been involved in the credit card game for a while during university then
stopped, it was mostly centered on getting ccs from a friend that had $ money
on the cards and going to a few stores, buying some stuff and selling it on kijiji/
facebook etc. However now I heard that you can buy ccs from tor network WITH
the pin#???
Rather than take this as an opportunity to turn this credit card fraudster on to Jesus
Christ, Truth and Light offered more practical advice:
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The truth is there are no legitimate card (Credit or debit) vendors on TOR anywhere. I am sorry my friend.

This is a book about the Dark Web and legitimacy.
Of course, when I refer to the “Dark Web,” or collections of websites that
can only be accessed with special routing software, “legitimacy” is probably the last word to come to mind. The term Dark Web very likely evokes
some decidedly illegitimate associations: drug markets, unregulated guns
for sale, child exploitation images, stolen credit cards for sale, or phishing
attacks. You might think of Silk Road, the infamous drug market busted
in 2013, after it allegedly made billions of dollars selling everything from
psychedelic mushrooms to heroin. Or you might recall the 2015 warning
from James Comey, former head of the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation, that terrorists are “going dark,” hiding their communications behind
veils of encryption and anonymous routing.1 Perhaps you think first of the
Ashley Madison data dumps on the Dark Web, where personal information
exfiltrated from the adultery site ended up for sale.
Associating Dark Web with “legitimacy” may seem odd, if not wrong.
Or perhaps not. For each nefarious use of the Dark Web, we can find beneficial uses: the New York Times set up anonymous whistleblowing systems
for people to point out government and corporate malfeasance. The Times
also mirrors its content as a Tor hidden service, as does the nonprofit news
organization ProPublica. Political dissidents use encryption and anonymizing networks to share their ideas. Bloggers take to the Invisible Internet
Project (I2P) to write about personal privacy and computer security. As Jeremy Hunsinger has noted, people use the Dark Web to share and trade
knowledge about “political theory, gender studies, physics, chemistry, and
engineering,” knowledge that can be empowering to users and thus helps
the Dark Web “gain legitimacy through the presence of this information.”2
Online communities develop open-source social networking software on
Freenet to escape the confines of corporate social media giants Facebook
and Twitter. And, as the quotations that open this chapter show, Christian evangelists have taken to the Dark Web to reach out and offer love to
others. These sites promise access to “the real” or “the truth”—that is,
legitimate knowledge.
Indeed, legitimacy can be a powerful window into the Dark Web. As I
show in the next chapter, Dark Web users and site administrators, journalists and academics, law enforcement agents and dealers of illegal goods all
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use variations on the word “legitimacy” to describe Dark Web sites, practices, and technologies. They call certain things legitimate and others illegitimate (or, to use the parlance of the Tor- and I2P-based Hidden Answers
site, “legit or sh!t”). At the core of this discernment is a trial of legitimacy,
where the Dark Web’s uses and meanings are under intense scrutiny by a
range of social groups. This trial is more complex than a stark illegitimate/
legitimate dichotomy: “legitimacy” is a highly context-dependent term,
with many shades of meaning and interpretation. Along the way, declarations of something being “legit,” in contrast to other, illegitimate things,
mark moments of power practices.
To explore this trial of legitimacy, I focus in this book predominantly on
the users and builders of Dark Web systems and sites. That is, rather than
exploring how external entities (say, law enforcement agents or journalists) put the Dark Web through a trial of legitimacy, I am more concerned
with the arguments of Dark Web builders, administrators, and participants
about which networks, sites, practices, and uses are legitimate. As I show
throughout this book, the construction—or denial—of the Dark Web’s
legitimacy by network builders and Dark Web site users hinges on questions of violence, propriety, and authenticity. Specifically, I consider the
Dark Web’s fraught relationships with the state, the legitimated holder of
the monopoly on violence; with corporate or organizational propriety and
power; and with the intense adjudication of authenticity, of inclusion and
exclusion. The book draws on three years of participant observation, two
dozen interviews with Dark Web site admins and users, and analysis of large
archives of computer science papers, e-mail lists, and Internet Relay Chat
(IRC) logs, all focusing on the makers of, administrators of, and participants
in various Dark Web systems.
The consideration of violence, propriety, and authenticity in relation to
the Dark Web provides a model for similar analyses of networks, communication, and technology more broadly. For example, for Internet scholars,
focusing on legitimacy may help illuminate how states, corporate platforms, and user practices intersect, collide, and grate against one another.
Much as Truth and Light justified their Christian evangelical blog on the
Dark Web, we have to attend to questions of government, corporate, and
social power practices as we consider any networked technology. Likewise,
this book should be useful for communication scholars reflecting on how
legitimacies are rhetorically constructed through the making of claims.
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Finally, for sociologists of technology, thinking through these legitimacies
may help illuminate how any given technical achievement is, in part, an
association of coercion, resources, and social categorization.
What Is the Dark Web?
But what do I mean by the Dark Web?
Journalism, academic literature, and popular books provide competing
and contradictory definitions, centering on depth, morality, and technology. I find only the last useful. In terms of depth, a common definition
offered is that the Dark Web comprises everything that search engines
(i.e., Google, Bing) have not indexed. This could include material behind
paywalls or login screens, databases, web pages generated based on shortterm data (think of stock quotes or weather reports), or encrypted data.
When journalists or academics use this definition of the Dark Web, they
tend to suggest that the Dark Web is many times the size of the regular
World Wide Web.3 Visually, they use images of icebergs or ocean depths to
convey the sheer size and below-the-surface qualities of the Dark Web. This
depth definition can be traced back to a 2001 white paper by Michael K.
Bergman, titled “The Deep Web,” in which Bergman calls attention to all
the resources not easily indexed by search engines.4 The depth approach to
the Dark Web conflates Deep Web—which has been consistently defined
as websites that search engines (especially Google) haven’t crawled—with
Dark Web, which I take to be something else altogether, especially because
many search engines do in fact crawl the Dark Web (including a custom
Google engine).
Second, there is a definition of the Dark Web that plays on the moral or
ethical connotations of “dark,” defining it as basically anything bad that
happens on the web. For example, a research team at the University of Arizona sees the “reverse side of the Web as a ‘Dark Web,’ the portion of the
World Wide Web used to help achieve the sinister objectives of terrorists
and extremists.”5 The research team carries this through in their 2012 book
Dark Web, confusingly including terrorist activities in the nonweb virtual
world Second Life in the mix.6 Journalist Jamie Bartlett’s 2014 book The
Dark Net uses a similar definition, detailing a host of subcultural activities,
such as producing pornography, seeking child exploitation images, working on cryptographic systems, and trolling, as “dark” activities.7 In contrast
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to the use of icebergs and oceans, news stories using this definition tend to
use images of hooded, faceless figures hunched over computer keyboards,
green text on black backgrounds (a la The Matrix), or hands menacingly
reaching through computer screens.
I reject those definitions in favor of a third, centered on technology.
I define the Dark Web as websites built with standard web technologies
(HTML, CSS, server-side scripting languages, hosting software) that can be
viewed with a standard web browser, such as Firefox or Chrome, which is
routed through special routing software packages. I do not define these
sites in terms of whether Google has crawled them (the “deep” definition)
nor based on the legality or morality of their content (the “morally dark”
definition). The former is technically misleading, and the latter is subject
to contentious debate. Moreover, the latter definition can be applied to a
range of Internet technologies, including sites on the regular World Wide
Web (including, as I discuss in chapter 7, Facebook).
Thus what makes the Dark Web “dark,” from a technological point of
view, is that to access these sites, one must route Chrome or Firefox (or
other browsers) through special routing software. This is the key difference
between the Dark Web and what I will call the “Clear Web,” the regular
World Wide Web. So, to access Dark Web sites on the Freenet network,
one must be running the Freenet router. With that router running, Dark
Web sites hosted on Freenet can be accessed with a standard browser via
“localhost” (often the reserved IP address 127.0.0.1) with a port specified
(often 8888). Accessing sites on the Invisible Internet Project (I2P) or on
the Tor network can be done through similar techniques. Complicating
this technology-based definition, the Dark Web is not singular but a variety
of systems. This book explores three—Freenet, Tor, and I2P—but there are
more, including ZeroNet and GNUnet, just to name two.
The major differentiating factor between the Dark Web and the Clear
Web is that these special routing systems are designed to provide anonymity for both visitors to websites and publishers of these sites. On the Clear
Web, when we visit a website, at the very least our Internet protocol (IP)
address is logged. IP addresses are key tools to track users across the Internet,
thus linking browsing histories to user identities. Similarly, when we visit
websites, we can pretty easily figure out where they are based in geographic
space, and from there we can link their contents to the identities of publishers. This is especially the case with major corporations using Extended
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Validation SSL certificates (which produce the HTTPS in our browsers),
because these corporate sites’ identities have been verified by third-party
certificate authorities (more about this in chapter 7). Conversely, Dark Web
technologies hide the IP address of site visitors as well as the physical location of the website publishers. As we browse Dark Web sites, information
that could potentially deanonymize us is obscured. Likewise, using Freenet,
Tor, or I2P, a publisher can set up a website without revealing the publisher’s physical location or identity.
Thus, although Freenet, Tor, and I2P implement anonymous web technologies in very different ways, they all provide readers and publishers with
anonymity by allowing them to browse and publish anonymous websites.
Here, the connotation of “darkness” in Dark Web has more to do with
encryption, anonymization, and leaving standard communications channels (as in the phrase used by James Comey, “going dark,” meaning avoiding overly public communications channels). “Web” refers, of course, to
websites, web browsers, HTML, and CSS.
Using this definition, we can see that the other definitions are flawed.
The depth approach is not quite right because it presents the Dark Web as
many times the size of the Clear Web. In fact, the Dark Web comprises only
thousands, possibly tens of thousands, of sites—far, far fewer than the billions on the World Wide Web.8 The repeated image of the Dark Web as the
“iceberg” under the World Wide Web’s “tip” is simply wrong. Moreover,
accessing the Dark Web is not quite like penetrating deeper and deeper
layers of the web, each one more difficult to access than the last. To be
certain, configuring browsers to use special routing software to access Dark
Web sites can be daunting to new users, but such configurations and software are well documented and can be installed and running on a computer
within minutes. In the case of Tor, a preconfigured version of Firefox, the
Tor browser, is available for download. With the routing software in place
and a bit of Googling, one can find easily find Dark Web sites to visit.
Indeed, some Dark Web sites, especially multivendor markets where vendors and administrators have a financial interest in attracting a lot of traffic,
are quite easy to get to and have hired publicists to get the word out about
them.9 The now-defunct Tor-based drug market search engine Grams, for
example, actively made finding drug vendors simpler. Of course, other Dark
Web sites, hidden behind login walls and available only to those who are
vetted, are harder to access. But this is the case with the Clear Web, as well,
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where some sites are easy to find and access and others much harder. If
anything, the Dark Web functions much like the regular web—with the key
exception that one needs special routing software to access it, software that
can protect the identity of site readers and publishers. It is not deeper than
the regular web in any logical sense.
And unlike the moral or ethical connotations of “dark,” my definition of
the Dark Web as websites only accessible with special routing software does
not predetermine any normative judgment about the content these sites
contain. As I show in this book, many sites and services on the Dark Web
would, at the very least, not rise to the level of terrorist or extremist activities, or even warrant salacious news stories. Some Dark Web sites are downright boring, providing cat facts, highly specialized computer networking
technology discussions, an implementation of the ELIZA chatbot, or a
means to play chess anonymously. As I describe in chapter 7, some major
Internet corporations, such as Facebook, are moving onto the Dark Web.
In more generous interpretations, many Dark Web sites might be judged
as valuable forums of personal and political expression, allowing political
dissidents to express their views without fear of government reprisal, or
enabling people to socialize without fear of corporate surveillance. To be
certain, the Dark Web contains some very troubling content: stolen personal information, so-called revenge pornography, and child exploitation
images, to name a few. But as Bartlett’s book and the Arizona researchers
show, this is the case with the Clear Web, too.10
All too often, the depth, morality, and technology definitions of the
Dark Web get conflated into a confusing mix. Take for example Gabriel
Weimann’s academic article “Going Dark: Terrorism on the Dark Web,” in
which he argues that
the deepest layers of the Deep Web, a segment known as the Dark Web, contain content that has been intentionally concealed. The “Dark Web” can be defined as the
portion of the Deep Web that contains generally illegal and anti-social information
and can only be accessed through specialized browsers. Thus, for example, the Dark
Web is used for material such as child pornography, unauthorized leaks of sensitive
information, money laundering, copyright infringement, credit card fraud, identity
theft, illegal sales of weapons, and so on. … In 2014, journalist Jamie Bartlett in his
book The Dark Net describes a range of underground and emergent sub-cultures, including social media racists, cam girls, self-harm communities, drug markets, cryptoanarchists and transhumanists. In recent years, the Dark Web has been moving toward more secretive locations due to the crackdown of government agencies on it.11
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Here, Weimann mixes many of the confusing meanings of the Dark Web.
To be fair, he notes it comprises websites that “can only be accessed through
specialized browsers,” which is somewhat similar to the definition I work
with here. But he also notes that it is the “deepest layer of the Deep Web,”
as if we can arrange the web into such layers, and that these deep layers contain “anti-social information,” playing on the moral connotations
of “dark.” And he cites Bartlett’s book, which studies subcultures we may
or may not find morally acceptable (racists, pornography-producing “cam
girls,” transhumanists, crypto-anarchists), all of whom we can find on the
regular web.12 Moreover, Weimann also suggests, somewhat confusingly,
the “Dark Web has been moving toward more secretive locations,” again
implying that there are deeper and deeper layers of the web (and that parts
of the web “move” to other parts). The problem with such confusing sets
of conflations is that they perpetuate the idea that the Dark Web is (a) a
massive, deeper layer “underneath” the regular web; (b) comprised solely of
illegal, “dark” activities; and (c) only accessible to highly skilled computer
users willing to continually delve deeper into the web. It’s a seductive, terrifying trope, the idea that some monstrous collection of horrifying data
lurks beyond the reach of the average web user. These connotations can
help sell newspapers and security research white papers, but as attractive as
they are, they are wrong.13
So, after all this, should I even use the loaded term Dark Web? Why
not Anonymous Web, Invisible Web, or Hidden Web? Or why not coin a
new name? The truth is that no perfect term describes the systems I am
studying, but the Dark Web term has some advantages. First, many participants on the Dark Web use the term, so it is recognizable among those
whom I study, even if they also regularly argue over its definition, let alone
its accuracy or desirability as a name for anonymous websites.14 Indeed,
mindful of the nefarious connotations of “dark,” the Tor Project at one
point hired a marketing firm to come up with a new label for anonymous
Tor-based websites. The results have been mixed, however, with “onions”
or “onionspace” (references to Tor’s top-level domain name, .onion) being
proposed but not catching on.15 Thus, even the creators of these networks
have trouble moving away from the pithy, provocative, and commonly
used moniker Dark Web. Other names, such as Anonymous Web, Invisible
Web, and Hidden Web, are sometimes used but have not caught on. Any
name I coin would be immediately ignored by the thousands of people
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who use these systems. The only other terms commonly used are Deep
Web and Dark Net. I reject the first because of the reasons I give above.
I don’t use the second—which is arguably the most common term—
because Dark Web helps narrow the focus to web technologies, as opposed
to broader Internet technologies, such as IRC, BitTorrent, or e-mail protocols, which can be routed through the same network software that
enables anonymous web publication and browsing. Focusing on the “Web”
in Dark Web thus helps limit the scope of this book to sites marked up
with HTML and presented in web browsers. Thus, even as the term brings
with it some confusion, I use Dark Web (or, since I am writing about
three systems, the plurals Dark Webs and Dark Web systems) throughout
this book.
Methodology: Dark Web Situational Analysis
How did I arrive at legitimacy as a key lens through which to look at the
Dark Web? To put it simply, I felt that the data demanded an engagement
with this concept. To show the path toward my focus on legitimacy, I want
to take a moment to talk about the methodology of this study. Perhaps
the best guide into complex heterogeneous associations, such as the Dark
Web, is Adele Clarke’s excellent Situational Analysis: Grounded Theory after
the Postmodern Turn.16
Clarke’s emphasis is on “situations,” collections of elements that,
through gestalt, become greater than the sum of their parts. Drawing on
Chicago sociology and mixing in the feminist scholarship of Donna Haraway, Clarke argues situations are “relentlessly relational and ecological”
and must be attended to in their specificity.17 Many elements go into any
given situation: visual features, “knowing subjects,” discourses, narratives,
histories, technical capacities, and materialities.18 In this, Clarke is drawing
on the actor-network theory within the school of science and technology
studies, which includes scholars such as John Law, Madeleine Akrich, Michel
Callon, Annemarie Mol, Susan Leigh Star, and Bruno Latour. Clarke is also
deeply indebted to Michel Foucault. All these scholars, from Clarke to Haraway, Law to Foucault, demand that the researcher attend to a bewildering
array of objects, from other subjects to images to technical infrastructures.
Moreover, rather than seeking ultimate causes for a situation, the concern
is with the situation as such and the relations among its elements. As John
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Law puts it, instead of tracing back to causes, the researcher considers elements as “effects” of larger networks.19
Researching such situations is a daunting task. For Clarke, the way forward is through charting relationships between heterogeneous elements
involved in a situation: discourses, visual elements, and nonhuman elements. The goal is to answer questions such as “Who and what are in this
situation? Who and what matters in this situation? What elements ‘make
a difference’ in this situation?”20 As researchers trace relations among these
elements, they pay attention to both visibility and invisibility, presence and
absence, voice and silence.21
To trace such relations, I draw on three main streams of data. First, I
rely on Foucaultian genealogical sensibilities by exploring archives or
building new ones.22 Any student of Dark Web systems has quite a few
preexisting archives to draw on, including those of developer mailing
lists, IRC logs, wikis (including their version histories), code versioning
systems, and online forum posts. For example, an important resource
for chapter 4 is Gwern Branwen and colleagues’ archive of Darknet Markets.23 These markets are important, purposely archived sources. In addition, thousands of interactions are happening right now on Dark Web
social networking sites, bulletin boards, forums, and chat systems. Some
of these interactions are more or less persistent, being stored and visible
on these sites for months or even years, but many are ephemeral: Dark
Web sites regularly appear and then disappear after a few months or days.24
Throughout my research, I sought to capture such items (using screenshots and Zotero web archiving) and construct my own coded archives
of Dark Web interactions, but of course I missed much more than I
could gather.25
Whether intentionally archived (as in the case of mailing lists) or
archived by me or other researchers, these data provide not only a wealth
of textual information, but also visual artifacts—logos, avatars, shared photos, memes—all of which could be “mapped” in the sense Clarke describes.
Thus, textual and visual information combine into a multimodal form, a
discourse that shapes and is shaped by social interaction and that reveals
traces of power dynamics. As Clarke argues, “If knowledge is power in the
Foucaultian sense, attending to the ways in which knowledges are produced, legitimated, and maintained through language/through discourse/
through discursive practices becomes central in analyzing power of all
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kinds.”26 Indeed, looking ahead to the key term of the book, legitimacy,
power practices are a central concern, and thus I must attend to how power
relations appear in these archives.
The second main stream of data for this project is drawn from participant observation and interviewing. For example, I’ve made accounts on
dozens of Dark Web sites over three years, paying attention and in some
cases contributing to the daily life of interactions on these sites. I contributed to Dark Web wiki pages, ran a blog, collaborated on a privacy policy
for a social networking site, inserted Freenet files, hosted my homepage on
Tor and I2P, and helped co-edit a Dark Web literary magazine. I’ve gotten
to know key members of several Dark Web sites, and in two dozen cases, I
moved from interactions “in public” (which is to say in the more “public”
portions of these hidden sites) to “private” conversations and “branching
and building” semistructured interviews (following, of course, principles of
informed consent and confidentiality).27
For guidance here, I turn to the work of digital ethnographers, such as
Nancy Baym, Annette Markham, Monica J. Barratt, Tom Boellstorff, Alexia
Maddox, and Gabriella Coleman. Boellstorff, author of Coming of Age in
Second Life, offers an especially invaluable methodological insight. Whereas
many ethnographers seek to ground online interaction in offline identities—a move that certainly adds to the researcher’s understanding of the
dynamics of online interaction—Boellstorff chose to treat the virtual Second Life as a culture unto itself, deciding not to link Second Life avatars
and activities to their “First Life” counterparts.28 For the participant observation and interviewing I engaged in for this project, I did not have such
a choice: as a rule, Dark Web site participants do not reveal any personal
information that could be used to resolve their online identities to offline
identities, because Dark Web systems provide a great deal of anonymity.29
This is the case even for those engaged in seemingly mundane activities,
such as sharing recipes or playing chess. Thus, especially in moments of
informing potential interviewees about my position as a researcher seeking to publish articles and books, I stressed that I was not seeking any personal information (age, gender identity, location, ethnicity, etc.). But, in
the spirit of Boellstorff’s work, interviewees still had much to offer even
without anchoring their online identities in their offline identities, including insights into power dynamics, daily practices, and histories of the sites
I studied.
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Finally, I explored the nonhuman aspects of these networks, especially
the networking software they rely on. Fortunately, the networks I consider
in this book (Freenet, Tor, and I2P) are all open-source projects, which
means that their source code and documentation are open for inspection
and that they are built through a collaborative, iterative process.30 And of
course, to access Dark Web sites themselves, I had to download, install, run,
and update these software packages on my computers, tablets, and smartphones. My engagement with this software is in many ways just as intense
as my engagements with the Dark Web participants: each software package
demands configuring, updating, and constant attention, especially because
of the discourses about privacy and security that accompany them (in other
words, the ideal is to keep the software and its dependencies up-to-date to
avoid security vulnerabilities). This combination of open code, open documentation, and the experience of running software provides more data that
can help me understand the Dark Web situation.
Here, I draw on insights from the field of software studies, which includes
scholars such a Matthew Fuller, Anne Helmond, David Berry, and Wendy
Chun. Researchers in this field consider software in layers, from operation,
interface, functions, and lines of code, down to the hardware platforms
on which the code runs.31 Following Rob Kitchin and Martin Dodge, I
thus paid attention to Dark Web “software as both product and process …
[which] needs to be understood within a framework that recognizes the
contingent, relational, and situated nature of its development and use.”32
As products, anonymizing network software packages are produced by
many different types of developers, ranging from self-taught, self-described
hackers to PhD-holding computer scientists specializing in encryption algorithms, many of whom work from different locations around the world.
Moreover, such software is produced through open-source practices, which
include combinations of ad-hoc and formal organizational structures, control of software versions, and lively technical debates.33 As processes, they
run in the background on a computer, networking the computer with others around the world, shunting data to and fro, and shaping interaction
with protocols. We can interface with them in various ways, through command lines or graphical interfaces, both of which carry certain assumptions
about how end users are to be configured.34 Thus, the Dark Web software
systems described in this book offer rich insights into the power relations
of this situation.
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Any of these research streams on their own would, I feel, be inadequate
for a wider view of the Dark Web systems discussed in this book. Taken
together, however, they provide multiple layers to move across. To digest
this array of data (archival, interview, and software), I’ve found Clarke’s
pragmatic, detailed approach to be extremely valuable. Her emphasis on
diagramming diverse situational elements, including technologies, social
groups, cultural tropes, social institutions, and debates, is a key approach I
take in this book.
Pragmatic Keyword Analysis
In the course of observing, participating in, and mapping the relationships
among the discursive and technical elements of the Dark Web, the curious term “legitimacy” and its variants came up again and again. As I show
throughout this book (starting especially in chapter 2), this term appeared
in offhand comments made on Dark Web social networking sites. The term
is commonly used in markets, where new users anxiously seek to distinguish legit vendors from scammers (note its use in the Truth and Light
example that opens this chapter). The term appeared in Clear Web coverage
of the Dark Web, especially in reports on the efforts of law enforcement to
find and shut down illegitimate websites. It appeared in comments made
about changes to encryption algorithms in the code, and in comparisons
between illegal and legitimate business models.
Legitimacy thus became for me what Clarke calls a “sensitizing concept”
and what Colin Koopman and Tomas Matza call a “category.”35 Legitimacy
became a lens with which to look at the Dark Web. And, as we will see,
this is a trifocal lens—or, perhaps better, a progressive lens, as various connotations of “legitimacy” traffic into one another in a symbolic economy.
Although focusing so much on this one category of inquiry may appear to
limit the analysis of the heterogeneous Dark Web situation, the multivalent
uses of “legitimacy” among Dark Web participants and commenters offer
complex insights into power practices, social organization, and technological development, even as the concept helps narrow the focus of the book.
Thus, to consider this sensitizing concept, I turn to pragmatic keyword
analysis. Here, a good guide is Nicholas A. John’s excellent book The Age
of Sharing. In his study of the word “sharing”—an important term for
today’s social media practices—John takes up a “pragmatic approach” from
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linguistics. That is, rather than asking “What practices should we call sharing?,” he asks, “What practices do we call sharing?”36 In other words, rather
than seeking to adjudicate which activities can properly be called “sharing”
and which should not, John is more interested in the lively, messy, multiplicity of meanings of sharing as the term is used across various domains.
In his book he considers “the sharing economy” alongside sharing one’s
thoughts alongside sharing a portion of one’s food, with these overlapping
and sometimes contradictory meanings revealing “insights into contemporary culture, and especially digital culture.”37
John draws on the work of Raymond Williams, particularly his book Keywords. Based on situational analysis of Dark Web systems, from computer
science paper archives, developer mailing lists, IRC logs, and thousands of
forum posts, to site participant observation and interviews with site administrators and users, to lines of code and software interfaces, I came to see
the term legitimacy as a keyword in Williams’s sense. Much like Williams’s
keywords, the word “legitimacy” “virtually forced itself on my attention
because the problems of its meanings seemed to me inextricably bound up
with the problems it was being used to discuss.”38 This problematic word—
just as slippery as “sharing”—provides a progressive lens into Dark Web
practices, at one moment drawing attention to violence, then to propriety,
and then to authenticity. With this concept in mind, and following the
iterative process Clarke advocates for, I then returned to Dark Web sites and
further refined the analysis, using legitimacy as a sensitizing lens to rethink
the archival and interview data I had collected. This book is a product of
these approaches.
Plan of the Book
Because this is a book about legitimacy, the next chapter, “Violence, Propriety, Authenticity: A Symbolic Economy of the Dark Web,” presents three distinct meanings of that word. First is a meaning that appears predominantly
in political philosophy: Max Weber’s conception of a state that has made
a successful claim to a monopoly on legitimated force. Thus, this meaning
of legitimacy is intimately tied to violence: who can wield it and with what
effects. But more precisely, it is tied to struggles over claims to the monopoly on violence in a society. The second meaning of legitimacy I address
in chapter 2 is found in organizational and managerial communication:
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legitimacy as propriety, in the double sense of respectable behavior and
proprietorship—in other words, commanding both respect and resources.
Whereas the power practices of states involve violent force (military interventions or policing), for organizations, the struggle is over which organizations command what resources, and how well those claims to resources
are respected by other social groups. Finally, a meaning of legitimacy not
often explicitly defined can be found in streams of writing about popular
culture: legitimacy as authenticity, or “legit.” This form of legitimacy is tied
to communities of practice, who develop—and monopolize—shared sets of
symbols and languages. Whereas power at the state level can be expressed
through violence, and power in an organization is often expressed through
command of resources, power among the “legit” is tied to social inclusion
and exclusion. After laying out these three meanings in chapter 2, I present
a symbolic economy by which legitimacy is trafficked across domains, with
methods such as inheritance, exchange, appropriation, purchase, and delegitimation. All the meanings of legitimacy and symbolic economic practices associated with legitimacy are tied back to statements made by Dark
Web participants and commenters.
Chapter 3, “The Dark Web Network Builders,” details the development
history of the three Dark Web systems discussed throughout this book:
Freenet, the Tor Project, and the Invisible Internet Project (I2P). I trace how
each project developed networks that can anonymize both readers and
publishers of web technologies. Thus, the chapter emphasizes the importance of web publishing on these networks, which was not necessarily the
original intention of the network builders but nonetheless emerged quickly
as the networks took shape. Web publishing on these anonymous networks
became known as Dark Web publishing. I also consider the projects’ places
within the three legitimacies (violence, propriety, and authenticity), examining the relationship between these projects and states, the ways in which
these projects appear as organizations, and the struggles over authenticity
as project developers contest one another’s network designs. As the chapter
shows, the Freenet, Tor, and I2P projects have each engaged in complex
negotiations with state power, organizational propriety, and the performative dimensions of being legit software developers who can make successful
anonymous networks.
The heart of the book focuses on the specific forms of legitimacy in turn.
Chapter 4, “From Agorism to OPSEC: Dark Web Markets and a Shifting
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Relationship to the State,” takes on the relationship between Dark Web
markets and state violence. Specifically, I consider a shift in thinking among
Dark Web market participants about the state’s claims to a monopoly on
legitimated violence. The chapter starts with agorism. Agorists are radical
market libertarians who believe that state violence is illegitimate, and that
justice and security ought to be solely distributed via market mechanisms.
Agorism became a dominant political ideology of the Silk Road, the first
major Dark Web drug market. The Silk Road agorists argued that selling
drugs outside state control would undermine the state altogether. However,
the Silk Road was seized in 2013 and its founder arrested. Rather than curtailing political thinking, the end of the Silk Road ushered in a new relationship to state violence in the form of what I call “OPSEC politics.” OPSEC,
or operations security, is a practice originally developed by the U.S. military
and later appropriated by Dark Web market participants. I show in chapter
4 how OPSEC politics helps produce new social formations that are more in
line with larger discourses associating communication and violence.
The next chapter, “Searching for the Google of the Dark Web,” explores
search engines as legitimate organizations. Drawing on interviews with
software developers who have taken on the challenge of searching Freenet,
I2P, and Tor web content, I consider their claims to legitimacy as propriety, that is, commanding respect and commanding resources. I trace how
Dark Web search engines integrate themselves into networks and become
obligatory points of passage, mediating between a host of other entities,
including users, site administrators, law enforcement agents, and software
protocols. I conclude with an analysis of the techniques by which Dark
Web search engines lay claim to an important inheritance: the legitimacy
of being called the “Google of the Dark Web.”
Chapter 6, “Being Legit on a Dark Web Social Network,” focuses on the
final meaning of legitimacy, as authenticity. To illustrate this meaning, I
consider how members of a specific Dark Web social networking site, Galaxy2, negotiate the tensions between social networking practices, pseudonymity, and administrative rules, seeking to be “legit” members of the site.
While contemporary social networking has a set of now-standard practices
(gather friends, gather likes, share content), these practices take on different
shapes when introduced into anonymizing networks. Community norms
and explicit rules are used by Galaxy2 members and administrators to cultivate a particular site culture. Those who are included in the culture are legit;
those who are not legit are excluded from the site. The predominant mode
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of interaction hinges on building profiles while refraining from offering
personal information. As the chapter shows, however, in some cases—specifically when members disclose that they are young and female—the rules
of authenticity change in disturbing ways.
Chapter 7, “Facebook and the Dark Web: A Collision,” traces the symbolic
economy of legitimacy that resulted in the Tor Project’s successful registration of .onion with Internet standards bodies. While Internet standards are
highly technical, backgrounded, and infrastructural, they have profound
consequences for the billions of Internet users. As I show in this chapter,
they also have consequences for Dark Web systems. Because Internet standards groups recognize .onion—a recognition prompted in no small part
by Facebook’s involvement in the process—Tor hidden services can now
get Extended Validation certificates. This can lead to more “legitimate” (in
the sense of propriety) sites mirroring their operations on the Tor network.
In addition, Tor’s success hinged in part on delegitimating rival networks,
such as I2P. I conclude the chapter by considering how Facebook’s presence
on the Tor network blurs the lines between Dark and Clear Webs.
The book concludes with a short chapter arguing for the value of anonymous political speech in a time of ubiquitous surveillance. I acknowledge
the calls to end the development of anonymizing networks because so much
illegitimate activity happens on them, but I argue that, in the absence of
anonymizing networks and in the presence of increasingly monitored digital communications, we lose a valuable means of political speech and dissent if we shut down the Dark Web.
Caveats and Shortcomings
As a single researcher exploring three anonymizing networks, including
their archives, participants, and software systems, I face many shortcomings, ranging from a skills deficit (I have no training in computer science) to
strong personal views (I have particular stances on resisting the corporatedominated Clear Web, as can be seen in my previous published work).39
Here, I want to caution the reader a bit.
Language Limitations
I am a native English speaker. I am an American. These are limitations.
There are many sites on Tor, I2P, or Freenet that are in languages other than
English. I can read Spanish, but beyond that, I have difficulties with sites
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in other languages. I2P, for example, has many sites in Russian, and Tor is
increasingly seeing a growth in Russian-language users and sites. One might
simply suggest that I use an online translation system, such as Google
Translate, to read the contents of non-English and non-Spanish sites. Even
setting aside the problems of machine translation, however, I believe this
would be a privacy violation. Google is, of course, notorious for its practice of absorbing every bit of information it encounters. This includes text
entered into Google Translate. I must assume that people running Dark
Web sites are doing so in part to avoid being monitored by Google, so I
have never fed any site text into Google Translate. Nonetheless, one advantage I have speaking today’s de facto lingua franca is that most Dark Web
development (detailed in chapter 3) is conducted in English, and many
Dark Web sites use English as a primary language. Even so, the analyses
offered in this book are definitely limited by my language inabilities.
The Dark Web Changes Constantly
As Monica Barratt and Alexia Maddox aptly put it, the Dark Web is a constantly “fracturing digital environment.”40 Much of the Dark Web has
changed, even during the course of this writing, and much will change after
the book comes out. Dark Web sites are notoriously ephemeral, appearing
online for a few months and disappearing without a trace. To be certain,
some last years, but these are rare. The sites I write about here may very well
be gone by the time this book is published. Indeed, two notable Tor hidden services, Grams and Galaxy2, have gone offline during the copyediting
phase. No doubt I missed important sites as I did the research for this book.
Complicating this situation, there is no Archive.org for Freenet, Tor, and
I2P, and the makers and users of these sites don’t think of what they are
doing in historical terms, so they rarely save their old content.41
The result of this constant change is that my analysis will be relatively
unique: the sites I examine and the people I have interviewed may be
impossible for others to find. In light of this, and for the convenience of
the reader, I include Clear Web links to the sources I’m drawing on whenever possible. Nonetheless, in many instances, I must refer to sources that
are solely available via Tor, I2P, or Freenet. These links will be marked in
any endnotes or citations with [Tor], [I2P] or [Freenet]. As discussed above,
these links cannot be reached without the use of their respective routing
programs, so anyone wanting to follow up and verify my work would have
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to install the routing software, configure a browser to use that software, and
follow the links, assuming they are still active. In those cases where I believe
the site owner does not want the link shared, I will withhold the link.
In addition, I focus on three key Dark Web site formats: markets, search
engines, and social networking sites. This does not exhaust the types of
sites found on Freenet, Tor, or I2P, such as pornography sites, chat sites,
forums, and blogs. Like the Clear Web, the Dark Web has a wide range of
sites, and this book cannot cover them all.
My Own Legitimacy
Finally, what of my own position as a researcher, or as a Dark Web participant? To put it in terms of this book, am I legitimate? In terms of academic
work, at the very least, I hope my deep archival work and several years
working with Dark Web systems, in addition to participant observation and
interviews with Dark Web administrators and users, provide some answer
here. As for my interpretations of all these data: they are of course subject
to debate.
On a related note, I will say that I do not believe I am “giving voice” to
Dark Web users. They are already quite vocal. I do not think of this work as
“representing” them either. Frankly, to use a practice I discuss in this work,
at best I can say that I am engaged in an exchange of the legitimacies of
the Dark Web, trafficking these legitimacies from one domain into another,
in this case from Dark Web sites to an academic study. I also must face the
fact that, at worst, I am appropriating the legitimacy of Dark Web makers
and participants, simply taking their ideas and presenting them in a book
published by an academic press and thus benefiting professionally from the
work of others. Mindful of this problem, I have labored to make this book
as much an exchange of legitimacy as possible.
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On a Tor-based market forum for customers of a counterfeit American currency vendor, one satisfied customer proclaimed, “I like the sparkly 20
[counterfeit dollar bill] because I do something to them that makes it look
legit:) I also make the green eagle look legit. All by hand ;).”
Reporting on Dark Web drug markets, the business magazine Business
Insider ran this headline: “If Silk Road Was a Legitimate Startup, It Would
Be Worth ~$2.4 Billion.”1 In a comment on the story, one reader argued,
“Anything worth $2.4 billion is more relevant, legitimate operation than
most startups.”2
During a debate about spam on the Freenet developer’s mailing list, one
developer argued, “I also wouldnt think spam would be a good form of
advertising for a legitamite [sic] product, it would be more likely to make
consumers boycott a product rather than support it.”3
British newspaper the Telegraph reported on research about Tor’s hidden
services:
[Security researchers] Rid and Moore commend Tor for offering vulnerable people
access to anonymous browsing. But they said Tor needs to work harder to encourage
its community to build a safe and legitimate browsing experience.
“The developers made Tor for a different purpose—they wanted security, not
crime. It's up to them to change the direction,” said Rid. “It's up to them to have
a sensible discussion about ways to reduce crime, to get more legitimate users in.”4

On an I2P Frequently Asked Questions page, in response to the question
“I've found some illegal content, what should I do?,” one response reads,
“The fact that such content is available is just a testament to [I2P’s] own
success, as distasteful as it is. Like a canary in a coal mine. [I2P,] Tor and
Freenet are possible havens of illegal activity, but have many legit uses.”5
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As should be clear, a keyword unites these disparate quotes: legitimacy.
During my time over the past three years on Tor hidden services, I2P eepsites, and Freenet freesites, I’ve seen variations on the word “legitimate”
come up again and again. On Dark Web forums, social networking sites,
chat sites, Reddit subs, in news reporting, and in YouTube how-to videos,
people often deploy variations on the term “legitimate” when they discuss
the Dark Web or activities on the Dark Web. Moreover, as should be clear
from the above examples, people are using this term in very different ways.
Why does this matter? First, I want to suggest that the repeated use of
the term “legitimate” (or its variants) reflects an anxiety about the Dark
Web itself. Following on science and technology studies scholars Philippe
Mallein and Yves Toussaint, I would suggest that the Dark Web is going
through a “trial of legitimacy,” as various social groups are gathering
around it, struggling over its uses and boundaries.6 As Guillaume LatzkoToth explains, before a technology “gets integrated—or rejected—in a given
social milieu, the technology is subjected to a ‘trial of legitimacy,’ where its
relevance, meaning, and compatibility with the group’s norms and values
are examined and debated.”7 The controversies swirling around the Dark
Web show that such a trial is clearly happening now. Specific questions for
the Dark Web’s trial of legitimacy include:
•

What is the role, if any, for the Dark Web in our contemporary media

environment?
•

Who should and should not use it?

•

For what purposes?

•

Who should control it?

•

What are the contours of access to it?

•

How are violations of its legitimate uses to be prevented or punished?

Moreover, the variety of interpretations of “legitimate” indicate that the
trial of legitimacy is intense, variegated, and working on multiple registers.
The quotations that open this chapter reveal a range of different views that
touch on legitimacy:
•

There’s a discussion about hand-crafting counterfeit bills to make them

seem authentic.
•

The distinction between one multibillion-dollar start-up and the next

might hinge on social acceptability rather than on business acumen.
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Some forms of advertising on decentralized networks are respectable, and

others are not.
•

Crime and security are incompatible.

•

The presence of illegal activity on the Dark Web means that it is protect-

ing all users from state power.
If I am interested in exploring the Dark Web’s trial of legitimacy, these
diverse interpretations of “legitimate” pose a problem. How does one decide
if something is legitimate? Is there a clear and objective measure? The various uses of the concept found in those quotations—and indeed, in many
of my interactions with Dark Web users, administrators, and commenters—
implies that a clear definition of legitimacy is lacking.
In the face of this, I have two possible responses. One is to say that
some of these people are using the term “legitimate” wrong, that they don’t
know what the word means. I could seek to clear up this confusion by offering an unambiguous definition of the term so that we could go about the
business of making criteria to judge what is properly legitimate and what is
not. This would be a means to adjudicate the Dark Web’s trial of legitimacy.
I am a cultural studies scholar, however, which means I take seriously
how people understand the worlds around them, and how that understanding might be reflected in the language they use. Thus, a second response is
not to treat some uses of “legitimate” as wrong and others as right, but to
instead consider all meanings of the term as relevant, as descriptions and
aims of practices rather than hard-and-fast definitions. I would then trace
the symbolic economy that is trafficked across these meanings, particularly as this economy relates to specific practices on the Dark Web and the
struggle to define what that system is and does and who should control it.
This chapter—indeed, this book—is dedicated to the second option. If
users, law enforcement agencies, drug dealers, journalists, business analysts, counterfeiters, entrepreneurs, academics, spammers, or free speech
advocates are gathering around the Dark Web and deploying variations on
the term “legitimate” in their struggles over the meaning of these networks,
a task before us is to (a) create a typology of these different meanings of
legitimacy and (b) consider the economy of meanings that moves across
these different legitimacies. From the counterfeiter’s “legit” twenty-dollar
bill sold on a Dark Web market to the law enforcement agent’s legitimate
right to arrest Dark Web site operators, legitimacy, in all its shades and
transformations of meanings, is a central concept for this book. Moreover,
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as I argue in this chapter and throughout the book, legitimacy is always
about communication and power. The development of legitimacy through
a symbolic economy enables actors to claim resources, command flows of
wealth and information, and make decisions about who is included in a
social order and who is excluded. The multifaceted term “legitimacy” thus
opens multiple conceptual lenses onto the Dark Web. Given that my focus
in this book is on the social groups building anonymizing networks and
using various Dark Web applications that exist within them, tracing how
these groups engage with legitimacy in all its forms is an important task.
In this chapter I first present three variations on legitimacy: the state’s
claims to a monopoly on violent force, corporate and organizational propriety, and authenticity (colloquially called the “legit”). Next, I consider a
symbolic economy where such legitimacies are inherited, exchanged, purchased, appropriated, or denied. I conclude by considering the Dark Web’s
trials of legitimacy in further detail.
Three Legitimacies
The State’s Legitimated Monopoly on Violence
“The relation between the state and violence,” argues Max Weber, “is an
especially intimate one.”8 Weber’s influential lecture “Politics as a Vocation” theorizes legitimacy, specifically state legitimacy, as a monopoly on
violence. Weber defines the state as “a human community that (successfully) claims the monopoly of the legitimate use of physical force within a given
territory.” The state “is considered the sole source of the ‘right’ to use violence.” It is a “relation of men dominating men, a relation supported by
means of legitimate (i.e., considered to be legitimate) violence.”9
Weber identifies a relationship between the material tools of violence
and obedience:
Organized domination, which calls for continuous administration, requires that human conduct be conditioned to obedience towards those masters who claim to be
the bearers of legitimate power. On the other hand, by virtue of this obedience,
organized domination requires the control of those material goods which in a given
case are necessary for the use of physical violence.10

In other words, obedience among populations may begin with their recognition that the state has monopolized tools of violence (weapons,
armies, police, etc.), but over time—presumably to reduce the cost of
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control—populations are conditioned to become obedient. Politics, then,
is the organized pursuit of the “top places” of this order: the command of
the bureaucracies, armies, or police forces. If the state can monopolize the
use of violence, condition the obedience of populations, and establish a
cadre of administrative agents, it can exercise power in both violent and
nonviolent ways.
For scholars in the Weberian tradition, violence is an empirically verifiable aspect of contemporary states. As C. Fred Alford forcefully argues,
“Brute, physical coercion is not the last resort of the regime, any regime.
It is the first, which means that it is the veiled threat behind every act of
political power—that is, every act of power.”11 And as Herbert Wulf argues,
“There can be no doubt that states have applied violence on a larger scale,
more efficiently and more effectively since they have endeavoured to
monopolize force.”12 This form of legitimacy, the legitimated monopoly on
violence, finds its most obvious expression in the tools of war and policing. Military strength is inside-out state violence, directing what military
theorists call “kinetic force” at targets outside the borders. In international
law, “The right to declare and wage war is given only to states, some entities resembling them, and the United Nations itself.”13 Policing—what
sociologist Jonathan Jackson and colleagues call “the most available and
salient representative of the state”—is top-down state violence, directing
state-sanctioned surveillance, arrest, seizure, imprisonment, and execution
at citizens who violate laws.14 In both cases, accepted uses of these violent
practices is called legitimate.
Moreover, as Jackson and co-authors argue, the belief that the state has
the monopoly on violence is correlated with the belief that “private violence” (vigilantism, revenge, or political rebellion) is morally unacceptable.
“The nature of legitimacy invites the hypothesis that recognizing that the
right of the police to dictate appropriate behavior is also to believe that one
should not use violence to achieve certain goals—that is, that the police
have a right and just monopoly over violence in society.”15 Similarly, as
Chandan Reddy argues, states promote themselves as “the pre-eminent
vehicle for the conquest of arbitrary and irrational violence by a legitimate
violence.”16 This leads to the view of citizens’ docility (or at least physical
nonviolence) as morally right and rational: “When people believe that legal
authorities have the right to power and the right to dictate appropriate
behavior, they tend to defer to, and cooperate with, legitimate authorities
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because they feel it is the right thing to do.”17 In short, they cede violence
to the state.
Importantly for the central object of this book—the Dark Web—the language used by these theorists is that of claims, beliefs, and perceptions. This
is not an argument that some essential, measurable phenomenon known
as legitimacy exists, or that the state collects or essentially comprises such
a substance. Rather, the state seeks to cultivate the belief in its claim to
the monopoly on violence. As the sociologist François Bourricaud argues,
“What interests us is not the state of legitimacy but the process of legitimization.”18 Likewise, political theorist Rodney Barker contends, “What
characterizes government … is not the possession of a quality defined as
legitimacy, but the claiming, the activity of legitimation.”19 What is claimed
is the monopoly over violent force and the rightness of that monopoly;
the evidence for the successful claim is to be found in whether the state’s
“political subjects overtly follow its commandments.”20
Here, we can see how the hard core of state violence can permeate outward into other social institutions. If state legitimacy is subject to claims,
beliefs, and perceptions, then a key arena in which the monopoly on violent power is constructed and contested is in mediated communication.
States’ claims can be contested and of course often are. The contests might
be violent, as when rebel factions take up arms against a ruling faction.
They might be nonviolent, as when one government is challenged during
an election. In either case, the claim is that those in power should not have
the monopoly on violent force and that the contesting faction or party
should. Here, the central mechanism is communication: whether or not
political change happens through violence, the struggle for the monopoly
of violence often plays out in mediated debates and discourse: slogans,
speeches, videos, broadcasts, websites, tweets, or memes.
Thus, broadly speaking, the relationship between media and the state is
extremely important. As Jessica Beyer and Fenwick McKelvey put it, “the
modern state depends on an informational infrastructure that makes its territory and population legible.”21 For states that control mass media, propagating their self-legitimating messages is easy. States that don’t directly
control mass media still have means to get self-legitimating messages out,
through tactics such as granting access to top officials for interviews to
select media companies, partnerships, or sophisticated public relations campaigns. Those who oppose the ruling elites must either seek out alternative
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channels or make their own inroads into mass media broadcasting. We
can therefore think of mass media as key sites for discourses about state
violence.
Of course, the argument that mass media are tools of the state grates
against the idealized role of mass media as a “fourth estate”—a critical check
on state power. If mass media have become the tool of the state, what about
Internet media? The Internet has been an object of what Armand Mattelart
has called the “messianic discourses about the democratic virtues of technology.”22 It has been lauded as a means for anyone with a computer and
modem to circumvent mass media systems, a “networked fourth estate,”
an avenue for criticism of the state.23 This has direct relevance for claims
to the monopoly on violent force: established elites struggle to adopt new
technologies, such as social media, to defend their monopolies, and those
who challenge them do the same.24 I return to these points in the next
two chapters.
Of course, states are often more than police and military forces proclaiming their status in media. States also build complex institutions that may
not directly rely on violence but only refer to it on occasion: diplomacy,
land management, licensing, record keeping, taxation, or civil courts, to
name a few. Such institutions can diffuse violent practices and thus deemphasize the articulation between states and violence. In fact, this leads to
another conceptualization of legitimacy: organizational legitimacy, or legitimacy as propriety.
Legitimacy as Propriety
The state’s claim to a monopoly on violent power is not the only form of
legitimacy. As capitalism has developed into the transnational corporate
form we see today, organizations (especially corporations, but also universities and nonprofits) have sought to establish what they call legitimacy. This
is on a different register from state power. Returning quickly to Weber, “The
direction of capitalist enterprises, despite far-reaching analogies, follows
quite different laws than those of political administration.”25
Here, I would suggest an articulation between legitimacy and propriety. I use “propriety” to signal the connotations of proper behavior as well
as proprietorship, or operating a business. Indeed, much of the scholarly
literature theorizing this form of legitimacy comes from organizational
and managerial communication, a field dedicated to understanding how
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organizations (primarily corporations) can use communication to influence
their employees, shareholders, customers, and regulators. This perspective might be summed up by the common phrase “legitimate business,”
meaning a legal, accepted, proper business that is perceived to be operating
ethically. In other words, legitimation at the level of capitalist firms is a different animal from the state’s claim to violence.26
Organizational sociologist Mark C. Suchman defines this form of legitimacy as “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an
entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within some socially constructed
system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions.”27 As Eero Vaara and
Janne Tienar argue, “From this perspective, legitimation stands for creating
a sense of positive, beneficial, ethical, understandable, necessary, or otherwise acceptable action in a specific setting.”28 The socially constructed
system or setting that organizations operate in is transnational capitalism.
Relevant actors within this system include “public opinions, educational
systems, professions, ideologies, and certification and accreditation bodies,” as well as “consumers, employees, investor, local communities, government, non-profits, and media.”29 These are the actors for whom a “sense
of positive” perceptions must be created.
At the center of all this is the management of organizations. In the literature of organizational and managerial communication, managers are the
key actors capable of constructing a perception of the organization’s propriety among the various stakeholders. Roy Suddaby and Royston Greenwood
argue that these actors can use persuasive arguments—that is, rhetoric—
drawn from existing cultural logics in order to make organizations comprehensible and taken-for-granted. Such “logics enable actors to make sense
of their ambiguous world by prescribing and proscribing actions.”30 These
preexisting logics include habits of thought that might be articulated in a
new organization. Similarly, as Martin Ruef argues, “Novel organizational
forms are most likely to become legitimated when they fit into the preexisting cultural beliefs, meanings, and typifications of an organizational
community.”31 As the privileged actors within transnational capitalism,
managers are in key positions to do this articulating work to legitimize an
organization through such habits of thought. Thus, if managers are successful in aligning these perceptions, the organization is seen to be consistent
with the prior cultural logic. I take up the concept of aligning perceptions
in detail in my study of Dark Web search engines in chapter 5.
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Much as in the case of state violence, organizational propriety is often
constructed and contested through mediated communication, including
strategic communication, advertising, and branding practices. And just like
states, organizations traditionally rely on mass communication (television,
newspapers, radio) to get their self-legitimating messages out. Indeed, the
history of American mass media might be read as the history of corporate
legitimation practices, where corporations took to the airwaves to peddle
their wares, raise our awareness of their existence, and justify their claims to
capital, resources, and labor. More recently, the advent of Internet communication, particularly social media, has seen organizations scramble to find
new methods of self-legitimation, including using Twitter and Facebook
to develop networks of fans and boosters as well as engaging in sentiment
analysis to monitor the legitimacy of their brands.32
“Whatever the method of legitimation,” organizational and managerial
scholars Blake E. Ashforth and Barrie W. Gibbs argue, “the intent is the
same: To foster the belief among constituents that the organization's activities and ends are congruent with the expectations, values, and norms of
constituents.”33 Business scholars Shuili Du and Edward T. Viera Jr. note
that legitimacy “is vital for organizational survival because it ensures the
continuous flow of resources and the sustained support by the organization’s stakeholders.”34 To put this another way, legitimacy as propriety is
important because it ensures the organization’s continued control of the
materials of production as well as that organization’s ongoing realization of value (in economic, cultural, or symbolic forms). The goal of propriety is to preserve the capacity of the firm to act as freely as possible
in the pursuit of its goals (particularly privatization of economic profit
and the socialization of risk, but also the capture of symbolic or cultural
resources). A business perceived to be legitimate can continue to control
production processes, efficiently exploit the workers who are hired to
produce using those processes, and market the products to various consumers. A nonprofit organization perceived as legitimate can continue to
receive sponsorship and donations, efficiently exploit the labor of volunteers or highly idealistic employees, and market itself to the public as a
necessary part of civil society. Both types of organizations are respected as
they take these actions. Illegitimate organizations, on the other hand, face
sanction from states who might deem them illegal (and who thus reserve
the right to violently seize their assets or personnel), from workers who
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refuse to labor for them, or from consumers who refuse to buy from or
sponsor them.35
Legit: Legitimacy as Authenticity
Unlike the state’s claim to a monopoly on violence or an organization’s
claims to propriety, this final form of legitimacy is far less theorized in academic work. A long tradition of political philosophy focuses on the state,
legitimacy, and violence, and the growing field of organizational studies
analyzes corporate and nonprofit legitimacy, but not much scholarship
exists on what I call the “legit,” or legitimacy as authenticity.
“Legit” connotes realness, belonging, coolness. A way to clarify this distinction is by drawing on a legit dictionary, rather than a proper, legitimate
one such as the Oxford English Dictionary. According to the Urban Dictionary—an online crowdsourced dictionary of slang—“legit” is a “modern synonym for words such as ‘cool,’ ‘ill,’ ‘tight,’ or ‘dope.’” To be legit is to not
be fake, “one hundred percent NOT bullshit!” It “means ‘for real’ or in
standard terms, ‘fo realz.’”36 The contributors to the Urban Dictionary, to
illustrate their definitions, provide a range of examples of what can be legit:
parties, clothes, drugs, stories, and achievements.
Legitimacy as authenticity, or legit as cool, appears often in popular
music. At the height of his popularity, M. C. Hammer boasted that he was
“2 Legit 2 Quit,” drawing on his Oakland, California, roots and boasting,
“I’ll hit with a dose of Oaktown power.” Likewise, in “I’m Legit,” Nicki
Minaj lets us know “I’m the greatest Queens bitch with the cashes flow”—
in other words, she’s “the shit legit.” In “So Legit,” Lana Del Ray critiques
Lady Gaga for selling out, asking, “What happened to Brooklyn? / What
happened to New York? / What happened to my scene? / What happened
to punk rock?/ … I don’t get it / I’m so legit.”
These lyrics reflect what popular music scholars have found, that the
vernacular term “legit” is tied to authenticity, which is itself determined
in the relatively autonomous spheres of artistic cultures. In other words,
states and corporations (and other large-scale aggregates) do not necessarily sanction what is legit and what is not. Rather, this form of legitimacy
is sanctioned by specific, bounded communities of practice, such as artist
groups, practitioners of a musical genre, denizens of a specific geographic
community, academic schools of thought, or, most relevant to this book,
users of particular online sites and services.
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Although this form of legitimacy is less theorized than the others, a key
figure has written about it extensively: Pierre Bourdieu. Artistic sanction, as
opposed to political sanction, appears in his analysis of the birth of the symbolic goods market: he notes that artists initially drew their legitimacy from
their political or religious patrons (i.e., from state authorities), but as they
shifted to a secular, market-based practice, artists defined their own form
of legitimacy in terms of their own practices.37 In other words, artists established restricted fields of relations that determined what authentic (legit)
art is, rather than relying on political or religious authority to establish
what legitimate (state-supported) art is. As Michael Stevenson summarizes
Bourdieu’s field theory, “A field comprises a range of actors (e.g., artists,
galleries, museums, and cultural intermediaries such as critics) competing
for prestige, as well as the ‘rules’ that govern their actions: these unwritten ‘laws’ are socially defined and historically contingent agreements about
what constitutes quality and legitimacy within the field.”38 These fields are
relatively autonomous of other fields (such as the political, the realm of
legitimated violence, or the economic, the realm of propriety).
Furthermore, because field theory focuses on fields of production, it
is useful for thinking about objects and practices as well as people. Much
of the emphasis is, of course, on humans: artists and critics, for example.
But this view extends to authenticity in terms of objects: What type of art
belongs in this field? What sort of images? What technical artifacts? And it
extends to practices: What repeated fusions of language, objects, and movement are for real and thus belong? Which ones are bullshit and must be
kept out of the field?
We can further see this form of legit when it is challenged. Writing about
legitimacy and authenticity in hip hop, philosopher Leigh Roche argues,
“In music we see challenges to supposed authenticity when a middle-class
suburban white kid is rapping about their struggle in the ’hood. Regardless
of how good their rap skills, their verbiage, or their groove, legitimate rap artists and their audiences know it’s just [bullshit].”39 In other words, authentic rappers socially construct what is legitimate and establish in-group and
out-group distinctions along those lines. Crossing that line is failing at
the legit game, violating the criteria of a “field of restricted production”
by misusing others’ “legitimate and monopolized use of a certain class of
symbolic goods.”40 Here, Bourdieu echoes Weber’s conceptualization of the
state’s claim to violent power. To be marked as legit, one must demonstrate
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command of a class of symbolic goods, and one must also police the possession of those symbolic goods. We see this in Elizabeth Currid-Halkett’s
theory of the “aspirational class,” where today’s social winners convey their
class position through cultural signifiers that convey their acquisition of knowledge and value system—dinner party conversation around opinion pieces, bumper
stickers that express political views and support for Greenpeace, and showing up
at farmer’s markets. … In each of these decisions, big and small, they strive to feel
informed and legitimate in their belief that they have made the right and reasonable
decision based on facts (whether regarding the merit of organic food, breast-feeding,
or electric cars).41

In other words, legit is about the social construction of insiders and outsiders, the insiders marked by command of the restricted class of symbolic
goods.
Alice Emily Marwick’s book on Silicon Valley culture provides examples
of this practice. As she argues, “Status hierarchies are partially maintained
through erecting and reinforcing boundaries between insiders and outsiders.”42 She describes the practice of networking at conferences such as South
by Southwest and the various tech conferences and parties held in Northern California. One story she tells points to the construction of insider/
outsider dynamics:
While the tech community emphasizes networking as a necessary skill for business
success, people attending large tech parties who aggressively pitch their company
to people whom they don’t know are considered somewhat pathetic. Technology
journalist and former C|Net blogger Caroline McCarthy explained this hierarchy
when describing the New York Tech Meetup, a very large-scale event: “That’s the sort
of thing where afterwards. … you’re going to be getting like business cards passed
to you left and right, and you don’t know who’s legit. … I don’t want to call it the
bottom of the pecking order, but that’s like the most open-entry, and it still is.”43

As Marwick notes, “Implicit in this quote is that some people are ‘legit’ and
others are not, a distinction that is primarily determined through social
relationships.”44 In the creative technology industry, social knowledge of
symbolic practices—say, how to meet someone at a party, the proper way to
pass a business card, where to stand, whom to talk to and whom not to—can
mark someone as legitimately belonging and others as hapless outsiders.
With this sense of legit—of being judged as real or authentic—we’re far
from the debates in international relations concerning the legitimacy of a
government fomented during a coup, or debates in organizational studies
about how social media might help a business legitimate its brand. But
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ignoring this conceptualization of legitimacy would be foolish, especially
because—like the other two meanings I’ve explored—it can tell us much
about how various social groups are struggling over the meaning and uses
of the Dark Web.
Objects and Power
Although the various uses of the term “legitimacy” have significant differences, each meaning also echoes aspects of the others. States engage
in clear practices of power—such as executing enemies and imprisoning
criminals—but the power practices that mark the legit may be less clear.
As I show throughout this book, practices of inclusion and exclusion are
incredibly important on the Dark Web. Each legitimacy is marked by communicative practices, whether they be broadcasting nationalist spectacles
on television, advertising one’s propriety on Facebook, or making claims to
a legit identity on Twitter. Each has its objects: citizen-subjects for the state;
employees, shareholders, and customers for the corporation. Interestingly,
the insular legit’s objects are the same as its social groups: artists take other
artists as objects, critics other critics (and artists), and hackers other hackers
as all decide who’s in and who’s out.
Above all, then, legitimacy is about power. As Thomas Luckmann argues,
“It conforms with Max Weber’s position as well as with ordinary linguistic
usage to say that legitimation is making sense of power. The real sociological questions—which are not definitional questions—start at this point.”45
This “making sense of power” involves those in power making claims about
their capacity to act as well as those subjugated to power making sense
of their subjugation.46 In other words, legitimacy is a socially constructed
judgment about whether a given institution, object, or person ought to
enjoy the capacity to act and in so doing affect the conduct of others who
do not enjoy that same capacity. In table 2.1, I have laid out each type of
legitimacy’s objects, power practices, discursive practices, social groups, and
academic fields.
Further Articulating “Legitimacy” and “Dark Web”
I want to return to the quotations I began with and place those different
conceptualizations of legitimacy in this framework.
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Table 2.1
Objects, power and discursive practices, relevant social groups, and academic fields for each meaning
of legitimacy
Legitimacy

Objects

Power practices

Violence

Citizensubject,
enemy

Deprivation of
life or time

Propriety

Employees,
investors,
consumers

Firing,
lawsuits,
discipline

Authenticity

Artists,
intellectuals,
critics,
hackers

Inclusion and
exclusion,
distinction and
differentiation,
criticism

Communicative
practices

Social groups

Academic fields

Nationalist
spectacles,
rhetorics of
patriotism,
propaganda
Public relations,
advertising,
branding,
internal
propaganda

Law
enforcement,
military,
politicians

International
relations,
political theory

Managers,
administrators,
moderators

Criticism,
identity claims,
social sorting

Artists,
intellectuals,
critics, hackers

Organizational
sociology,
organizational
and managerial
communication,
business
Popular culture
studies, literary
criticism

The first, regarding the legit counterfeit twenty-dollar bills, comes from
a Dark Web forum where a counterfeiter and his clients gather to discuss
the artistry of making passable fake money, as well as techniques for passing counterfeits at cash registers. This is clearly not legitimate in the state
sense—states tend to violently protect their ability to coin money—nor is
it legitimate in the sense of propriety. Rather, these counterfeiters demonstrate their abilities through their command of symbolic and technical
practices, placing them in the legit, or legitimacy as authenticity, category.
Although counterfeit money is, by definition, fake, the goal of counterfeiting is arguably artistic: using paper, design, printing, and social engineering
skills to produce a viable, passable note. Those are the skills of an authentic
(not bullshit) counterfeit artist.
The next two quotations deal with legitimacy as propriety. As for Silk
Road’s potential value were it a legitimate start-up, in the estimation of
technology and business journalist Willard Foxton, if some “freewheeling entrepreneur” had bought it and nurtured it, they could have become
“the [Mark] Zuckerberg of online drug dealing.”47 Several business publications espoused similar views, noting that Silk Road was an innovative,
compelling new market platform with many benefits, including making
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recreational drug purchasing safer and more convenient than going to the
dealer on the corner—and its growth as an online market was unprecedented, even compared with Amazon or eBay.48 Silk Road’s failure, in this
perspective, was its inability to become legitimated—that is, a failure to
become perceived as proper and acceptable, which was more a function
of the (illegitimate?) War on Drugs than on rational business sense about
markets and commerce.49 It commanded resources, but it did not command
enough respect.
The Freenet spam quotation comes from a longer mailing list discussion
about the difference between legitimate speech—including speech advertising businesses and services—and illegitimate speech, specifically spam.
Again, the question of propriety is central: proper businesses advertise. Illegitimate ones spam.
The tension between security and crime, as revealed in the final two quotations, registers at the level of state legitimacy. The report on the research
of Moore and Rid suggests that Dark Web network builders have erred in
protecting Dark Web site administrators from state power.50 By making it
difficult for states to geographically locate Dark Web sites, Dark Web systems have allowed for crime to flourish. The state’s capacity to arrest criminals and seize the tools of crime is reduced by anonymizing networks. Yet,
the researchers note that the Dark Web could host legitimate—in this case,
noncriminal—activities that the state can accept.
On the other hand, the answer to the I2P FAQ regarding illegal content
suggests that the developers of I2P see illegal activity as a sign that the
network is secure, specifically secure from state surveillance and intrusion.
If professional criminals find I2P safe, this logic goes, then political activists and free speech advocates will as well. This argument suggests that free
speech trumps state power; in other words, we need systems by which to
challenge and limit the state’s claims to the monopoly on violent force.
A Symbolic/Material Economy of Legitimacy
Understanding the particular legitimacies expressed in the chapter-opening
quotations still leaves the question of how such legitimacies are produced.
Drawing on theorists ranging from Weber to Suchman to Bourdieu, I have
suggested throughout this chapter that legitimacy—in any of its forms—is
socially constructed. How is this construction achieved?
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To explain this, I echo the work of Pierre Bourdieu and elaborate a symbolic economy of legitimacy.51 Each of the three forms of legitimacy has an
economic aspect. In Weberian theory, the state’s claim to legitimacy rests
on monopolizing the materials and techniques of violence. An organization’s claims to propriety are a means to ensure its continued survival in
competitive environments. And authenticity is measured within restricted
fields of production that claim a monopoly on a class of symbolic goods.
Meanings can traffic across the three legitimacies, much as other symbolic
or material goods might traffic across artistic, economic, or political spheres.
Indeed, such meanings are often trafficked to produce or strengthen claims
to monopolies.
The symbolic economy of legitimacy has five key practices:
•

Inheritance

•

Exchange

•

Purchase

•

Appropriation

•

Delegitimation

Inheritance
A long-standing conception of how legitimacy passes from one person to
the next is inheritance. This was especially important for feudal and aristocratic societies, where new generations of nobility inherited titles, land,
and power networks from their parents. The heir to a title or fortune was
referred to as the “legitimate” offspring. Although this form of governance
is largely obsolete, its influence is seen in contexts such as post-Revolution
France, where displaced aristocrats formed a political alliance, the Legitimists, who maintained that the true political leader of France is the genealogical heir to the Bourbon dynasty.52 This alliance continues to this day.
The Legitimists keep records of offspring and inheritance, making the lineages legible to their democratic opponents.
Yet, the inheritance of legitimacy is not necessarily straightforward. As
historian Ann Twinam notes in her study of colonial Spanish America,
for those born to noble families but outside sanctioned marriage—that is,
the illegitimate, the bastards—legitimacy could be conferred by those in
power.53 Legitimacy for bastards could be purchased or sought through petition to the sovereign, and once received, it conferred on its holder social
standing that could be passed on to heirs. The practice of petitioning the
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state to legitimate previously illegitimate offspring and establish lines of
inheritance continues to this day.54 Twinam thus shows that the inheritance of legitimacy is not essentially about objectively tracing lineages so
much as it is a complex social institution. The fact that one could petition to have one’s status as “bastard” removed and hence receive all the
benefits of a legitimate birth—and pass this improved status on to one’s
children—means that inherited legitimacy is more of a social construction.
Via Foucauldian/Nietzschean genealogy, we can extend this idea past family lineages and speak of the inheritance of legitimacy by other entities,
including forms of government, institutions, political leaders, practices,
and technologies, all of which have genealogies that take much work to
trace.55 For example, Jay David Bolter and Richard Grusin’s remediation
thesis, in which old media are represented within new media, can be read
as a process of legitimacy inheritance.56 YouTube, for example, represents
previous media forms (such as videotape playback interfaces) in a claim to
be the inheritor of previous video technologies.
Exchange
Beyond inheritance of legitimacy across time, sociologists, historians, and
rhetorical and organizational scholars have also demonstrated that legitimacy can be gained in a second manner: through cross-network exchanges.
Sociologist of science Geoff Bowker’s study on the field of cybernetics notes
that cyberneticists engaged in “legitimacy exchange,” where “an isolated
scientific worker making an outlandish claim could gain rhetorical legitimacy by pointing to support from another field—which in turn referenced
the first worker’s field to support its claims.”57 In other words, a biologist
might make claims about the fundamental informational core of biology
by citing a mathematician, who would then turn around and cite the biologist to support the claim that mathematics is biological. This sort of crossdisciplinary exchange of legitimacy enables two or more communities of
practice to bolster their reputations by drawing on the work of each other.
Building on this, historian Fred Turner explores how the New Communalists (the countercultural back-to-the-land movement of the late 1960s)
exchanged legitimacy with cybernetic scientists and network theorists.58
The New Communalists sought to bolster their claims that technologies
can be individually empowering, and they got support for that idea by citing cyberneticists. Cyberneticists, in exchange, drew on the counterculture
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to add an aura of rebelliousness and coolness (i.e., an aura of legit) that
belied the field’s Cold War origins. Another term for this might be Bourdieu’s concept of “consecration.” Likewise, Marouf Hasian, Sean T. Lawson, and Megan McFarlane argue that the U.S. national security complex
has turned to science as a “practice to be mimicked and a storehouse of
knowledge from which to borrow[:] science serves as a rhetorical resource
for the construction and legitimation of military theories, strategies, and
doctrines,” suggesting a state-to-legit cross-domain legitimacy exchange.59
Finally, organizational studies scholars note the importance of endorsements (e.g., press coverage) to build the reputations of new businesses.60
The journalists covering the new business gain the reputation for being upto-date on business developments, and the new business can put the news
organization’s logo on its website.
Purchase
Purchasing legitimacy is another exchange practice, but the exchange is
of nonlegitimacy resources for legitimacy. For example, as Greg Elmer has
argued, corporate sponsorship of a music festival is a means by which that
corporation might associate itself with the “authentic” culture of musicians, fans, or settings (as in the Molson Polar Beach Party).61 According
to Weber, a charismatic leader—perhaps one democratically elected—may
make promises to constituents that their support (votes or donations) of
her claim to legitimate leadership will be rewarded with material goods, say,
lower taxes or increased public subsidies.62 A state may also purchase the
services of legit hackers to bolster the state’s capacity to secure computer
and information networks.63
Appropriation
A more exploitative form, legitimacy appropriation, echoes the economy of
cultural or symbolic appropriation.64 This practice is perhaps easiest to see
with legitimacy as authenticity (i.e., legit), especially in music genres. For
example, in American culture, white appropriation of black musical styles
(from jazz to rock and roll to hip-hop) is marked by appropriating perceptions of realness, rawness, and urban credibility.65 Likewise, American country and rock musicians often rely on appropriating rural and working-class
culture. As Steve Redhead and John Street note about the legitimacy of
Bruce Springsteen, “The multimillionaire Bruce Springsteen wears tattered
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jeans,” thus appropriating a cultural symbol to bolster his authenticity as a
working-class hero.66 Appropriation can be readily seen in American politics, as candidates seek to appropriate the legitimacy of the so-called middle
class by using particular language or employing “retail politics”——meeting potential voters in bars, at rock concerts, or at baseball parks. Would-be
state leaders (the would-be masters of the state’s claims to legitimate violence) can bolster their claims by associating themselves with the authentic people they would represent.67 Finally, we see legitimacy appropriation
when private security firms mimic the symbols of police or military forces:
consider the example of Texas-based Statewide Patrol, a “security services
provider,” whose employees carry badges, wear uniforms that closely
resemble iconic police patrol uniforms, and drive Dodge Chargers painted
and marked to mimic Texas State Police vehicles.68
Delegitimation
The final practice, delegitimation, refers to claiming that an institution, organization, practice, or person is not legitimate, often as a way to implicitly
bolster one’s own legitimacy. Echoing Weberian theories of the state, political theorist Naomi Sussmann describes an example of this practice in the
use of just war theory in relation to terrorism: “There is an ongoing attempt
to delegitimate terrorism within the framework of just war theory—namely,
the idea that terrorists lack a just cause, that their means are disproportionate to their ends, and that they fail to distinguish between combatants
and non-combatants, [and] indeed intentionally target those who should
not be targeted.”69 In terms of authenticity, medical anthropologist Norma
Ware, in her study of people with chronic fatigue syndrome, discusses CFS
sufferers’ experiences being delegitimated by others who denigrated their
illness as “not real,” as psychosomatic, thus denying them access to the
social category of “medical patient.”70
Perhaps the best contemporary example of delegitimation comes from
someone seeking his own legitimacy: Donald Trump. During and after his
general election campaign for the presidency of the United States, Trump
delegitimated a dizzying array of people and institutions: the previous
president, Barack Obama, as not American by birth; his opponent, Hillary
Clinton, whom he accused of rigging the election; the news media, particularly CNN, as “fake news”; the popular vote count (since he lost the popular vote); a U.S.-born judge presiding over the Trump University lawsuit
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(Trump claimed the judge was “Mexican”); and the U.S. intelligence agencies, to name a few targets. Arguably, all Trump’s delegitimating activity was
intended to bolster his own legitimacy. Delegitimation is a powerful move.
Overall, the symbolic economy of legitimacy production traces the complex movements between economic and cultural value that these inheritances, exchanges, purchases, appropriations, and denials imply. A great
deal is at stake in this economy. As sociologists Karen A. Hegtvedt and Cathryn Johnson argue, once accrued, legitimacy can “enhance compliance
with behavioral rules or group structures, often leading to the acceptance of
distributions—even objectively unfair ones.”71 These new distributions are
none other than redistributions of power, playing out in different spheres
(the state, the corporation, the nonprofit, the hacker collective) as they
produce new subjectivities. As Keith Ansell-Pearson argues, “Discourses of
right and legitimacy are not simply ways of protecting individuals from the
existence of power, but also disciplinary practices which constitute human
subjects in new relationships of power.”72 Likewise, as Ashforth and Gibbs
argue, “Once conferred, legitimacy tends to be taken largely for granted. A
favorable reputation acts as a sedative on constituents.”73 Once children
inherit parents’ wealth, scientists acquire research funding and prestige, or
wealthy politicians receive votes from their working-class supporters, such
pathways tend to stay in place. If a government is formed and its executives seize the tools of violence, citizens will face difficulty in challenging
the officials’ legitimacy, let alone removing it. Once a corporation is established as the legitimate source for a particular product or service, it tends to
maintain that position. Becoming established as an “authentic” member of
a community grants a person the authority to adjudicate insider/outsider
distinctions through exchanges and delegitimation. Over time, these flows
and practices solidify.
In other words, when something is legitimated, its position as a node in
a network of power is enhanced; the channels drawing resources to it are
widened, and the channels drawing resources away are choked. Moreover,
we tend to accept this. After all, it is legitimate.
The Dark Web’s Trials of Legitimacy
Returning to Mallein and Toussaint’s argument that a new technology
undergoes a “trial of legitimacy,” I suggest that, given the symbolic econ-
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omy of the three legitimacies, a more accurate, if awkward, phrasing is trials
of legitimacies, which take on different valences and are fueled by the five
different symbolic/material practices I outline above.74
First, and most obviously, the Dark Web is certainly undergoing a trial in
terms of its relationship to violence. State actors regularly delegitimate it as
a system that only aids and abets terrorists and criminals. The history of the
Dark Web is punctuated with law enforcement investigations, seized servers,
and arrests. Moreover, the language of state violence has been appropriated
by hackers, who use terms such as operation (often shortened as “op”), war,
attack, and operational security (OPSEC). These words and phrases regularly appear in Dark Web forums and social networking sites, and they feed
into larger securitization discourses about cyberspace as a new frontier for
fighting wars. Finally, one of the most commonly requested hidden websites is the infamous—and most certainly fake—Red Room, where viewers
can watch a live feed of someone being (illegitimately) tortured and killed.75
And yet, one of the most common justifications offered for the Dark
Web is its usefulness for political dissidents. Freenet, Tor, and I2P developers
suggest that their projects, as systems designed to anonymize and protect
free speech, enable people to contest state power, including the state’s very
claim to legitimated use of violence. Indeed, if state legitimacy hinges on
the claims to the monopoly on violent force, counterclaims are necessary to
provide a check on state excesses. This is how the users and developers of
these projects justify their emphasis on anonymity: the political dissident
who cannot be identified cannot be arrested or executed. More recently,
with the advent of whistleblowing software such as GlobaLeaks and SecureDrop, hidden web services dedicated to revealing the internal operations
of governments have appeared. This leads to legitimacy exchanges as news
organizations and Dark Web network builders collaborate to build new
technologies that can further check state power.76
The Dark Web is also perceived as a security (and propriety) threat to
corporations; when data breaches occur (as happened to the extramarital dating site Ashley Madison), those data often end up for sale on Dark
Web markets. Botnet operators frequently use anonymizing networks for
command-and-control systems to manage their spamming and phishing
operations. Critics of Tor, I2P, and Freenet argue that these systems aid
and abet illegal activities, such as black markets and the trade in child
exploitation images.
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In contrast to how they are often portrayed, the developers of Freenet,
Tor, and I2P have built organizations, complete with budgets, administrators, logos, and marketing campaigns, to make claims to organizational
legitimacy. Dark Web search engine operators seek to inherit the legitimacy
of Google and provide easier access to the information stored on the Dark
Web by building their own versions of “Google for the Dark Web.”
Finally, how might the Dark Web figure into questions of authenticity, or the legit? Much of the Dark Web is animated by questions of who’s
in, who’s out, what’s legit, and what’s bullshit. Although developers have
worked to make using the Dark Web easier, accessing Tor hidden services,
Freenet freesites, or I2P eepsites requires technical know-how that can
exclude average computer users. Once on these Dark Web sites, a new user
is confronted with a bewildering range of jargons, drawn from the cultures
of hacking, computer science, information security, narcotics, anarchist or
libertarian philosophy, and teenage masculinity.
The perceived benefits of accessing these networks, however, include the
implied freedoms of anonymity, giving rise to real, raw, authentic communication that transcends the strictures of Clear Web communication. There
is a mythology of a deeper reality—one that pierces the veils of corporate
media, state propaganda, and social norms—only accessible on the Dark
Web, of answers to questions about government and corporate conspiracies,
of the “real” human being emerging through online discourse. Along the
way, one might be able to find real counterfeit bills, drugs, gore images, stolen credit cards, or hacker services. Complicating this quest for the authentic are hosts of scammers, frauds, and pranksters, as well as undercover law
enforcement agents and tourists (in the form of academics and journalists).
To be a legit Dark Web user is to be able to navigate these networks and to
command restricted vocabularies. Such symbolic and cultural capital can
be parlayed into economic benefits, including administrative roles on Dark
Web sites or government, academic, or journalism jobs.
The remainder of this book is an exploration of the intersection between
the Dark Web, these forms of legitimacy, and the symbolic economy of
meanings that traffic across the three legitimacies.
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This chapter covers Dark Web development from two primary angles. First,
drawing on archives such as e-mail lists, IRC logs, and software repositories,
I detail the development history of the three Dark Web projects discussed
throughout this book: Freenet, the Tor Project, and the Invisible Internet
Project (I2P). The histories I present here are brief and focus mainly on the
development of the specific technologies in question, considering how the
projects develop networks that can anonymize both readers and publishers.
I also emphasize the early stages of web publishing on these networks, the
practice that has become known as Dark Web publishing. Freenet, Tor, and
I2P were built in the late 1990s and early 2000s in relation to previous networking technologies, including the World Wide Web. Indeed, the World
Wide Web, with its ease of publishing hypertextual media, looms large in
the Dark Web network builders’ imaginations. These systems were strongly
bent toward supporting WWW-like publishing, with the twist of anonymizing both publishers and readers and even decentralizing web hosting.
A study of these network builders, even the brief one that appears in this
chapter, can shed light on the technical and social roots of Dark Web practices and systems, such as markets, search engines, and social networking
sites, which are covered in later chapters.
Second, I consider the projects’ places within the three legitimacies theorized throughout this book, namely violence, propriety, and authenticity. I
explore the relationship between these projects and states, how these projects appear as organizations, and the struggles over authenticity as project
developers contest one another’s network designs. If legitimacy (across all
three registers) is about communication and power, then we must attend
to how the Dark Web network builders have engaged in complex negotiations with state violence, organizational propriety, and the performative
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dimensions of being authentic, legit anonymity software developers. The
stakes are high: to survive, these organizations must construct their legitimacies through the symbolic economy and fend off challenges to them.
Freenet: The Web, Decentralized and Anonymized
In its first decade (1989–1999), the World Wide Web’s popularity grew at
an explosive rate. It was a cultural phenomenon that attracted a great deal
of attention from computer scientists. One such scientist was Ian Clarke,
a master’s student in computer science at the University of Edinburgh. In
1999, he defended his thesis, titled “A Distributed Decentralised Information Storage and Retrieval System.”1 The thesis is notable because of its
somewhat unorthodox description of the World Wide Web. For Clarke,
the WWW is a “key-indexed [information] storage and retrieval system …
[allowing] anyone connected to the Internet to retrieve information corresponding to a key.”2 As he explains, “The key used to access a piece of information is known as a Uniform Resource Locator (URL), and as the name
suggests, it essentially represents the computer on which the information
resides, as well as the location within that computer where the information can be found.”3 This is a peculiar description of the World Wide Web.
The web is often described as a graphical interface to the Internet, or as a
context for hypermedia (that is, media objects that can be linked to one
another); it is not typically described in terms of keys. But Clarke’s description is accurate: files on the web are found via URLs, which provide to a web
browser the scheme (i.e., a protocol, such as HTTP), the server, the directories on the server, and the name of the file itself. The web does indeed
function as a key-based storage and retrieval system.
Although Clarke’s thesis praises the web for its efficiency in allowing
users to retrieve information with a URL/key, he also has critiques:
•

The web relies on a centralized addressing system, namely the domain

name system (DNS). This system endows its administrators with too much
power over the registration of valuable names (e.g., http://www.realty.com
or http://www.porn.com), and no technical barrier prevents an administrator from censoring a web server by removing it from the DNS.
•

Popular pages on the web can be made inaccessible if too many clients

request them; the web server hosting them can be overwhelmed with traffic. This is another central point of failure.
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WWW servers can be identified by their IP addresses; thus, there is no

anonymity for publishers.
•

Computers that request data from servers can also be identified by their

IP addresses; thus, there is no anonymity for readers.
Clarke’s critique identifies two key problems of the World Wide Web:
centralization and lack of anonymity. Both could lead to “our lives being
monitored, and our thinking manipulated and corrupted to a degree that
would go beyond the wildest imaginings of Orwell.”4 If our reading habits
and publications are always tied to us, Clarke reasons, powerful entities
such as governments or corporations could use that information to control
us. Moreover, if the web relies on centralized infrastructures, such as DNS,
blocking access to particular sites—say, those critical of ruling parties and
leaders—is trivial.
Clarke’s thesis describes an alternative to the web, Freenet, which offers
weblike information publishing and retrieval performance while radically
changing the relationship between keys and information. Just as he had
drawn inspiration from the web, he also drew inspiration from open-source
models of production; a few months after defending his thesis, he started
the Freenet Project, posting his thesis online and recruiting a team of programmers to implement Freenet in Java.5
Development of Freenet moved rapidly. In May 2000, the team released
a beta version. By the time Clarke published a coauthored paper on Freenet
in IEEE Internet Computing in 2002, the team had reached a 0.4 release (the
current release is 0.75), had run simulations of Freenet using 200,000 nodes,
and had been covered by the Guardian, the New York Times, Salon, and New
Scientist. Freenet was even mentioned in a Doonesbury comic strip.6
So how does Freenet work? The system allows file uploading and downloading while attempting to protect user identity in several ways:
•

Freenet is a peer-to-peer network comprising nodes. Following the small-

world topology, each node connects to a small number of neighbor nodes
as well as random distant nodes.7 Thus any given node has a map of the
logical location of only a small collection of nodes; no node has a complete
map of the network.
•

Information is distributed across the Freenet network and stored as

encrypted files on Freenet nodes. Every node participates in the storage of
data; however, node operators cannot decrypt the data on their nodes. This
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enables distributed storage of massive amounts of data, while giving node
operators plausible deniability about data their nodes contain.
•

Files are located not by addresses (which, as in DNS, resolve to specific

locations on the network) but by unique keys. For example, an HTML file
such as “hacking.html” might be identified by the key A1B2C3.8 This key
is generated mathematically based on the digital content of the file (i.e., its
1s and 0s)—not the semantic content (i.e., the human-readable content of
the file). This file would be stored with other files based on the similarity
of their keys, say A2B2C3 and A1B3C3. The files are distributed to Freenet
nodes and stored in an encrypted directory. Users who access them do not
know where in the network they are stored.
•

Publishing to the network involves “inserting” a file. Freenet creates the

key for the file based on the digital content, and then pushes the file to
nodes with files that have similar keys.
•

As files are requested, they are cached on nodes along the path between

requester and server. Thus, popular files become distributed across the network rather than being stored in only one location.
To summarize, using a quotation that Freenet developers proudly repeat,
Mr. Bad of PigDog Journal calls Freenet “a mix of Usenet, the web, and a
RAID disk system, all fudged up into a super-crypto wet dream.”9
Freenet and the World Wide Web clearly have multiple differences. Files
on the web are found through a centralized addressing scheme (the DNS),
while files on Freenet are found through a small-world search of keys,
thus distributing across the network knowledge about what information is
where.10 Whereas the domain name system enables DNS operators to have
global views of the web network, Freenet’s peer-to-peer structure limits any
given node’s knowledge of the network to a small collection of neighbor
nodes. On the web, information is accessible via domain names that are
registered with companies such as Network Solutions; on Freenet, information is found based on keys generated from files themselves. Freenet files
are distributed across the network based on these keys in such a way that
no one knows the physical location of the files, but anyone can find them
logically with the key. Moreover, on the web, only one copy of a file might
be available; for example, a web server might have the only version of a
particular PDF. If that file becomes popular, the web server providing it
could get overloaded with requests. In Freenet, popular files are copied and
distributed across the network as they are requested.
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These Freenet features all enable users to publish and access files—including MP3s, images, videos, and text—anonymously. A user can “insert” a file
into the network; this file will be stored in a logical location (based on its
key) but the publisher of that information will not know where it is physically stored. Another user can access that file based on its key, but will not
know where the file is coming from, only that it’s available.
Although Clarke’s thesis compared Freenet to a new, decentralized World
Wide Web, in the time between his thesis and Freenet development, filesharing systems became big news, especially when Napster became popular.
Press coverage of Freenet in the early 2000s likened it to an anonymous
Napster, noting that Freenet’s protection of publisher and reader identities
would protect distribution of pirated intellectual property. Indeed, Clarke
likely provoked such coverage, especially with his anticopyright proclamations, such one quoted in a 2000 article in the New York Times: “If this
whole thing catches on, … I think that people will look back in 20 to 40
years and look at the idea that you can own information in the same way
as gold or real estate in the same way we look at witch burning today.”11
As intriguing as file sharing is, my focus in this book is on anonymous
web hosting and reading. Given that Clarke’s thesis drew inspiration from
the World Wide Web, it’s not surprising that web-hosting applications
were developed early in Freenet’s history. One of the first notable developments was Fproxy, part of the 0.2 release in May 2000. Fproxy functions as
an HTTP proxy, allowing Freenet users to browse Freenet files with a web
browser, as opposed to, say, navigating Freenet files with a command line
interface. As Ian Clarke puts it, this takes “advantage of your web browser’s
talents for presenting information.”12 HTML files quickly appeared on the
network, with three being listed in a key index in May 2000: a Swedish
copy of Peter Singer’s Animal Liberation, the U.S. Constitution, and the Unabomber manifesto.13
These were simply “ports” on Freenet to access HTML files. Soon, native
Freenet web publishing—now called freesite publishing—was developed. In
March 2001, David McNab authored FreeWeb, a program to bundle HTML,
CSS, and media files in freesites that could be inserted into the network.14
FreeWeb was superseded in 2006 by jSite, built by Freenet developer Bombe.15
According to Internet Archive snapshots of web-to-Freenet proxies, early
freesites included the Content of Evil and the Content of Good. Today,
according to Enzo’s Index (a freesite crawler/indexer, discussed further in
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chapter 5), there are more than four thousand freesites, though about 20
percent are not active.16 These sites include personal “flogs” (Freenet blogs),
social networking systems, porn sites, radical political tracts, and mediasharing sites.
The Tor Project: From Free Haven to Hidden Services
Freenet inspired a predecessor to the Tor Project: Free Haven, a system envisioned by MIT-trained computer scientist Roger Dingledine. Dingledine
drew from Freenet’s data storage possibilities to conceive of Free Haven
as a “data haven,” a place to securely and anonymously store files for
lengthy periods.
The Free Haven Project began in late 1999 as Dingledine, then a graduate student in computer science at MIT, began discussions with MIT undergraduates (notably Michael Freedman) and one Harvard undergrad, David
Molnar, about an information publishing system that would (a) store documents for long periods and (b) allow for both anonymous publication and
reading. Dingledine led the way, posting drafts of specification and requirements that would eventually result in his master’s thesis as well as a collaborative paper presented at the Workshop on Design Issues in Anonymity
and Unobservability in Berkeley, California, in July 2000 (a workshop also
attended by Freenet creator Ian Clarke).17
Both Dingledine’s thesis and the Berkeley paper describe Free Haven as
“anonymous storage which resists the attempts of powerful adversaries to
find or destroy any stored data.”18 The developers’ goals were to protect
dissidents, critics of powerful institutions, and anyone who would otherwise have their privacy violated through Internet surveillance. Although
this sounds similar to Freenet’s goals, Dingledine, Freedman, and Molnar
distinguished Free Haven from Freenet in terms of “persistence of data”:
“We distinguish storage from publication in that storage services focus less
on accessibility and more on persistence of data.”19 In other words, while
Freenet focuses on publishing data by storing highly requested files, Free
Haven would store files for as long as authors wanted them to be stored.
Dingledine, Freedman, and Molnar used an economic approach, proposing that Free Haven servers would exchange storage space for the right
to publish data on the network. Anonymous connections between servers would be achieved through mix-net, a system originally designed for
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anonymous e-mails and phone calls.20 Dingledine and his collaborators
also developed a complex set of definitions for anonymity, including author
anonymity, publisher anonymity, server anonymity, document anonymity, and
query anonymity.21
Free Haven coding began in February 2000, but Dingledine, Freedman,
and Molnar quickly discovered many technical challenges that could not
be overcome. One involved their stated goal of establishing the credibility
and accountability of Free Haven servers: if anonymous server operators
agreed to store data for a length of time, what would happen if they decided
to delete the data or disappear from the network? Such accountability in
peer-to-peer anonymized networks is difficult to enforce.22
Another problem arose at the communication/transport layer: mix-nets
were proving to be very slow and unreliable. Writing in the Free Haven
developer’s mailing list, Dingledine lamented, “The current mix-net infrastructure has unbearably high latency and is rumored to have low reliability. In any case, it’s hard to use and not very well set up. The amount of
actual privacy gained from the current implementations is not well understood.”23 Around April 2003, the Free Haven Project was put on the back
burner while these and other problems were being investigated.24
In the meantime, Dingledine had become involved in another effort:
onion routing, first described in 1996 as a means to anonymize communication between two entities.25 It was developed by researchers working for the
U.S. Naval Research Lab, notable among them Paul Syverson. The “onion”
is reflected in the use of multiple layers of encryption that get “peeled”
back as data is relayed across a network. “Routing” is also important: data is
routed through a circuit of relays, each of which knows only the identity of
the previous node in the circuit and the next immediate hop. A key application of onion routing was what Dingledine, Freedman, and Molnar might
call “reader anonymity”: anonymous web browsing, protecting readers of
websites from being identified by web servers or intermediaries.
The Free Haven documents refer to onion routing as a possible solution for anonymous communications, but they suggest that onion routing
would not anonymize to the degree that mix-nets would. The document
recognized, however, that onion routing provides one key advantage: far
lower latency. As such, it was seen as a possible answer to the problems of
mix-nets. Moreover, Dingledine furthered his knowledge of onion routing
capabilities after he began working for Paul Syverson in 2002.26
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Dingledine soon began putting more effort into onion routing. Drawing
on the work of Matej Pfajfar, a Cambridge undergraduate honors student,
Dingledine and other developers, notably Nick Mathewson, implemented
The Onion Router version 0.0.0, released in September 2002.27 Although
there were multiple other implementations of onion routing, Dingledine
dubbed their version The Onion Router, arguing that it was “the actual
onion-routing project, started out of the Naval Research Lab. … Tor *is*
onion routing.”28 This name would stick and eventually become Tor.29
Onion routing on its own, however, could not address a key idea of
Free Haven: the anonymity of data publishers. Onion routing helps anonymize readers, but not necessarily publishers: readers using Tor can access
and hide their identity from Clear Web sites. In contrast, a web publisher
faces the problems Ian Clarke identified, namely, having to use the DNS to
publicly register the website’s location and metadata. In 2003, Dingledine
and Mathewson took on this problem with a concept called “rendezvous
points.”30 Rendezvous points allow for anonymous web hosting—that is,
Dark Web hosting—on what Dingledine and Mathewson called “locationhidden services” or “hidden services” for short.31 Much like Freenet, Tor
hidden services are identified by a hash of part of the site’s public key (a
public key corresponding to the server owner’s private key). The hidden
service advertises this key to “introduction points.” A reader wishing to
visit this hidden service would inquire about it through those introduction points, which would help connect the client to the hidden server via
a rendezvous point.32 And, like Freenet, all of this avoids the public DNS.
“Hence, connecting to a hidden service ensures the anonymity and privacy
of both users—and, remarkably, the service provider—unless, of course,
either party decides to reveal his or her identity.”33
Thus, much like Freenet, one of the key features developed early in the
history of Tor was a Dark Web implementation. Location-hidden services on
the Tor network were publicly announced in a 2004 paper by Dingledine,
Mathewson, and Syverson. Interestingly, the dream of Free Haven reappears in this paper: “Tor’s rendezvous points enable connections between
mutually anonymous entities; they are a building block for location-hidden
servers, which are needed by Eternity and Free Haven.”34 Free Haven was
never implemented, but Tor hidden services took on a life of their own.
One of the first—if not the first—hidden websites was the Hidden Wiki,
used by Tor developers and users to document Tor.35 By 2016, thousands
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of Tor-based Dark Web sites were up and running, including blogs, social
networking sites, search engines, markets, whistleblowing sites, and image
sharing sites.
I2P: From Invisible IRC to Invisible Internet
While Dingledine drew inspiration from Freenet’s capacity as a data storage system, another privacy-oriented developer, Lance James (known by
handles such as 0x90, no-operation, and nop) took a different perspective.
While James found Freenet to be “an awesome solution to anonymous
expression,” he also argued that it was a very slow system, with long gaps
between user interactions—in other words, a high-latency system: “I liked
the idea [of Freenet], got to know some of the developers there … but there
were issues that I had with it. I’d like to be able to talk to people live … not
having to wait 24 hours to hear back from somebody.”36 In an interview on
the InfoSec Daily Podcast in 2012, James says that, in contrast to Freenet’s
World Wide Web–style model, “I was trying to build a more dynamic, light
volume, real-time, instant messaging system. So I figured, ‘Why rewrite the
instant messaging part? Why don’t we use [Internet Relay Chat]?’ And [we
could] build a distributed proxy system around it that could mask where
the IRC server was and mask the users themselves.”37 Thus, while Dingledine focused on data storage, James drew inspiration from Freenet’s interpersonal communication potentials—slow though they were. He grew
frustrated with waiting for Freenet conversations to develop, so he sought
to apply anonymization to IRC.
Internet Relay Chat is a text-based chat application that runs over the
Internet. IRC began in 1988 in Finland and quickly grew, with hundreds
of thousands of people using it worldwide by the mid-1990s. Unlike the
web of the nineties, which was largely seen to be a static medium, IRC provided a high degree of what Esther Weltevrede, Anne Helmond, and Carolin Gerlitz call “real-timeness,” or a particular “understanding of time that
is embedded in and immanent to platforms, engines and their cultures.”38
Weltevrede, Helmond, and Gerlitz note that there is no such thing as “real
time” in any mediation, but a sense of “real-timeness” emerges through the
“continuous movement of new content, its request and display in devices,
as well as the engagement by users through [network] activities and the
filtering of content based on freshness and relevance.”39 Taking up this
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term, we could say that the World Wide Web of the 1990s had less “realtimeness” than IRC, which provided a text-based mediated experience that
approached the speed of face-to-face conversation.
With its file-based model, Freenet in the early 2000s lent itself to anonymous file sharing and freesite publication. Anyone seeking the latest Britney Spears or Eminem MP3s could wait a few hours for the file to download
(especially considering the download was anonymous). Likewise, anyone
wishing to learn more about the Principality of Sealand could wait a few
minutes to download that freesite.40 Low-latency interpersonal interaction,
in contrast, was not Freenet’s strength.41
Seeking to combine low-latency communication with anonymity and
thus achieve a higher level of real-timeness than Freenet allowed, James conceived of the Invisible IRC Project (IIP) in October 2001.42 IIP was designed
to hide a user’s Internet protocol address from server operators, replacing
the real IP with 127.0.0.1 (i.e., localhost).43 Similarly, the IP addresses of the
IIP servers were hidden from end users: “The relays act kind of like a firewall
for the actual server, no one knows where the server is. The concept I came
up with as a viable solution in a centralized concept was: hide the server
from the users, hide the users from the server.” The result was an anonymizing IRC system. Given that James was also using Freenet (indeed, he shared
the IIP code on Freenet first), it’s not surprising that Freenet users were
the most common IIP users in 2001–2002, using IIP to exchange Freenet
file keys.44
Using the open-source model, James shared the IIP code and began to
recruit other developers and organize, using a mailing list, CVS (a software
version system), and weekly IRC development meetings. The developers
released a stable end user–oriented version in early 2003.45 James had a
larger vision for anonymous communication than just anonymous IRC,
however, a vision he called the Invisible Internet Project:
The Invisible Internet Project: Defined as the “New Internet.”… We plan to re-design
the Internet by taking it a step further and having security and privacy be first priority. … This, in essence will be an impenetrable neural-network, that is self-driven,
self-defensed, and completely seamless to already applied protocols, specifically client to server. … It will be THE next transport layer, a layer on top of the notoriously
insecure Internet, to deliver full anonymity, privacy, and security at the highest level
possible. Decentralized and peer to peer … the Internet that should have been, will
be soon.46
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Notable here are concepts such as “decentralization” and “seamless to
already applied protocols”: this vision was similar to Freenet’s in that it
repudiated the centralized client-server model that dominated the Internet, and yet it would allow for many existing Internet protocols (e.g., TCP,
HTTP, SMTP) to run on it.
Not long after the initial release of IIP, this vision would start to take
shape. At the 47th IIP developer meeting held in July 2003, James and
another developer, jrandom, announced the “anonCommFramework.”47
As jrandom explained in the meeting, “Briefly, anonCommFramework
is a meta-network. a generic set of protocols & structures that an anonymous communication network could use to interoperate to provide militant grade anonymity.” Like Freenet, the anonCommFramework—which
would become known as I2P, or the Invisible Internet Project—would be
anonymizing and decentralized.48 Unlike Freenet, it was intended to be a
multipurpose low-latency communications system. In other words, it was
intended to be faster than Freenet and allow for multiple communications
protocols.
Jrandom began work on I2P in earnest, posting draft specifications for
the project days after the 47th IIP developers meeting.49 Judging from the
developer meeting logs and mailing list, jrandom worked feverishly at the
task, even announcing in a developer’s meeting that he quit his day job
to pursue I2P work full-time.50 After hosting meetings to debate the specs,
jrandom and other I2P developers began implementing the network in Java
(the same language as Freenet).51 By September, the router (a core part of
the architecture) was implemented, and by early November, a functional
version of I2P was released.52
While I2P was designed to support many existing Internet protocols, an
early development that excited jrandom and other developers was anonymous web hosting.53 By mid-November 2003, developer TC (or TheCrypto)
was hosting a forum at tc.i2p.54 “Tc’s site is awesome & really reliable!”
exclaimed jrandom in one developer meeting.55 I2P-hosted sites, referred to
as “eepsites,” rely on HTTP and can be accessed with a browser configured
to use the I2P router. Rather than paying a web host (as many people do
with current World Wide Web publishing), users wishing to host an eepsite can do so by adding HTML, CSS, and media files to a folder on their
own computers and turning on the I2P HTTP server. All this is done via a
graphical interface (making it more user friendly than even Tor’s simple
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config file modification process). After the server is turned on, visitors can
load the eepsite by entering its key into its address book or browser URL;
the I2P router then builds a temporary encrypted “tunnel” through other
I2P peers from the client to the server, which in turn sends messages back
to the client through a separate tunnel.56 By March 2004, I2P’s software
package included a hosts.txt file (which associates 516-character keys with
human-readable domain names) listing forty eepsites.57 As of this writing,
around eight hundred are available.58 Thus, although I2P can support many
network applications (BitTorrent, e-mail, and of course IRC), a core use is as
a Dark Web.59 And, much like Freenet and Tor, the domain names used in
I2P are distinct from the public DNS.
Although Lance James proposed the original vision of a “New Internet”
Invisible Internet Project, he did not remain with the project. After jrandom took the lead in developing I2P, James continued work on the original
program, IIP, but eventually left both projects entirely by mid-2004, citing
his dislike of Java and, more importantly, his differences with jrandom over
cryptography implementation and the overall goals of I2P.60
Jrandom also left I2P, only a bit more suddenly. After leading development from versions 0.2 in 2003 to 0.6.1.30 in 2007, jrandom left the project in November 2007.61 His departure was nearly disastrous because only
jrandom had I2P’s public web server key, contract with the hosting company, and all the project passwords.62 The project recovered, however, with
developers finding new public web server space, building a 0.7 release (a
milestone release with many improvements to the networking protocols),
and promoting I2P on Twitter. Currently, I2P is being led by zzz, who began
working on the network in 2005.63 In 2015, the team held the first I2PCon,
in Toronto, where many of the developers shared their work on Android
applications, cryptography algorithms, and the overall history and future
of the network.64
Legitimacies among the Network Builders
Here, I trace out the place of these projects within the larger contexts of
violence, propriety, and authenticity—the three legitimacies I’m concerned
with throughout this book. My ultimate argument is that Freenet, Tor, and
I2P have sought to establish their legitimacy in relation to the three registers, using various symbolic economic practices of inheritance, exchange,
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and delegitimation. I argue that if these organizations fail to negotiate with
state violence, fail to command respect and resources, and fail to develop
legit software, they will not succeed in their missions to develop anonymizing technologies.
Violence
Like the other forms of legitimacy, state legitimacy is communicative at its
core: governments make claims that they, and they alone, should be able
to use violence to help maintain social order, whether military violence
against external enemies who threaten the state’s social order, or internal
violence to arrest, imprison, and execute criminals. These claims are often
contested, and mediated communication becomes a key site where these
constructions and contests take place.
Mediated communication is a significant way in which the builders of
Freenet, Tor, and I2P figure into the symbolic economy of state legitimacy.
The developers of these networks—including Clarke, Dingledine, James,
and jrandom, but also many other contributors—argue that these systems
protect the communications of anyone who challenges state power. They
contend that their respective networks improve on the Internet’s ability to
allow more political debate. In this way, the developers are explicitly engaging with questions of state legitimacy and violence: they derive their legitimacy in part by presenting their projects as a means to challenge excessive
state power.
A simple way to see this is through their use of the term “dissident,” a
figure who is struggling against the domineering state. In such a struggle,
dissidents use whatever media they can to get messages out. The network
builders of Freenet, Tor, and I2P all argue that their systems make this dissidence possible.
Freenet developers, for example, believe that their system ought to help
the “lone dissident in the middle of Tibet.”65 Running a Freenet node provides “a service to Chinese and Saudi dissidents who need a safe haven for
documents and access to news from other countries.”66 Tor’s developers
make similar arguments, noting that running a Tor exit node can be justified with a “‘we’re helping Chinese dissidents …’ angle.”67 Tor developers
speak of their “beloved Chinese dissident” nicknamed “Jane Chinese Dissident.”68 I2P developers, likewise, work to make their technology easy for
the “average dissident” to use.69 They express concerns that I2P be able to
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protect the “dissident or threat to the government,” which is a tough task
because these technologies must withstand the analysis and infiltration of
a “dedicated state-level adversary.”70 As one developer argues, I2P development is “a necessary first step … to facilitate the applications we may later
need to overcome tyranny and oppression.”71
In terms of a symbolic economy of legitimacy, these projects engage in
a double move. First, they appropriate the figure of the Chinese or Saudi
dissident to bolster their claims of protecting democratic discourse against
overbearing state violence. For the network builders, the actual activities
of dissidents (in whatever context) is not important; rather, the possibility
that such dissidents might use Freenet, Tor, or I2P is justification for the
development of anonymizing networks. Network builders also delegitimate
governments who engage in censorship and oppression, such as China and
Saudi Arabia, as a way to bolster their own claims to legitimacy. For the
network builders, the stakes are high: if an oppressive government is able to
defeat their network, then they believe dissidents will die. Because the Dark
Web systems are largely developed in the West, especially in the United
States, the arguments that Freenet, Tor, and I2P undermine non-Western
governments by supporting dissidents is a means to justify the existence of
Dark Web sites to developers’ own governments.
But the network builders often argue that Western governments are also
engaged in censorship and surveillance, especially in the wake of 9/11 and
the Global War on Terror. For example, as one Freenet developer argues,
Freenet is “not only for ‘dissidents in china where Freenet will be outlawed
anyway’, it’s also for our ‘beloved’ democratic governments which see no
problems in muffling people up and tries to suppress information, often
under the veil of ‘national security’.”72 Thus, Freenet, Tor, and I2P present
their anonymizing technologies as a means to circumvent state practices
of surveillance and censorship toward the ideal of completely free political
debate, wherever those practices occur. Perhaps the strongest example of
this is the “militant anarchist” statement by I2P developer jrandom:
Without exception, the right to unimpeded, uncensorable, and anonymous communication is fundamental to a free society—a society for which we strive. The so
called governments of the world cannot be allowed to limit that freedom, and neither can the corporations who run their economies. Each and every one of us must
be empowered with the means to assert our autonomy and secure our right to free
speech. The monitoring of communication services, the censoring of published in-
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formation, the exposure of individuals to the danger of retribution by breaking their
anonymity, and the simple chilling effect caused by the threat of such attacks perpetrated by governments, corporations, and malicious individuals cannot be allowed
to continue.73

Most developers don’t go so far as jrandom, but their use of the “Chinese
dissident” as a synecdoche for dissenters everywhere who need absolute
anonymity to allow for absolute free speech—including dissenters in Western states—is a key aspect of the Dark Web’s trial of legitimacy in terms of
its role in states’ claims to violent power.
The state’s rejoinder to the challenge made by network builders is to
point to illegitimate (i.e., non-state-sanctioned) violent and exploitative
content that can get shared on Tor, Freenet, or I2P. Anarchist literature, terrorist propaganda, and child exploitation images are key classes of content
that states point to. As delegitimated users of violent force, terrorists are an
especially important threat.74 For example, the former FBI director James
Comey argues for the state’s ability to monitor online communications. If
that capacity is gone, terrorists will freely use networks to operate:
When the government’s ability—with appropriate predication and court oversight—
to see an individual’s stuff goes away, it will affect public safety. That tension is
vividly illustrated by the current ISIL threat, which involves ISIL operators in Syria
recruiting and tasking dozens of troubled Americans to kill people, a process that
increasingly takes part through mobile messaging apps that are end-to-end encrypted, communications that may not be intercepted, despite judicial orders under the
Fourth Amendment.75

Comey is speaking about encryption in general, such as end-to-end encryption in mobile apps like WhatsApp. Increasingly, security researchers, such
as Beatrice Berton of the European Union Institute for Security Studies, see
encrypted and anonymizing Dark Web technologies as especially capable of
hiding terrorist threats and activities:
EuroGuns is [a Tor-based] online marketplace which deals in all kinds of weapons
and sends them via regular mail. AK-47s—the type of assault rifle used by the Kouachi brothers in the Charlie Hebdo attacks—are sold for $550 each on EuroArms, one
of the largest online black markets for purchasing weapons. In the spirit of Anwar
al-Awlaki’s brand of ‘self-help’ terrorism, several texts such as the Terrorist’s Handbook and the Explosives Guide can also be purchased on AlphaBay [a now-defunct
Tor-based market].76

In this sense, the association of particular forms of content—a listing for an assault rifle, a terrorist handbook—with illegitimate (read:
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non-state-sanctioned) violence is the justification for state-based surveillance of these networks, leading to the arrest, imprisonment, or execution
of the propagators of that content.77 States delegitimate the violence and
the communications of terrorists in states’ renewal of their claim to the
legitimate monopoly on violent force as well as the right to monitor online
communications. All this is done in the name of state protection of citizens.
This leads back to the initial justifications offered by network builders. First, states are engaged in surveillance of networked communication,
which may aid in catching terrorists but also may lead to invasions of privacy of noncriminal citizens. Second, network builders often challenge the
state’s very association of particular classes of content with violence. One
person’s terrorists and anarchists, the network builders argue, is another’s
freedom fighters and revolutionaries—that is, dissidents. Third, the network builders argue, preventing people’s access to information such as
the Terrorist’s Handbook does little to protect people from the physical acts
of terrorists.
This cycle of technical/network development and political condemnation is often described in terms of violence: the Crypto Wars, the War
for Internet Freedom, arms races, information security, attacks against the
network, Anonymous hacker “operations,” defense against the adversary.
Multiple social groups use this language; for example, see jrandom’s standard for I2P “militant grade” anonymity in the quotation above. The adversary could be anywhere, as I2P developer zzz notes, “Where could an evil
[attacker] be? They could be anywhere. They could be outside our network.
They could be inside our network.”78 Compare this to statements by government officials: the terrorists could be anywhere. They could be outside
the country. They could be here, now, your neighbors. They could be using
computer networks right now.
As in any conflict, contradictions abound: the “state,” for example, is
not homogenous. For example, Nathalie Maréchal has shown that the U.S.
government has taken multiple positions regarding Tor, from the Naval
Research Lab’s funding of it, to the NSA’s attempts to break its encryption,
to the State Department’s promotion of it externally as part of the “Internet Freedom Agenda,” and finally to the U.S. government’s continuing
financial support of the Tor Project.79 This is thus not a simple networksversus-state tension. Similarly, network builders are not all militant anarchists dedicated to the destruction of the state. For example, jrandom’s free
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speech absolutist statement was rejected by other developers of I2P, notably
IIP founder Lance James, who felt that it was too overtly anti-American.80
Nonetheless, struggles over the uses of anonymizing, encrypted technologies often take a stark state-versus-networks shape, and the science of making anonymizing networks becomes ossified into what Peter Galison might
call a dualistic “Manichaean science,” pitting good against evil.81 The network builders thus have a difficult task: to legitimate their networks, they
must claim that their networks protect their users’ communications from
state monitoring and thus from state violence. Even the existence of child
exploitation images on these networks is used by some network builders
as evidence that their networks work. As several Freenet developers argue,
“There is no way to deny [anonymity] to the ‘bad guys’ without also denying freedom to the ‘good guys’—civil rights activists, minority religious
groups, or ordinary citizens who simply wish to keep their affairs private.”82
Thus, any state effort at all to deanonymize users—“good” or “bad”—is
taken to be adversarial, the actions of an adversary that can be anywhere.
But with this framing, Freenet, Tor, and I2P are often condemned as antistate and thus illegitimate, meaning they must be monitored, infiltrated, or
shut down. For the state, the network and its builders become reduced to
the adversary. There is no end in sight for this tension.
Propriety
The network builders not only have to operate within the specific contours of state legitimacy; they also must seek legitimacy as propriety, in
both senses—as proper, respectable, law-abiding organizations, and as proprietors, able to justify their abilities to capture and control resources. For
these anonymizing networks, legitimacy as propriety occurs in three key
ways: claiming nonprofit status, organizing labor in the open-source production model, and public presentation.
Both Freenet and Tor are registered in the United States as 501(c)(3) nonprofits; to gain such a status, the developers had to draft legally binding
documents establishing their corporate structures and missions. Doing so
has placed them in the long tradition of formalized U.S. civil society, in
which a wide range of disparate entities—from religious charities to reproductive rights organizations to political think tanks—agree not to compete
with businesses, attest that they are not formal organs of the state, and operate with donations from private entities.83 Freenet’s 2014 tax forms show
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that the organization’s purpose is to “support freedom of speech through
Internet technology and public education,” and that its yearly expenditure
was around $10,000.84 The project counts Google and Electronic Frontier
Foundation (EFF) founder John Gilmore among its major sponsors.
Tor has also used its nonprofit status to seek donations. It notably partnered early in its history with the EFF, which offered web hosting and financial support. Additional funds come from various foundation grants and
individual donations. Its biggest source of funds, however, has traditionally been U.S. government agencies, including the Naval Research Lab; the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA); and the State Department’s Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights, and Labor (DRL), “though
the organization is actively trying to differentiate its funding streams” by
attracting non-government funders.85 The Tor Project currently calls for
donations from journalists, businesspeople, bloggers, IT professionals, and
“normal people”—alongside law enforcement and military users.86 Tor’s
budget is significantly larger than Freenet’s, with total expenditures over
$2.5 million in 2014.87
I2P has become a different sort of nonprofit. In contrast to Freenet and
Tor, which were founded by published academics (Ian Clarke and Roger
Dingledine) who put their names on their projects, most of I2P’s early
developers have maintained their anonymity, using pseudonyms, meeting via IRC or e-mail rather than face-to-face, and even going so far as to
anonymize contributions to I2P’s code base. In addition, jrandom and his
colleagues purposely refrained from promoting I2P to the general public,
with the idea that they had to perfect its anonymizing capacities before
allowing masses of users to rely on it.88 All of this has had direct bearing on
their organization: I2P is not registered as 501(c)(3) nor as a nonprofit in
any other national context. Yet, despite not being a formal nonprofit, and
despite a relative lack of large corporate donations (the biggest being $5,000
from DuckDuckGo), I2P is still an organized project, with leaders, regular
meetings, and what appears to be an open budget.89 The use of anonymity
among all contributors to I2P indicates an idealistic adherence to the purpose of the project: if the goal is to protect the anonymity of users, the project has to find ways to protect the anonymity of its contributors, even to
the degree of not revealing developers’ identities for the purposes of filing
a nonprofit registration form. This is an example of the software engineering practice of “eating your own dog food”—using the very tools one has
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developed.90 Thus, I2P may be best described as an anonymous nonprofit.
This anonymity has had drawbacks, however. As I2P developer zzz noted
in an interview, “It’s hard to get paid or be supported by big corporations
when you’re anonymous. People want to know who they’re dealing with;
people want you to be a 501(c)(3), and all that requires real identities.”91 As
I show in chapter 7, I2P’s organizational structure may have been a liability
with an Internet standards organization.
In all three cases, Freenet, Tor, and I2P are making claims that their organizations are not businesses nor parts of any state. Instead, they are more
altruistic, beholden not to the demands of shareholders, owners, or governments, but to a global community of privacy-conscious people. As such,
their claims of propriety—respectability and control of resources—hinge on
this community’s perception that they live up to idealistic goals, whether
those organizational goals are expressed through official nonprofit status
or as an anonymous nonprofit. This is why Tor’s U.S. government funding is a perpetual issue: if Tor is funded by the same government that runs
the National Security Agency, how can it possibly be independent?92 The
Tor Project finds itself perennially defending against allegations that Tor
has backdoors allowing government surveillance. Freenet and I2P excite
far less speculation, likely because of their lack of U.S. government funding. Ultimately, however, nonprofit status helps all three projects by associating them with the respectable traditions of legitimate, civic-minded
organizations.
In addition to funding, these projects seek another key resource: labor.
All three projects have organized as open-source software projects. Opensource software production is an organizational form that allows volunteer
contributors to work on parts of an overall software package. In addition
to hiring workers, open-source projects recruit volunteers. Instead of payment for such contributions, volunteers receive credit (a form of legitimacy
exchange) and thanks. In exchange, the resulting software is shared freely
with anyone who wants to use it, which means that contributors are providing their labor not just for the organization’s benefit, but for the benefit
of all users (including themselves). Open-source software production has a
decades-long history; as such, Freenet, Tor, and I2P are inheriting some of
the previous legitimacies of that mode of production.93 They mark their status as open-source projects by using copyleft or open licenses, code repositories (which allow for many contributors to add code and review code
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additions), and relatively open communications systems, which anyone
can participate in (e-mail lists chief among them). Moreover, developers
involved with all three projects argue that open-source software is more
secure because it can be audited for security flaws by anyone who cares to
look. By using this production model, these projects can command labor
and gain further legitimacy as respectable organizations building secure
software that meets a public need, offered for free rather than for profit.
Similarly, all three projects seek propriety to attract volunteers, who provide computational power. Freenet’s distributed data storage system relies
on each user’s computer hard drive; a portion of the drive is set aside to
store files for the network. Moreover, each Freenet installation is a peer in
the network, shunting data to and fro. Tor relies on volunteers to provide
bandwidth to the network, setting aside a portion of their personal upload
and download speeds to move Tor traffic. It also seeks volunteers to run
“exit nodes,” the outer edges of the Tor network, where traffic exits the
network onto the Clear Web. Exit nodes are essential for Tor users who
want to browse the Clear Web anonymously (which is by far the largest
use of Tor software). As for I2P, because it is a peer-to-peer system, every
user’s computer in the I2P network supplies bandwidth for network tunnels. Without these volunteer computational resources, none of these networks would function.
Finally—and certainly not least important—all three projects have spent
time and resources on their public-facing web presences. I2P’s early history
as the Invisible IRC Project is instructive here: early in the project’s history,
Lance James argued that their website was too dark: “I’m really wanting to
go for a brighter look … something more professional … because if we get
attention by press the darkness will give way to the ‘media hacker’ term.”94
Indeed, the original IIP site was redesigned from its black background to a
bright yellow one, and the contemporary I2P site includes primary colors
on a pale yellow background. Likewise, the Tor Project and Freenet have
gone through extensive site redesigns over their histories, with Freenet
developers seeking “something more welcoming and less dark,” and the
Tor Project using white backgrounds with green accents.95 All three projects
also developed logos: Freenet has an outline of a rabbit (“Leap over censorship”), I2P has Ignatious Toopie (a cartoon person with a yellow mask,
shortened to I. Toopie), and Tor has a purple and green onion. All three
logos are somewhat bright and cartoonish, which is to say they are far cries
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from the typical iconography associated with the Dark Web (green text on
black background; faceless hooded men typing on glowing keyboards).
The projects even sell t-shirts and hats with their logos. Certainly, these
details are somewhat banal, and it might be surprising to see how much
time developers spend on them in relation to coding, but the attention the
projects pay to websites, logos, and marketing highlights their desire to be
considered legitimate organizations.
Authenticity
If there is any conflict between Freenet, Tor, or I2P—if there is any sort of
rivalry—it is at the register of the legit, the legitimacy of authenticity, which
calls for adjudicating who’s in, who’s out, who belongs, and who should be
excluded. As Pierre Bourdieu has argued, practitioners in fields of production struggle with questions of this form of legitimacy.96 These struggles
always hinge on criteria endogenous to the field, as practitioners develop
special languages and technical standards by which participants are judged.
These struggles are readily apparent among the Dark Web network builders,
especially as they compete among each other in contests of technical skill.
From this perspective, building an anonymizing network and an organization that can defend a user against a state-funded adversary is not just a
challenge to the state’s claims to power. It is also a difficult—and therefore
intoxicating—technical challenge to solve, and those who can solve it (or
more precisely, parts of it) are considered legit practitioners of their craft.
Both Freenet and Tor began in a specific field of cultural production—
academic computer science, with specialization in cryptography and network topologies. The cultural artifacts of this field include presentations at
conferences, academic publications, awards, and appointments to prestigious graduate and faculty positions. The field also includes lengthy, intense
debates over highly technical details, often in vocabularies that only members of the field can understand, and with no small amount of snarkiness.
I2P has its roots in a different field: hacking. Lance James notes that in
contrast to Tor, which was an academic project, I2P is “kinda more like
street coders.”97 In response to a question about defending I2P against hackers, jrandom quipped, “we are the hackers ;).”98 Indeed, “hacker” is a common self-reference among I2P developers in their mailing list. Much like
academics, however, hackers traffic in cultural artifacts, such as presentations at conferences, and reputation is a key currency. They also engage
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in heated, highly technical, jargon-laden debates—and they can be just as
snarky. Moreover, Tor and Freenet developers, academic or otherwise, often
refer to themselves as hackers as well. Above all, academic computer scientist or hacker, the ultimate object—the ultimate marker of skill and proficiency—is running code. If one can build software to the lofty expectations
of the anonymity community of practice, one is legit.
But judging if the code really runs—if it really protects user identity and
encrypts communications—is difficult. Within this community of practice,
running code is the object of many interproject debates. Whether academic
or hacker, in mailing lists, IRC logs, or developer forums, contributors not
only argue over the technical details of their respective projects, but also
critique the other projects: Freenet developers participate in debates in the
Tor Project’s mailing lists, and Tor developers comment in the I2P forum,
and so on. Common objects of criticism include choices of encryption algorithms, coding languages, and application interfaces, as well as network
latencies, theories of anonymity, numbers of hops between nodes, and
documentation quality.
For example, Roger Dingledine, during his time working on Free Haven,
repeatedly and publicly criticized Freenet:
[Freenet] really does seem optimized for distributing mp3’s and porn. Which has its
uses. But this is why there are other projects out there too.99

And:
Freenet will be fine as long as nobody really big [e.g., a state] tries to break it. At that
point, who knows.100

Dingledine questions the usefulness and effectiveness of Freenet—it may be
good for sharing porn, because it emphasizes “popular” files, but can it live
up to the loftier goals of protecting dissidents and preventing censorship?
Can it do more than facilitate MP3 sharing? And would it withstand attacks
from state-level adversaries?
Ian Clarke posted his own critique of Dingledine’s Free Haven project on
the Free Haven mailing list:
Free Haven [is] an interesting project with similar aims to Freenet (but which doesn’t
seem to pay much regard to efficiency) … Perhaps there is scope for an ultra-secure
(but ultra-slow) version of Freenet. … Just don’t expect me to use it!101

For Clarke, Free Haven is too inefficient, too slow to be of use.
Dingledine also critiqued I2P (and, for good measure, Freenet):
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The I2P design subscribes to same design approach as Freenet: “add complexity until
it’s secure.” This is a different mentality than Tor’s “simplify until you know what
you have” approach.102

Dingledine’s critique echoes the “Unix philosophy,” a key hacker mantra:
build a tool that does one thing and does it well.103 “Complexity” is both
functionally and aesthetically distasteful, and, in the case of anonymizing
networks, insecure.
I2P developer zzz recalls a time when Tor developer Jacob Appelbaum
delivered a scathing critique of I2P:
Appelbaum said “You guys suck; your documentation sucks. Nobody believes you
because your documentation is outdated or wrong and it’s a disaster on the Web site.
Until your documentation is right, nobody will trust you, nobody will believe you.
You’re a joke until you say at least what it is you’re doing.”104

Like the Unix philosophy, good documentation is a key ideal held by opensource advocates. Good documentation of protocols, encryption algorithms, and network topologies is necessary for contributors and auditors
of the code.
But I2P developers have not held back in critiquing Tor. As zzz notes,
We think we do hidden services much better than Tor, because it’s all we do.105

In addition, on zzz’s stats.i2p eepsite registration page, he tells prospective
eepsite hosts, “Do not reuse your onion address from Tor. I2P is not Tor.
Pick a real hostname,” implying that Tor’s use of 16-character alphanumeric URLs is not a “real” naming service.106 Again, this echoes the Unix
philosophy: I2P’s hidden services—its Dark Web implementation—is superior because I2P pays so much attention to it, including providing a “real”
naming service, while Tor tries to do too many other things.
These critiques may start on one network’s mailing list and migrate
to another, becoming what is called, in Internet parlance, “flame wars.”
One key flame war occurred between I2P and Freenet developers on the
I2P mailing list in 2005, when Freenet developer Toad and I2P developer
jrandom sparred over the stakes of their projects. Jrandom repeatedly asked
Toad, “How many dead users is OK with you?,” implying that Freenet’s
lack of security would result in dead dissidents.107 Toad replied, “If there
was some way to build a perfect system from the ground up, and if getting
busted meant hundreds of thousands of people being tortured, imprisoned
for long periods etc., I might lend some weight to your arguments.”108 Here,
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Toad argues that an imperfect, experimental anonymizing system is far better than a “perfect one” that can never be built, and that, moreover, jrandom’s question about “dead users” is hyperbolic in the extreme.109
Their debate covered much technical ground, as do the other debates
I’ve excerpted, but I highlight these less technical moments as evidence
for larger struggles over the legit among computer scientists and hackers
concerned with building anonymizing networks. As project developers
implement their designs in running code and active networks, other project developers question their choices, ultimately arguing that poor encryption algorithms, badly designed network topologies, or a poor choice of
programming languages undermines their efforts to build a real, working
anonymizing network. And there is more at stake than anonymity (or
even jrandom’s “dead users”): the developers’ reputations within their specific community of practice are on the line. As I2P developer zzz aptly puts
it, “Losing our reputation may be one of the biggest existential risks to
the project.”110 To expand on Appelbaum’s critique of I2P, if an anonymizing network is not considered legit—if it sucks, if it’s bullshit, if it isn’t for
real—no one will trust it, and it will not attract enough users and contributors. Instead, users and contributors might take their resources to a
different network.
On this note of reputation, developers believed to be able to solve the
seductive technical puzzle of making anonymizing networks can become
legit celebrities. Former Tor developer Jacob Appelbaum is a case in point.
As the Guardian’s Anna Catherine Loll describes him,
In 2004, he started volunteering as a developer for the Tor Project, the prestigious
organisation behind the anonymity tool regarded as one of the crown jewels of the
information security community. He soon became a prolific public speaker, his profile soaring in 2010 when he stood in for Julian Assange as the keynote speaker at the
Hackers on Planet Earth (Hope) conference in New York.111

Appelbaum has graced magazine covers, given lengthy interviews, and
regularly gone on speaking tours. He was—and for some, still is—the very
model of a legit hacker, a person equally skilled at computer coding and
representing the cause of liberation technology. For over a decade, he was
associated with Tor, which in Loll’s words is a “prestigious organisation.”
But he was removed from the Tor Project in 2016 as the result of accusations that he regularly sexually abused and bullied many people. I discuss
Appelbaum—and his formerly legit reputation—further in chapter 7.
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Another example illustrates a moment of legitimacy exchange. A 2013
photograph of the NSA whistleblower Edward Snowden, taken after his
flight to Russia, appeared in the Washington Post.112 Snowden is sitting with
a laptop computer open, and on the back of the laptop is a sticker: the
Tor onion logo. This points to the benefits of organizational practices such
as logo design and marketing—the possibility of reputation enhancement
through celebrity endorsement. In this legitimacy exchange, the association of the NSA whistleblower and Internet folk hero Edward Snowden with
the Tor Project reinforced the reputations of both among the anonymizing
community of practice. If Snowden uses Tor, it must be legit.
Thus, the legit—authenticity—is just as important to these projects as
their relationship to the state or their status as organizations. The interproject debates are, in part, performances of cultural competency, where participants show their command of symbols such as encryption algorithms,
software engineering practices, or network topologies. Contributors to
these projects and the projects themselves must demonstrate these competencies as they all compete within the field of anonymizing network technology production. The systems must also withstand the trials of security
researchers, who constantly probe them for weaknesses. Researchers who
discover flaws can build their own reputations by pointing out the flaws in
public. Winners of these struggles may even achieve some fame, have their
projects endorsed by celebrities, or receive lucrative government jobs or
defense contracts. And of course, success in the realm of the legit can influence success in the organizational and state-related spheres, since a legit
anonymous network will attract more coders, sponsors, and users, who in
turn can support the project if it is challenged by a state.
Conclusion
In this chapter I have focused solely on the network builders—the computer
scientists, hackers, and open-source software developers who gather around
an intriguing technical problem: how to make networks that can hide the
identity of readers as well as publishers of information. I traced how these
network builders engaged in symbolic economies to negotiate with state
violence, to cohere as organizations that command respect and resources,
and to establish social rules of authentic anonymizing software development. All three registers of legitimacy are important to the survival of these
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networks and are thus intimately intertwined. The network builders recruit
volunteers to contribute running code that can defend users against state
surveillance and appeal to information security communities.
Growing as these projects did in the wake of the World Wide Web’s explosion in popularity, the network builders unsurprisingly developed web publishing capacities early on in their histories. The early web, which began at
the Organisation européenne pour la recherche nucléaire (CERN), was primarily used for publishing and reading technical data, but it quickly grew
beyond technical matters and became a popular media phenomenon. This
led to an unpredictable range of content, from the profound to the profane.
Likewise, early web publishing on the Dark Web may have dealt largely
with technical subjects (such as tc.i2p, a developer forum, or the Hidden
Wiki, which started as a means for Tor to document technical issues), but
of course Dark Web content has taken on a wild range of forms. To explore
this, the next three chapters turn to three types of Dark Web sites: markets,
search engines, and social networking. These chapters will also focus on
each type of legitimacy in turn. I explore the relationship between state
violence and Dark Web markets in the next chapter; the development of
propriety among Dark Web search engines in chapter 5; and the adjudication of who’s in and who’s out in Dark Web social media in chapter 6.
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“Everywhere I looked I saw the State.”
—Dread Pirate Roberts

Perhaps the most infamous Dark Web site was the original Silk Road drug
market, hosted as a Tor hidden service. From its beginning in early 2011
to its seizure by law enforcement in late 2013, the Silk Road was arguably
more than a market. Its founder, Ross Ulbricht, conceptualized Silk Road
as a sociotechnical implementation of agorism, a radical market libertarian
philosophy. Echoing Weberian theories of state legitimacy (as discussed in
chapter 2), agorism holds that the state is indeed the sole source of coercion
and violence in contemporary society. Rather than accepting this dominance as “legitimate,” however, agorists argue that the state is illegitimate
precisely because of its monopoly on violence. For agorists, free markets
offer a new model for social organizing that does not rely on coercion,
violence, or state power, where exchanges, not law enforcement, could be
the glue that holds society together. Ulbricht argued that every sale on Silk
Road was not just a means for drug dealers to satisfy the desires of drug
consumers but a blow to the concept of the state itself.
Of course, the state hasn’t been destroyed by Dark Web drug sales. The
Silk Road has been shut down by U.S. law enforcement, and Ulbricht has
been sentenced to life in prison without the chance of parole. As a consequence, the prevalence of agorist and libertarian political discussion has
receded on Dark Web market forums. In comparison to Silk Road, the new
markets on the Dark Web are less overtly about libertarian ideology and
far more concerned with security. Such security practices are referred to
as operational security, or OPSEC, a term appropriated from the military.
This conceptualization reinforces theories of communication as acts of war,
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violence, and defense. The new post–Silk Road Dark Web markets have
moved from an idealistic agorist poststate philosophy to a “proactively paranoid” one, where scams, police raids, fraud, and weaponized communication are the costs of doing business.
In this chapter, I avoid dismissing OPSEC as simply the paranoid mindset of vendors who fear arrest, or as the overly suspicious attitude of buyers
who fear being scammed. Instead, I suggest that operational security has
replaced agorism as the predominant politics of Dark Web markets, and
that OPSEC represents a new relationship to the state. Whereas agorism
holds that the state is illegitimate, OPSEC is an appropriation of a state
practice born of violent conflict. In this sense, both agorism and OPSEC
are directly related to the state’s claim to a monopoly on violent power;
the former delegitimates this claim, and the latter attempts to appropriate
it. Thus, unlike the previous chapters, this chapter (and the two to follow) focuses on only one of the meanings of legitimacy. By considering the
shifting relationship between Dark Web markets and state violence, we can
better understand the move from delegitimation of state practices among
the agorists to appropriation of state practices among the OPSEC minded.
Drawing on market forum archives, participant observation in Tor and
I2P market forums, and a growing body of journalistic and academic coverage of Dark Web markets, I first provide an overview of the sociotechnical
ingredients that go into Dark Web markets. I follow this with a summary of
agorism, drawn from the work of that philosophy’s founder, Samuel Edward
Konkin III, which sets the stage for discussion of Silk Road’s relationship to
agorism. Then, I turn to the new politics of the Dark Web markets, OPSEC,
exploring its history as part of the U.S. war in Vietnam and its particular
inflection in Dark Web market forums. I argue that OPSEC is a legitimate
offspring of agorist thinking, inheriting the latter’s interest in security while
rebelling against its community-from-markets way of thinking in favor of
paranoid sociality.
I ultimately suggest that, unlike Ulbricht’s Silk Road, the post–Silk Road
markets reinforce, rather than challenge, the power of the state by further
associating communication with violence. Since the legitimated monopoly
on violence is the core defining feature of the state, the continual expansion
of violence into communicative acts expands the state’s purview and further justifies increasing surveillance and securitization of communications.
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Postagorist Dark Web markets will breed and feed on new wars and new
warriors, new policing and new securitizations, as Dark Web operations
clash with law enforcement operations.
Dark Web Markets Overview
As of this writing, at least thirty markets have sites on the Dark Web, with
the majority hosted as Tor hidden services. The range of markets includes
multivendor sites, which are similar to Clear Web markets like eBay in that
vendors can enter and leave the markets as they wish, and single-vendor
stores, which are more akin to small businesses owned and operated by a
single proprietor. Some markets specialize in drugs, others in stolen data,
and others in weapons.1
Many sociotechnical ingredients go into contemporary Dark Web markets. In the following sections, I summarize several of these ingredients
before turning to the main focus of this chapter: the political and social
theory produced by Dark Web market participants.
Anonymizing Networks
A key technological ingredient that supports contemporary Dark Web
markets is anonymizing technology, developed by the network builders I
describe in chapter 3. Anonymizing networks dissociate real-world identifying information from network traffic, thus allowing administrators,
buyers, and sellers to meet in conditions of strong anonymity. Currently,
Tor’s hidden services system is the preferred anonymizing network for
Dark Web markets. Tor combines low latency, support for standard webhosting software packages and modules (e.g., Apache, MySQL, PHP), and
Edward Snowden’s endorsement. Moreover, Tor’s hidden services enjoy
strong network effects; they are more popular than eepsites or freesites,
and this popularity attracts more traffic, reinforcing Tor’s dominance. Dark
Web markets have also been deployed or mirrored on the I2P network,
including the Marketplace and Silk Road Reloaded, both now defunct, as
well as current cryptocurrency exchanges. Freenet has not, to my knowledge, hosted a Dark Web market, likely because of its more static structure, although individual vendors have set up freesites there to promote
themselves.
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PGP Encryption
PGP is a keypair-based encryption scheme that enables a person to
encrypt a message so that only the holder of a private key can decrypt
it. Dark Web market exchanges are often facilitated by PGP in three
ways. For one, market participants use PGP to encrypt messages so that
only the recipient can decode them. Users also verify their (pseudonymous) identities with PGP signatures. For example, a vendor may habitually include a PGP signature in his forum posts to demonstrate that all
the posts are coming from someone who controls the same private PGP
key. This is especially important as vendors use the same pseudonyms
across multiple markets. Finally—especially in the wake of the Silk Road
bust—market participants use PGP to demonstrate technical competence.
For example, in one market forum I participated in, the site administrators examined my PGP signature to make sure I was using what they considered to be the best encryption algorithm (RSA) and a large key size
(4,096 bits). I was not allowed access to this particular forum until I could
demonstrate this.
Cryptocurrencies
Rather than use currencies backed by the power of the state, Dark Web
markets rely on new cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Dash,
or Monero. As Vasilis Kostakis and Chris Giotitsas describe them, “Cryptocoins … are based on cryptographic technologies, and are therefore
(partly) anonymous and decentralized in production and circulation.
It is not easy for someone to suppress their activity due to their peer
architecture.”2 Cryptocurrencies are produced by individuals, not states,
and rely on computational development and accounting, rather than
banks, to put them into and keep them in circulation. Their value arises
in part from their perceived role as universal equivalents in network
economies.
Because Bitcoin has such a large market share, and because Bitcoin
exchanges are not inherently anonymous, buyers use “tumbling” services
to dissociate Bitcoins from identification information. In tumblers, Bitcoins
used to sell or purchase illegal items are mixed together with Bitcoins used
for other purposes, obfuscating whose coin purchased what good.3 More
recent cryptocurrencies, such as Monero, seek to improve on this situation
by providing anonymous accounting of exchanges.
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Market Software
Dark Web market software tends to start with preexisting open-source packages, such as Apache or NGINX, for web-based serving and receiving of
files. Similarly, they use open-source packages for transaction databases and
user interfaces. These packages are heavily modified by market administrators in an effort to increase their security. They are client-server network
topologies, which allows for centralized administration of the software but
also introduces a point of failure if the market’s servers are infiltrated or
seized by law enforcement, or if the administrators decide to shut down the
market. Contemporary markets are even offering “bug bounties,” similar to
those of mainstream software firms, to penetration testers who might find
vulnerabilities in the software.4
In addition, forum posts across Tor and I2P discuss future implementations of decentralized, peer-to-peer market software, built on OpenBazaar, an open-source software package that uses distributed hash tables
and blockchain technology to avoid the centralization problem traditional
Dark web markets face. To my knowledge, there are no implementations of
OpenBazaar on the Dark Web, but I expect to see one soon.5
Clear Web Coverage
Although Dark Web markets are hosted on the Dark Web, they are heavily reliant on Clear Web coverage to promote them. Currently, the two
main sources of Dark Web market coverage come from Deep Dot Web, an
online magazine, and the DarkNetMarkets subreddit on Reddit. The former
includes interviews with drug market admins; how-to guides for using Bitcoin, Tor, I2P, or virtual private networks (VPNs); and most important, an
updated list of the latest markets, including ratings and reviews. The subreddit includes vendor reviews, security discussions, and a “Markets Superlist” with links to markets, Bitcoin tumblers, e-mail services, and forums.
Both Deep Dot Web and the subreddit are therefore important gateways into
the Dark Web, rivaling other ways of navigating these networks (including
search engines, a point I return to in chapter 5).
Global Delivery Systems
Dark Web exchanges that involve goods such as drugs, weapons, counterfeit cash, credit card skimmers, or fake identity documents require delivery
of packages. Vendors rely on global delivery networks, such as state-based
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postal networks or commercial couriers, to deliver their products to buyers.
As is well-documented, vendors must develop sophisticated “stealth” packaging techniques to get their goods through customs and delivery network
surveillance technologies.6 This involves using scent-blocking packaging,
hiding illegal items inside legal items, or breaking up a product into smaller
parts and shipping them piecemeal.
Forum Software
Many of the Dark Web markets include a corresponding forum. These
forums enable market administrators, vendors, and sellers to exchange
ideas about market practices. Administrators use them to make announcements and to provide basic buying and selling guides. Vendors use them
to promote themselves and their products as well as to address customer
concerns. Customers use them to review vendors and products, lodge complaints, or provide tips to one another about how to use the market. In
addition, as I explore in detail below, the market forums are used by participants to discuss larger political issues, such as prohibitions on drug use, the
power of the state, and the political potentials of black markets.
Political and Social Theory
In addition to the above sociotechnical ingredients that go into the making
of Dark Web markets, another ingredient is political and social theory. The
remainder of this chapter is dedicated to tracing two such theories, considering how market participants conceptualize their relationship to the
state and its claims to the monopoly on violence. First is agorism, a radical libertarian theory holding that society should be organized by market
exchanges. The second is OPSEC, an appropriation of a state practice dedicated to reducing the amount of information shared with others.
Agorism
“We are coerced by our fellow human beings.”7 So begins the New Libertarian Manifesto, written by radical economist Samuel Edward Konkin III
(often referred to as SEK3) in the early 1980s. Coercion, he argues, is happening all the time: your neighbors are preying on you right now. And it’s
time to fight back.
To fight back, we must smash the state. The state is the
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Mob of mobs, Gang of Gangs, Conspiracy of conspiracies. It has murdered more
people in a few recent years than all the deaths of history before that time; it has
stolen in a few recent years more than all the wealth produced in history to that
time; it has deluded—for its survival—more minds in a few recent years than all the
irrationality of history to that time. Our Enemy, The State.8

The state is the mechanism by which your neighbors prey on you. Konkin’s
logic is as follows: the state’s monopoly on the use of violent power—in
other words, its particular form of legitimacy—allows for it to dictate to us
what we can do, think, and say. Through laws and policing, the state compels us to behave. And by paying taxes to it—taxes that are coerced from
us via the violent power of the state—your neighbors are feeding this monstrous state the nourishment it needs: ill-begotten wealth. Wealth appropriated via taxes is used to fund the military and police that the state needs to
maintain its power.
Thus, for Konkin, the state is the essential source of all coercion, the root
of our lack of freedom. He elaborates this point in his Agorist Primer:
Free means the absence of coercion. Coercion is threatening violence upon someone
in order to make him surrender something. In a strictly value-free sense, then, coercive human action offers to create greater disvalue to you if you do not yield up your
lesser value. You gain nothing but lose less.9

The state’s coercive capacities, its ability to compel us to pay taxes and prohibit us from any activity we may want to pursue (say, use of recreational
drugs, making claims to advertise a product, or driving at extremely high
speeds) thus makes it libertarianism’s number one enemy.
Konkin sees opposition to the state in the agora, or the free market.
The agora looms so large that he coined a name for his specific program
of libertarian ideology: agorism. Agorism is a radical philosophy that finds
the highest expression of human freedom in markets. Markets are spaces
in which voluntary, uncoerced exchanges are made. Drawing on the libertarian economist Robert LeFevre, Konkin argues that in a market-based
society, “all relations between people are voluntary exchanges—a free
market. No one will injure another or trespass in any way.”10 This society
would have no prohibition on what we exchange, because there would be
no state to impose such restrictions. Likewise, there would be no restriction on what we do or say, so long as our actions do not coerce others.
Instead, our actions and ideas would be disciplined by market forces. Order
would emerge through market mechanisms: the aggregation of billions
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of voluntary exchanges would produce a peaceful nonhierarchical social
order. A society would emerge through the pursuit of individual gain and
profit. Your neighbors would no longer prey on you by supporting the coercive state: they would become your trading partners.
So, how do we starve the beast, the state, and bring about the free market agora? Konkin rejects other libertarian approaches, including formalized party politics (such as the Libertarian Party, recently headed by Gary
Johnson in the U.S. presidential election of 2016).11 The Libertarian Party
is a contradiction in terms, Konkin argues: using a state-sanctioned political practice to take the reins of the state in order to eradicate the state is
incoherent.12 His feelings about voting are similar: voting in government
elections is a tacit acceptance of the state’s claims to legitimacy. In addition,
given the premise that coercive violence is illegitimate, Konkin rejects violent revolution: violence cannot morally overcome violence.13
Thus, if party politics (or “partyarchy”) and violent revolution are both
simply playing the state’s game, Konkin sees only one way toward agora:
“counter-economics,” a form of market anarchy. Starting with the premise
that the number and complexity of the state’s prohibitions have reached a
point where any given trade could be found to violate a law, Konkin argues
that much of our economy is composed of “black market” or “gray market”
activity. The former is trade in illegal goods. The latter is trade in legal goods
by illegal methods (for example, paying a neighborhood kid in cash to mow
one’s lawn without filing the requisite tax forms). These activities make up
the counter-economy. If much of our economic activity is borderline illegal
or outright illegal, and if we agree that the state is the root of all violence
and that it requires tax revenue to survive, Konkin argues that we ought to
consciously move all our economic activities away from state-sanctioned
spaces into the counter-economy. And, as more and more of us do so, we
will see how social organization can arise outside state sanction.
As the counter-economy grows, it achieves two things: it starves the state
of its needed tax revenues, and it develops alternatives to state forms of
justice. Certainly, Konkin acknowledges, there may be thieves in such a system, but the market would respond with security and protection products
and practices, including locks, insurance policies, and contracts:
If there were only a few “private thieves” and they were usually apprehended and
forced to make restitution, something very close to a free market would exist. People
would have locks, fences, alarms, and insurance policies and protection-agent poli-
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cies, but would act otherwise on the assumption that they were free to give up their
property to those of their choice and accept from others who gave freely to them.
They could not plan on people changing their minds, but they could make contracts
(exchanging a good here and now for one to be given later) so that if others changed
their minds, some compensation would result.14

A great deal of agorist literature discusses ways to replace government
judges with private arbitration firms, hired by market participants to adjudicate contractual disputes.15
The literature also discusses justice for those who would engage in antivoluntary, coercive crimes:
Consistent libertarians see no place for criminals, even to fight other criminals. They
believe free-market (all-voluntary) methods will take care of the few criminals; finding them (investigation), arresting them (delegated protection), trying them (arbitration), and restoring lost value to the victim from the aggressors (restitution). The
means of accomplishing this vary from communal power to highly technological,
competitive business agencies and others in between, such as neighborhood block
associations.16

Of course, each of these methods would be provided by market means:
insurance companies would have investigators in their employ; there
would be protection agencies for hire; and arbitrators would ply their trade
among parties entering into contracts. If at any point along this process a
criminal resists, then and only then would violence be authorized by the
agorist society. But Konkin predicts it would rarely come to violence, arguing that there would be no incentive for a person to attack another in the
market society, including for an accused criminal to attack a private security
force. After all, once investigations are over and criminals are punished,
they would have to re-enter market society and trade with others in order
to survive. Thus, to protect their reputations, criminals would acquiesce to
punishment.
Put in terms of the symbolic economy of legitimacy I outlined in chapter
2, Konkin and agorism are engaged in the delegitimation of the state’s claims
to a monopoly on violence. Notably, the theory of the state put forward
by agorism is congruent with Weberian theories of the state: that it is currently the only social entity with the legitimated monopoly on violence.
The agorists, however, would simply argue that the state’s monopoly on
violence is illegitimate, and that the twin institutions of state violence, the
police and the military, are engaged in unproductive coercion that inhibits human freedom. Agorism is, thus, a market-based means to dissolve
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the state’s capacity for violence by finding market means for security. The
tools and practices of violence would thus be distributed through market
mechanisms.
Samuel Konkin’s agorist philosophy, developed in the post-countercultural context of the United States in the 1970s, inspired by economists
such as Ludwig von Mises, Murray Rothbard, and Robert LeFevre, and disseminated through Konkin’s edited publications New Libertarian Notes,
New Libertarian Weekly, and New Libertarian until 1990, offered a seductively simple answer to the burning question of libertarianism: What is to
be done about the state? Konkin’s answer: make markets that are outside
state control. But this seductively simple approach has remained largely
marginal in larger debates about economy and society. Part of this can be
attributed to Konkin’s call for “revisionist history,” which he felt would
help uncover previously hidden agorist practices.17 Unfortunately, this call
associated Konkin with Nazi Holocaust deniers (i.e., revisionist historians
who dispute the extent of Nazi death camps).18 But beyond this troubling
association, Konkin’s agorism is also likely marginal because he refused, out
of principle, to speak at or hold positions in state-based institutions such
as universities. Rather than publishing his work in mainstream economic
journals and teaching students at university, Konkin held forth in the living
rooms of agorist communal homes and published his work on the Internet.
Nonetheless, while Konkin’s and agorism’s effect on mainstream economics has been minimal, they have had a presence on the Dark Web,
including major influence on the most famous Dark Web site of all, the Silk
Road drug market.
Agorism on the Dark Web
Recall that one of the key justifications network builders offer for anonymizing networks such as Freenet, Tor, and I2P is that these networks prevent states from censoring speech, including prohibited political speech.
Indeed, the Dark Web has many sites where anonymous users gather and
discuss radical politics, including communism, anarchy, and fascism. With
agorism’s emphasis on building community outside state control via market exchanges, it is quite amenable to the Dark Web. In many spaces on the
Dark Web, users have declared their allegiance to agorism with the rallying
cry “Agora! Anarchy! Action!”
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For example, Freenet users build and maintain a mirror of the Clear Web
site Agorism.info, a clearinghouse for agorist writings, including Konkin’s
works and interviews with contemporary agorists.19 As a mirror of the Clear
Web site, the Agorism.info freesite ensures that the HTML, CSS, PDF, and
audio files associated with the original site are distributed across the Freenet
network. Recall that Freenet’s structure is decentralized; whereas an ISP
could block access to the Agorism.info World Wide Web page, Freenet’s
structure prevents any central authority from blocking access to files. In
fact, the Freenet version of Agorism.info has files that are no longer available on the Clear Web version.20 Another freesite is dedicated to Harry
Browne, a libertarian economist who was influential on the author J. Neil
Schulman, a friend of Konkin’s who wrote the science fiction book Alongside Night, about the rise of an agorist society in America.21 Beyond these
freesites, agorism debates and discussion regularly break out on the Freenet
forum FMS, particularly on the Politics board.
There have also been eepsites on I2P dedicated to agorism, including
secondrealm.i2p (appearing online in 2011; now defunct) and Anarplex
(hosted on I2P and mirrored on Tor and the Clear Web). Anarplex is host
to the #agora Internet Relay Chat server, a network inspired “by some leftovers of the Invisible IRC Project,” the precursor to I2P.22
But by far, the site that has done the most to bring Konkin’s agorist philosophy to the Dark Web is the original Silk Road marketplace, hosted as a
hidden service on the Tor network.
Agorism on Silk Road
Silk Road, one of the first Dark Web markets and its most famous, came to
public attention thanks to a Gawker story in June 2011.23 At that point, Silk
Road had been online for about five months.24 The Gawker story introduced
many tropes about Silk Road that would reappear again and again throughout subsequent journalistic coverage:
•

It uses a “sophisticated user-feedback system” to rate vendors on their

sales and service.
•

It is an “Amazon” or “eBay” for drugs with a wide range of offerings.

•

It requires technical skill to access (i.e., one needs to route one’s browser

through Tor and be able to use the 16-character URL ianxz6zefk72ulzz.
onion).
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•

Its location is “utterly obscured” thanks to its location on the Tor network.

•

Its use of the cryptocurrency Bitcoin makes its transactions impossible to

trace (a false claim).25
•

The site is legit—that is, not a scam: one could truly get authentic recre-

ational drugs via a web browser. “It was legit,” one customer whom Gawker
interviewed said. “It was better than anything I've seen.”
Along with these tropes, the Gawker story also included another: that the
site’s administrator positioned it not just as a drug market, but as a sociotechnical implementation of agorism:
“The state is the primary source of violence, oppression, theft and all forms of coercion,” Silk Road wrote to [Gawker]. “Stop funding the state with your tax dollars and
direct your productive energies into the black market.”26

Indeed, this direct echo of the philosophy of Samuel Edward Konkin III was
not accidental—the founder of Silk Road insisted that this political message be included in the Gawker story.27 The Gawker piece was the first major
media coverage of Silk Road, and it is notable that the spokesperson stressed
those agorist ideas.
As Alexia Maddox and colleagues argue, “We need to understand how
Silk Road operated not just as a drug-trading market but as a political act
and environment.”28 Thanks to the pioneering journalistic work of Eileen
Ormsby, the archival work of Branwen and colleagues, and several academic
studies, the political aspects of Silk Road are well documented, archived,
and available for the analysis Maddox and coauthors call for and engage
in.29 The founder of Silk Road (and very likely the one who responded to
Gawker), initially referred to by the pseudonym silkroad, later Dread Pirate
Roberts (DPR), and now known to be Ross Ulbricht, is widely recognized as
espousing agorist philosophy. For example, in a note to site visitors, DPR
explained that the site was named for the original Silk Road, the ancient
trade route, which “played a huge role in connecting the economies and
cultures of [Asia, Africa, and Europe] and promoted peace and prosperity
through trade agreements.”30 In a forum post, DPR builds on the idea of
trade as a means for peace without states:
Anything you do that is outside the control of the state is agorist, so in some sense
we are all agorists whether we know it or not. Some people just take those actions
because of the personal gain they can obtain, which is perfectly fine, but some do it
as a conscientious objection and act of rebellion against the state as well.
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I’m out to turn unconscious agorists into conscious active ones.:)31

DPR’s agorist philosophy is further illustrated in his argument against
lifting legal prohibitions on the use and sale of recreational drugs:
I keep hearing this argument come up when people talk about drug prohibition:
legalize, regulate and tax it. On the surface it sounds like a good idea. No more drug
war, more tax revenue, government regulators can make sure it is safe. Makes sense,
right?
I can’t help but think something is wrong though. Feels like the bastards that
have been screwing everyone over all this time still win in this scenario. Now all that
money can go to the state and to their cronies, right?
Here’s the rub: the drug war is an acute symptom of a deeper problem, and that
problem is the state. If they “legalize, regulate and tax” it, it’s just one more part of
society under their thumb, another productive sector that they can leech off of.32

This illustrates the difference between an agorist and, say, a “partyarchist”
libertarian who runs for public office. The latter would use the state to relax
restrictions; the former simply wants to abolish the state through the use
of markets.
Perhaps the single most cited example of DPR’s agorist thinking is “DPR's
Book Club,” a reading group held on the Silk Road forums, where Silk Road
users could discuss books and movies that
focus on agorism, counter-economics, anarchocapitalism, Austrian economics, political philosophy, freedom issues and related topics. My hope is that through this,
we will discover what we stand for and foster a culture of peace, prosperity, justice
and freedom.33

In addition to DPR, multiple participants in the Silk Road forums discussed agorism and the need to shed the state by using markets. Writing
about the inevitability of any state engaging in violence, anarcho47 writes,
Look, the fact of the matter is there are universal, quanifiable [sic] facts to life. If you
don’t eat, you will starve to death. If you don’t drink water, you will die of dehydration. If you enact a state, eventually mass violence and mass murder will be a part
of life.34

In a thread in homage to Dread Pirate Roberts, collapses writes,
The thing that has always given me confidence in DPR and the mission of this site
is this guy’s ethics. Here is someone who eloquently preaches market anarchism and
wholesale rejection of the putrid, enslaving state. And of all people to man this site
it happened to be someone of my own obscure ideological persuasion. He has made
agorists of us all. Hero.35
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And finally, JohnGMcKinley praises the Silk Road:
When I first heard of the website, I sort of dismissed it. “Well, ok, people are selling
drugs on the internet, whatever.”
Then I read about the Dread Pirate and realized how big of a thing this is. This is
amazing, I daresay revolutionary.
The bulwark against a new age of informational panopticon of statist tyranny.
This idea gives me hope, for the first time in a long time, real tangible hope about
the development of a free society out from under the greedy eyes of those who
would seek to compartmentalize our lives in order for us as good obedient tax cows
on the hamster wheel of the fascist corporate state.
Agorism, I kept hearing the idea talked about but never having a method to go
about doing so. This is brilliant.36

Certainly, there were many other topics of discussion on the Silk Road
forums, including drug safety, vendor reviews, and computer and network
security, but multiple scholars and commentators have noted the unusual
force of agorist discourse on Silk Road.
As Maddox and her coauthors argue, Silk Road was an example of constructive activism, of prefigurative politics to build “a new society in the
shell of the old.”37 In other words, the ideal of Silk Road was that every
trade conducted there would chip away at the state and bring about an
entirely market-based society. The prefigurative politics of Silk Road has
genealogical roots in the prefigurative politics of agorism, which holds
that already-existing entities such as black and gray markets are models
for broader social organization. In both cases, delegitimation of the overarching social order, a social order perceived to be determined entirely
by the needs and violent capacities of a thing called “the state,” drives
adherents to seek out spaces beyond the state: black markets, where new,
nonviolent social organizations can arise. In other words, for both black/
gray markets in general and Silk Road in particular, the agorist philosophy holds that it is possible to move beyond the legitimated violence of
the state and to build a community centered on mutual exchanges. In
the ideal form, agorism undermines the state’s monopoly on violence by
distributing practices of violence and security according to market logics.
Indeed, researchers have found that participants in Dark Web drug markets
report that their exchanges are safer than street-based sales and purchases
of drugs.38
Nonetheless, Silk Road’s seizure and the arrest and conviction of Ross
Ulbricht radically changed the dominant politics of Dark Web markets.
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The Fall of Silk Road and the Decline of Dark Web Agorism
The story of Silk Road’s rise is of a particular relationship to state violence,
a relationship best understood through the philosophical lens of agorism.
But of course, the state (predominantly the U.S. government) ultimately
asserted itself, dedicating several years to investigating the Silk Road operation and then using the state’s legitimated power to put Ulbricht in prison
for the rest of his life. As Judge Katherine B. Forrest stated during Ulbricht’s
sentencing, “There must be no doubt that lawlessness will not be tolerated.
There must be no doubt that no one is above the law—no matter one’s education or privileges. All stand equal before the law.”39
The arrest of Ulbricht, the seizure of Silk Road, and above all the allegations that Ulbricht sought to hire hitmen to kill blackmailers all undermined the agorist messages he was promoting.40 Indeed, as Dark Web
scholars Rasmus Munksgaard and Jakob Demant have argued, discussion
of libertarianism on Dark Web market forums has radically decreased since
the seizure of Silk Road: “The libertarian political discourse has historically been prevalent on cryptomarket forums. The closure of Silk Road has
affected the prevalence of libertarian discourse suggesting that while the
closure did not succeed in curtailing the cryptomarket economy, it dampened political sentiments.”41 While Munksgaard and Demant note a decline
in libertarian political discussions on Dark Web market forums, they and
many other researchers have noted that the seizure of Silk Road did not
disrupt Dark Web market activities; if anything, there is more commerce on
the Dark Web than ever, spreading across the Tor network and also to the
I2P network. Dark Web market forums are also spreading across the Dark
Web, from Tor to I2P to Freenet.
The implication of Munksgaard and Demant’s argument is that post–Silk
Road market forums are solely dedicated to straightforward commercial discussions and thus no longer have an explicit politics. I would argue, however, that Dark Web market forums do engage in new political discussions,
that they have in fact reacted to the U.S. government’s seizure of Silk Road
with the politics of operations security, or OPSEC, a politics centering on
extreme individualism, paranoid securitization, and above all, an appropriation—rather than a delegitimation—of state/military logics.
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OPSEC: Operations Security
For security purposes, Dark Web forum participants often avoid linking
to Clear Web sites. They make exceptions, however, for information they
believe is valuable. A notable exception is a link to a 2012 YouTube video,
a presentation by a man with the handle “The Grugq.” This video is shared
by many Dark Web market forum users, who recommend it to new users
hoping to avoid being arrested. As one Dark Web forum poster notes, “I
normally would not recommend Youtube videos, but this one is an exception. The Grugq knows his shit.”
The Grugq: “Shut the Fuck Up”
In “OPSEC: Because Jail Is for Wuftpd,” a presentation given at the 2012
Malaysia Hack In The Box convention, the Grugq lays out techniques for
“freedom fighters” (Hack In The Box code for “hackers”) to avoid drawing the attention of state agencies.42 “What the fuck is OPSEC?” he asks.
“OPSEC, in a nutshell, is keep your mouth shut. Don’t say it. The less you
say, the harder it is for people to figure out what you're doing. … In short,
shut the fuck up.”
The Grugq notes that OPSEC is not a matter of technology, but an issue of
mentalities, practices, and our relationships with those around us. Central
to OPSEC is a radical distrust of everyone a person associates with. Drawing on a theory of OPSEC from the rapper Biggie Smalls, the Grugq argues:
Never trust anyone. This particularly goes for people you are operating with. They
are not your friends; they are criminal co-defendants. … There is a high likelihood
that they [will get busted] because they are dumb, because they are doing what they
are doing.

“It hurts to get fucked,” he intones, meaning it hurts to go to jail. And
because of this pain, “No one is going to go to jail for you. … Your friends
will betray you.”
Above all, the Grugq argues for the “freedom fighter” to live in a state
of constant paranoia: one needs to be “proactively paranoid [because] you
can't be paranoid” in hindsight.43 Quoting the HBO show The Wire, he
notes “You only got to fuck up once.” To illustrate this point, he details the
cases of hackers who failed to be sufficiently, proactively paranoid.
The Grugq also offers specific OPSEC techniques, including
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•

establishing multiple personas with “legitimate” backstories

•

only engaging in “freedom fighting” outside one’s home

•

avoiding the use of code names for targets and people because “the clever

codes you come up with to talk about stuff are terrible”
•

constructing network “plumbing” that keeps the multiple personas dis-

tinct and separate from one another
•

only breaking one law at a time (i.e., if one is transporting drugs in a car,

be sure not to break traffic laws)
•

never talking to the police
Notably, the Grugq’s presentation includes something quite different

from agorist thinking: multiple favorable references to the agencies of state
power, including the military. Several of his slides feature World War II
German military posters with the caption “Feind Hört Mit” (the enemy listens in). Similarly, he includes the World War II U.S. Women’s Army Corps
poster with the slogan “Silence Means Security.” Later, he quotes a U.S.
military slogan: “The more you sweat in peace, the less you bleed in war.”
Thus, in promoting OPSEC to “freedom fighters,” the Grugq is promoting
an appropriated state practice, one developed in the state’s continual quest
for the monopoly on legitimated violence. Rather than seek to shed the
state via markets, an OPSEC orientation is one of homage to the state, even
working with the state. In fact, one of the Grugq’s previous occupations was
brokering the sales of software exploits to governments around the world;
he was a mercenary hacker.44
OPSEC’s Military Roots
OPSEC is, after all, a military invention, and the rules of OPSEC that the
Grugq lays out are not significantly different from those discussed in
military theory. According to a heavily redacted, formerly top secret U.S.
National Security Agency (NSA) research report, OPSEC has its origins in
the United States’ war in Vietnam.45 Between 1965 and 1966, U.S. bombing
raids were producing poor results, with low casualties and little damage to
Viet Cong or North Vietnamese Army (VC/NVA) equipment. Military leaders were faced with several possible reasons for these failures: (1) their intelligence about enemy locations was faulty; (2) the U.S. command had been
infiltrated by spies who were able to warn the VC/NVA about imminent
attacks; (3) the VC/NVA had defeated the United States’ most sophisticated
encryption ciphers; or (4) the enemy had some other means to anticipate
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attacks and avoid being targeted. The first three seemed unlikely, so the military formed a special research team, Purple Dragon, which reviewed bombing operations from conception to execution to consider the last possibility.
The Purple Dragon team found many methods the VC/NVA could use
to anticipate U.S. bombing raids that had nothing to do with breaking U.S.
encryption ciphers or infiltrating top-level commands. The team focused
on the mundane ways an enemy could gather information: monitoring
Voice of America or BBC broadcasts, listening to tactical radio broadcasts
and paying attention to military call signs, or reading nonclassified documentation, such as requests for food for specific regions. None of these
provided specific information about impending attacks, but as a whole they
provided many small details that could be associated by VC/NVA intelligence officers, who could warn their comrades about upcoming attacks. To
put it in the Grugq’s terms, the U.S. military was not “shutting the fuck up”
but was open with its nonclassified information. By training commanders
and soldiers to avoid talking about seemingly insignificant details via “open
source” (i.e., nonencrypted or classified) channels, the Purple Dragon team
was able to reduce VC/NVA forewarning of bombing attacks from eight
hours in 1966 to under thirty minutes in 1968.
Based on the success of Purple Dragon, the value of OPSEC was championed by the NSA, who set up a training course in OPSEC in the 1980s.
Thousands of government workers had taken the course by the end of
that decade, and OPSEC theory was further standardized.46 By the end of
the decade, President Ronald Reagan signed an executive order instructing all U.S. government agencies and, importantly, contractors to engage
in OPSEC training for their employees.47 The director of the NSA was put
in charge of oversight of these efforts; thus OPSEC has become “the third
major component, along with signals intelligence and information systems
security, of the National Security Agency's mission.”48 Later, in the 2000s,
OPSEC became a big point of contention during the second Iraq War,
with concerns about soldiers’ “milblogs” providing too much information
about operations. It continues to be a concern as more soldiers use social
media.49 Moreover, OPSEC is a keyword for corporate organizations seeking
to defend their intellectual property. A full genealogy of how OPSEC moves
from B-52 raids on Vietnam to the boardrooms of transnational corporations is beyond the scope of this chapter, but here I turn to the specific ways
OPSEC appears as the new politics of Dark Web markets.
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OPSEC on Dark Web Markets
As Angus Bancroft and Peter Scott Reid have documented, Dark Web market participants hold OPSEC in high esteem, mixing technical practices
(encryption, Bitcoin tumbling) and “socio-legal deniability” to protect
themselves.50 Yet, academics tend to treat OPSEC as merely a set of tactics
and practices for criminals to evade law enforcement agents. I contend that
operational security is just as much a political philosophy as agorism by
first exploring some basic Dark Web OPSEC practices and discussions, followed by an argument for seeing OPSEC as a political philosophy.
Silk Road Postmortems
The fall of Silk Road inspired lengthy discussions on other market forums
about what went wrong. The Hub, a Tor-based forum dedicated to general
drug market discussion, has several such postmortems, and the consensus
is that Ross Ulbricht engaged in poor OPSEC.
First, the OPSEC-minded analysts argue that Ulbricht did not do enough
work to separate his various online identities, pointing to his use of a
Gmail account (rossulbricht@gmail.com) as he recruited developers to help
build Silk Road in early 2011.51 Moreover, Ulbricht kept a journal of his
activities in building Silk Road. In the Grugq’s parlance, Ulbricht failed to
create the “plumbing” that would keep his online identities from being
cross-contaminated.
Several also note that Ulbricht failed to consistently use PGP—keypairbased encryption used to encrypt e-mails, private messages, and files. As
one analyst put it,
One of the pitfalls of Silk Road 1, is that some of the administrators, including Ross
himself did not always communicate using PGP encryption. Once Ross was busted,
they had access to his servers and his computers and anything that wasn’t encrypted
was wide open for them to look at.52

In other words, vendor data stored on Ulbricht’s computer was in “plain
text,” rather than in encrypted form, which could have prevented law
enforcement from accessing it.
Compounding this problem, Ulbricht refused to require PGP of Silk
Road vendors:
[A vendor was] urging Ross to enforce the use of PGP, to protect the [private messages] and the address information—this matches advice he was given by many other
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people. Ross didn’t listen … he was a cementhead (in addition to being an incompetent fool), and now there is very likely going to be another person spending the
rest of his life in jail.
I find myself wondering just how many other people are going to be spending
their lives in jail, all because they trusted Ross Ulbricht.53

Indeed, in the Silk Road forums, DPR argued that to compel the use of
PGP would violate a principle of agorism: that all actions arise voluntarily.54
As Eileen Ormsby has noted, this stance was frustrating to the multiple Silk
Road participants who were “security conscious.”55 In other words, security
was certainly a concern of many Silk Road participants, but their prescriptions were often ignored in favor of actions more in line with voluntaristic,
agorist thinking. As an OPSEC-minded forum poster noted in a postmortem
of Silk Road, “Ross relied far too much on voluntarism, in other words,
more of that Agorist Libertarian bullshit—just look where the fuck it got
us—busts are still being made based on information in the Silk Road databases.”56 To put this in the Grugq’s terms, Ulbricht failed to “shut the fuck
up,” posting messages “in the clear,” where people beyond the intended
recipient could read them. Moreover, he failed to require others—including
vendors, who would have the names and addresses of customers—to avoid
doing the same.
These OPSEC-minded people delegitimated the previously respected
Ulbricht by engaging in these postmortems, which in turn legitimated
them as security conscious. The lessons Dark Web market forum participants take from the fall of Silk Road are thus framed as OPSEC lessons.
OPSEC Guides
In the period following the arrest of Ulbricht, forums posted guides to
OPSEC, and the concept is increasingly seen as fundamental for authentic Dark Web market participation. As a result, a now-standard feature of
any Dark Web market forum is an OPSEC tutorial. For example, Outlaw
Market’s OPSEC guide echoes the Grugq’s advice: “When dealing through
darknetmarkets OPSEC is always a major issue, this means keep your mouth
shut.” “Jolly Roger’s Security Thread for Beginners” is a lengthy set of forum
posts on the Hub, covering everything from PGP basics to examples of
OPSEC failures, all to teach new Dark Web market users the proper techniques. The now-defunct AlphaBay Market forum hosted a “Noobs Ask
Anything Thread,” where seasoned market participants tutor “noobs” in
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OPSEC skills.57 Finally, a lengthy set of posts on the now-defunct Darknet Counterfeit Forum, titled “How to Spend Counterfeit 100s,” offers
guides in passing fake money at major retailers. The techniques and tips are
couched in terms of OPSEC, including suggestions that bill passers spend
their money far from home and keep their operation a secret from friends
and family.
Beyond LEO: OPSEC against Scammers
So far, the implied adversary of Dark Web market administrators, vendors,
and buyers is law enforcement; “shutting the fuck up” is a basic means to
avoid giving law enforcement any advantage. As the Grugq argues, “Law
enforcement is the apex predator” on the Internet.58 Yet, starting with Silk
Road and continuing on markets today, another major adversary must be
overcome: other market participants.
Scammers abound on Dark Web markets; this includes not only vendors,
but also administrators. For example, Jonathan Pace’s analysis of the court
documents from Ross Ulbricht’s trial reveals that scams were a constant
problem on Silk Road.59 Likewise, as Ormsby writes of Silk Road 2.0 toward
its latter days,
The discussion forums stopped being a lively, intelligent home of self-styled revolutionaries united in their fight against the war on drugs. Infighting and division
became the norm and the site’s management became increasingly less visible and
engaged, emerging only to provide the occasional update reassuring those who were
left that all was fine. Reports of scamming sellers became increasingly frequent, with
many accusing the administration of aiding and abetting the scammers.60

The short history of Dark Web markets includes multiple incidents of major
scams, including the 2015 Evolution market “exit scam,” in which the Evolution market administrators absconded with millions of dollars’ worth
of Bitcoins being held in the market’s escrow system. Accounts of smaller
scams perpetrated by vendors and sellers frequently appear on forums. Vendors threaten to blackmail buyers by revealing their personal details to law
enforcement (thus using the coercive power of the state as a threat). Sellers
threaten buyers with bad reviews, and buyers order products, receive them,
claim they never arrived, and refuse to pay. As a result, anxiety among
market participants is high. For example, the popular Tor- and I2P-based
Hidden Answers site now has a “Legit or Sh!t?” section, where anxious
would-be buyers ask if various vendors or markets are for real or scams.
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In terms of OPSEC, this reveals the wisdom of the radical lack of trust
and “proactive paranoia” that the Grugq espouses. Even beyond the observation that anyone arrested in relation to Dark Web markets would likely
betray his or her associates to the police, the ubiquitous scamming that
has occurred on Dark Web markets results in Dark Web market participants
not trusting one another. For example, common advice to new buyers is
to never reveal their addresses to vendors, who can use this information
to blackmail buyers by threatening to turn it in to the police. Instead, the
OPSEC-minded buyer finds a “drop point”—say, a vacant home in the
neighborhood—to receive the shipment. As many scholars of illicit markets point out, there are no courts in which a Dark Web market participant
could sue another for fraud or prosecute a blackmailer. The only defense is
self-defense. The Grugq argues that a goal of OPSEC is to avoid being put
in a position of vulnerability to another person. Similarly, in Dark Web
forums, OPSEC is presented as a tool to avoid both law enforcement and the
possibility of being made vulnerable via blackmail or scams.
Markets for Bad Security
In addition to using OPSEC principles to avoid both law enforcement
and potential scammers, OPSEC orients Dark Web market participants to
the profit potentials of the world of poorly secured information, including credit card fraud, PayPal and Amazon scams, and the theft and sales
of “fullz” (full identification of people, including social security number,
addresses, and date of birth). These activities, often referred to as “carding,”
have a long history that precedes the Dark Web, but Dark Web markets
for them have grown over the past few years.61 As journalistic coverage
of the Dark Web shows, there are markets for black-hat hacker services
as well.
Carding and black-hat hacking activities reveal the flip side of Dark Web
OPSEC: whereas legit Dark Web carders or hackers would protect themselves with OPSEC principles and avoid leaking identifying information,
their victims clearly fail to protect their own information and thus become
vulnerable and exploitable. In this sense, markets for poorly secured information are a direct result of the increasing pressure to move more and more
of our personal information into digital databases, from our social connections, shopping habits, and credit histories to our state-sanctioned legal
documentation.
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Although breaking into databases seems like the most effective route to
gain such identity information, key practices of obtaining this information
exploit “bad OPSEC” practices of victims through social engineering. This
can involve using personal persuasion to gain small pieces of information
about someone, such as a pet name or birthplace, which can be used to
defeat password verification systems. In most cases, such social engineering
is effective because most people are trustworthy and helpful.62 The OPSEC
minded, who know to maintain tight control over their own information,
seek to gather up the information of those who aren’t as paranoid, who
simply trust their fellow humans too much.
Dark Web OPSEC Politics
Thus, everything in Dark Web markets is subjected to the intense, proactively paranoid skepticism of the OPSEC minded: from the infrastructural level (Is Tor compromised? Is this market’s web software secure?) to
the administrative (Are the people running this market law enforcement
agents?) to fellow market participants (Is this vendor going to steal my Bitcoins? Am I selling to a cop?) to the larger flows of information (Is this bank
routing information secure, and if not, can I take advantage of it?).63 Above
all, this skepticism operates in a larger cultural context of state surveillance:
“The increased surveillance of the population noted by a number of writers
… has been one of the conditions of possibility … for paranoia—which is
not to deny that individuals before this time might have been suspicious.”64
The “proactive paranoia” of Dark Web OPSEC is thus a reflection of larger
power dynamics playing out among market participants in relation to one
another, to the profit motives of capitalism, and to the state’s legitimated
monopoly on violence.
All of this sounds as if I’m suggesting that Dark Web market participants
are suffering from a pathological condition of debilitating paranoia. I am
not. First of all, as David Harper argues, “There is no singular and coherent cultural image of paranoia.”65 Certainly, we can speak of pathological
paranoias or conspiracy theories, both of them pejorative labels that bring
with them burdens of social stigmatization and delegitimation. But, as
Stef Aupers has argued, paranoia has “evolved over the last decades from
a deviant, exotic phenomenon to a mainstream narrative that has spread
through the media and is increasingly normalized, institutionalized and
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commercialized.”66 Following the work of Harper, Aupers, and Suzanne
Wedow, I argue that we should think of OPSEC’s proactive paranoia not
as a pathology, but as a rational means to structure relationships and,
from there, conceive of a social order. It is a new Dark Web market politics
brought about by exposure of the limits of the agorist ideal.
As Suzanne Wedow has shown in her ethnographic work on drug users
in the 1970s, paranoia is a perfectly viable means to structure functioning
social relationships and thus build a society.67 Here, I argue that OPSEC’s
proactive paranoia provides heuristics for market participants as they relate
to the state (an institution that seeks their arrest), to their market colleagues
(who could be scammers or easy prey for scams), and to the broader information society (which can be a rich source of data to be stolen and sold).
In this view, OPSEC as politics has the goal of social ordering that emerges
through radical self-regulation and individualism. It is the legitimate politics of Dark Web markets, appropriated from a state practice: the extreme
paranoia of the military regarding information, especially as information
leakage reduces the military’s ability to kill enemies.
First, OPSEC politics is a means for authentic (i.e., legit) participation in
markets, and skill in OPSEC can translate into social and technical power in
the markets. This is similar to what Suzanne Wedow observed among drug
users in the 1970s: those who could use “anticipatory paranoia” as a storehouse of knowledge to protect themselves and others from law enforcement gain “cool” status as well as social power.68 In Dark Web forums,
OPSEC advice is constantly judged by others, and those who offer advice
consecrated as legit gain social capital as being security aware. Such persons can even rise in the organizational structure of the markets, becoming
admins and thus gaining administrative power over nonadmin users. A key
example is the Guide Review Board (GRB) of the now-defunct AlphaBay
Market. The GRB had a similar function to academic peer review, in which
experts assess the quality of academic work before it is published. In the
case of the GRB, the publications were guides to fraud, including guides
on PayPal or Amazon scams. Because anyone can claim to have expert
knowledge of such practices, put together a PDF, and sell it for Bitcoins,
AlphaBay implemented the GRB to cut down on redundant, poorly written, or outright incorrect guides. The GRB staff was composed of AlphaBay
vendors recognized by the AlphaBay admin for their security and frauding skills; they received first-read privileges on fraud manuals on the site
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(giving them, as many non-GRB members pointed out, a huge advantage
in learning new fraud techniques). Thus, those who are skilled at OPSEC
politics—the politics of proactive paranoia—can rise in social stature to
administrative roles.
Next, OPSEC politics can be understood in terms of larger political
shifts in the Western world. OPSEC politics is the politics of “you're on
your own.” It should thus be a familiar—if extreme—variety on the politics many in the West are increasingly subjected to: a retrenchment of collective organization (from federal governments on down to neighborhood
associations) in favor of the bunker mentality of neoliberalism. In a world
where “there is no society, just individuals,” as Margaret Thatcher famously
put it, the social emerges through highly individualized interactions, rather
than through a sense of the collective as such. While this individualistic
theory assumes the good will of other individuals, it also warns us that we
are on our own as we confront others who might do us harm. All social
interaction is guided by caveat emptor. Suspicion and paranoia are rational
responses to this: “In most paranoid discourse, the Other has malevolent
intent, the result is not only anxiety but self-regulation and suspicion.”69
On Dark Web market forums, new members are advised to “self-regulate”
by learning from seasoned, legit, security-aware participants. They are also
taught that, in the end, they are solely responsible for their own safety and
security. As one participant put it in the Hub,
Big things are coming … are you prepared to Learn how to protect yourselves?
Don’t end up like fuckwad Vendors that do not take their Safety and their clients
Safety seriously …
Learn and progress. … do not stifle yourselves and Fail.

Similarly, the AlphaBay FAQ warned users, “We take no responsibility if you
get caught, so protecting yourself is your responsibility.”
In this sense, then, Dark Web OPSEC politics is a continuation of agorism. In the agorist theory of Konkin, security practices should shift from
state based to market based as entrepreneurs seek ways to reduce the risks
they are taking. OPSEC reflects this shift: Dark Web market participants seek
to secure themselves against their fellows and the state itself. So far, they
are arguably successful: despite scams, fraud, and arrests, sales still happen, deals are made, and money changes hands. There are more Dark Web
markets today than ever, and they provide order and discipline through the
mechanism of exchange.
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Even as OPSEC politics and agorism intersect at the level of caveat emptor, however, the two are distinct. OPSEC reveals the logical outcome of
agorism’s worship of the self-interested entrepreneur. Despite agorism’s
insistence that markets can be based on noncoercive principles, markets
themselves are predatory institutions. Political economists Samuel Bowles,
Herbert Gintis, and Robert Rider have argued that all market exchanges
are “contested exchanges” hinging on power relations, predation, and
coercion—practices the agorists attribute solely to the state.70 For Bowles,
Gintis, and Rider, the drive for individual profit at another’s expense is a
fundamental aspect of market exchanges, and exploitation of others logically follows. The only remedy is self-defense, including OPSEC techniques.
In agorist theory, the state provides a violent force opposing market exploitation, but it has gone too far in monopolizing violent power.71 Agorists
thus argue it is morally imperative to struggle against, outwit, and exploit
the state. But in Dark Web markets, where the state’s presence is far less felt
on a daily basis, exploitation shifts from the state to fellow market participants, who become possible targets to defraud. As Whitney Phillips aptly
puts it, “the idea that a person has the right, and perhaps an obligation,
to take advantage of others for their own personal gain is the American
dream at its ugliest.”72 Jonathan Pace has taken up this line of analysis in
his work on Silk Road, arguing that the “salient principle of economic relationality on Silk Road was not cooperation and freedom but deception and
intimidation.”73 To be fair, agorists would decry these activities as counter
to agorism’s noncoercion principle, but at the same time, agorism calls for
individuals to seek profit above all else.
Thus, put in the terms of Konkin’s New Libertarian Manifesto, in the social
order emerging on Dark Web markets, your neighbors are no longer preying on you by feeding the state; instead they are preying on you by seeking
some way to profit at your expense. OPSEC politics is agorism’s legitimate
offspring, but it rebels against its progenitor by embracing predatory statedeveloped practices rather than trying to shed them. OPSEC politics is postagorist Dark Web politics, inheriting agorism’s hyperindividualism, while
shearing away any illusion of community so that all that is left is to exploit
or be exploited.
And unlike the rabidly antistatist agorism, as appropriations of a state
practice, Dark Web OPSEC practices can be, in turn, reappropriated by the
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state. One such practice that has developed over the past few decades is
government agencies’ hiring of or contracting with hackers. As mentioned
above, OPSEC expert the Grugq is one such example, formerly brokering
deals between hackers and government intelligence agencies who sought
to purchase legit hacking services in the service of legitimated violence.
Highly skilled Dark Web market OPSEC specialists could parlay these skills
into government jobs, and perhaps some already have.
But beyond this immediate appropriation, Dark Web market participants, by engaging with the politics of OPSEC, reinforce rather than
undermine the state’s claims that communication and information can be
weapons. The appropriation of state language regarding communication,
including terms such as OPSEC, justifies state claims that information and
communication can be “weaponized” and are thus subject to state regulation, what Jack Bratich might call “communications warfare.”74 Examples
of this include politicians who declare a “war” on social problems and thus
invoke militaristic language and thinking, whether it be a “war on drugs”
or a “war on hackers.”
Sean Lawson has written extensively about the dangers of linking “cyber”
(i.e., communications mediated by computer networks) to “warfare,” specifically in the context of arguing that practices such as DDOS attacks or
hacking are acts of war. As he notes,
Arguments in favor of expanding the definition of “war” to encompass “bloodless”
cyber actions are … the result of political and military leaders, news media, and others focusing first and foremost on the instruments of cyber conflict rather than their
effects or intent of their use. Many different types of actions carried out in/through
cyberspace for very different reasons are conflated because they tend to rely upon
the same instruments, which are seen as new and unprecedented. Unfortunately, the
term under which they have been conflated is “war.”75

Likewise, journalist Joseph Cox argues that policymakers and journalists
metaphorically link software exploits and hacking to weapons, such as missiles and bombs.
With these analogies there is a danger that debates can become warped or confused.
Topics such as whether deploying exploits is proportionate, or whether using exploits can act as tools of deterrence in conflict cannot be tackled without a proper
understanding of what exactly a[n] exploit is, and inaccurate comparisons are not
going to further the discussion. In place of nuance we are left with hype and potential fearmongering.76
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The association of “cyber” with “war” is not limited to the rhetoric of (U.S.)
political and military leaders or news media outlets; hacker collectives also
use the language of war to describe their actions.77 Likewise, the appropriation of military language—OPSEC—by Dark Web market participants
further presents communication as a Manichaean battle. In this way, Dark
Web markets have moved from delegitimating the state’s coercive power to
appropriating the language—if not the actual practice—of state violence to
understand how to relate to one another. This will further fuel the expansion of military and police action into spaces of communication, continuing to make communication itself a theater of war, the legitimated sphere
of the state.
Thus, we have seen a shift in the politics of Dark Web markets. Based on
their delegitimation of state violence, Silk Road agorists fixated on developing freedom through markets. In their view, freedom would emerge through
a narrow mechanism of exchanges, new market communities would arise,
and the state would wither away. All members would thrive because of
course completely free markets liberate all who participate. This short-lived
but powerful political ideology was shorn away when Silk Road was seized,
revealing the underlying core of paranoia and exploitation that accompany
market logics. The new market politics, OPSEC politics, has a more pragmatic relationship to the state, appropriating state practices and transforming them for the Dark Web environment. For OPSEC politics, freedom will
emerge not from exchange, but through attrition, as market participants
self-regulate their informational practices with the goal of simply outlasting
one another as scams and arrests thin their ranks.
Postscript: OPSEC Politics after AlphaBay and Hansa
On July 20, 2017, the head of the U.S. Department of Justice, Jeff Sessions,
joined by the acting director of the FBI, Andrew McCabe, and Europol’s
executive director, Robert Mark Wainwright, announced the seizure of
AlphaBay and Hansa markets. Founded around a year after the Silk Road
seizure, AlphaBay had become the largest Dark Web market, with sales of
drugs, fraud guides, and stolen information that dwarfed the size of Silk
Road in its prime. Hansa was not as large but was estimated to be at least
the third largest on the Tor network. In Sessions’s comments to the press,
he announced,
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The dark net is not a place to hide. The Department will continue to find, arrest,
prosecute, convict, and incarcerate criminals, drug traffickers and their enablers
wherever they are. We will use every tool we have to stop criminals from exploiting
vulnerable people and sending so many Americans to an early grave. I believe that
because of this operation, the American people are safer—safer from the threat of
identity fraud and malware, and safer from deadly drugs.78

Wainwright added, “The dark web is not a safe area for criminals.”79
The press release and associated documents describe a complex operation, in which U.S. agencies—the FBI, Drug Enforcement Agency, Department of Homeland Security, Immigrations and Customs Enforcement, and
Internal Revenue Service—coordinated with one another and cooperated
with the “Royal Thai Police, Dutch National Police, Lithuanian Criminal
Police Bureau (LCPB), Royal Canadian Mounted Police, United Kingdom’s
National Crime Agency, Europol, and French National Police.”80 Given
that Hansa Market was seized by the Dutch police and operated by them
for four weeks, all while AlphaBay was seized by Canadian authorities and
its alleged founder was arrested in Thailand, this was undoubtedly a wellcoordinated operation—with a high degree of operational security to avoid
alerting the administrators, vendors, or users of these markets.
The Department of Justice, as part of its announcement, released a copy
of the civil forfeiture complaint filed against the alleged AlphaBay founder,
Alexandre Cazes, arguing he was in charge of the site, adding “Cazes was
ultimately responsible for [AlphaBay’s] operational security and technology
updates.”81 Cazes, the alleged operational leader of AlphaBay, was outdone
by a complex, sustained, global law enforcement operation.
Just as in the Silk Road bust of 2013, this announcement started a frenzy
of discussion on forums dedicated to Dark Web markets, including the Hub,
Darknet Market Avengers, and a variety of subreddit threads. Much like the
days after the fall of Silk Road, there was much confusion and speculation
about how this happened—and a great deal of OPSEC postmortems. For
example, on the DarkNetMarkets subreddit, a thread that attracted a great
deal of attention is titled “How Alphabay was taken down due to a simple
OPSEC mistake.” As the original poster explains,
Guys, You should read the criminal complaint regarding the asset seizure of Alexandre Cazes … here’s the juicy bit of how they caught the guy: They found out that
his personal email was included in the header of the welcome email sent out to
new users. The email address was “Pimp_Alex_91@hotmail.com.” They subpoenaed
information about it, and of course they investigated him closely from there.
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They discovered that he had millions of dollars in assets that could not be traced
to a legitimate source of income.
Just think about it: He made one mistake, and got fucked. Of course he made a
bunch of other mistakes too—like accumulating too many real world assets without
a legitimate job or business to back them up.82

Immediately, commenters noted the similarity to how Ross Ulbricht was
found: bad OPSEC involving an e-mail, including using the same e-mail
address for Dark Web and Clear Web activities. The parallel between Cazes
and Ulbricht was so striking it beggared belief: as one commenter wrote,
“I can barely believe he would be that stupid that he’d include his personal hotmail in welcome emails I mean wtf.” But later, the same commenter
added,
after reading the legal case I have to say it all sounds pretty legit. He left traces back
in 2008, using his hotmail and nicks [nicknames] all over the place. Cops just pieced
it all together and it required little skill.

As the Grugq argues, “you only got to fuck up once.”
Unlike Ulbricht, however, Cazes, a Canadian citizen living in Thailand,
will face no courtroom or prison time. Before these charges were made public and he could be extradited to the United States, he committed suicide in
a Thailand jail cell at the age of twenty-six.
Within hours of Sessions’s press conference and the revelations of the
global law enforcement operation, the post–AlphaBay Dark Web market
communities were once again reiterating the need for better OPSEC, which
means they are reiterating the need for proactive paranoia and radical
distrust of one another channeled through an online marketplace. They
call for a new market administrator who can engage in new economies of
legitimacy: balancing the appearance of “legitimate” businesses (to have
a reason to have cash and cryptocurrencies) with a market secure enough
to fend off the state, the legitimated holder of the monopoly of violence.
Such a market would allow for legit vendors and buyers to meet and thus
new ways of being authentic within the constraints of OPSEC politics. Once
again, they call for the continuation of the adversarial relationship with
the state, where market operators face off with state operators in the Manichaean struggle, where communication and information continue to be
weaponized.
Despite the state’s demonstrated power over life, the speculation is that
new markets will rise, with stronger security than before. As one Redditor
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put it, “despite all the drama i’m a little excited to see what comes next. The
[Dark Web Markets] are so young and at a pivotal point in their development, its great to sit back and watch them evolve over the years.”83 In this
view, the OPSEC view, the loss of AlphaBay, Hansa, and Cazes is simply the
cost of doing business.
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As I discuss in the introduction, one of the definitions of the Dark Web
I reject is the Deep Web characterization, which holds that it comprises
everything Google hasn’t indexed. This definition implies that there are
layers to the Internet, each one more impenetrable than the last, where
only those with elite computer networking skills can navigate. It also
implies that there are no Dark Web search engines.
Actually, quite a few search engines specialize in crawling, indexing, and
sorting Freenet freesites, Tor hidden services, and I2P eepsites. One of them,
onion.link, even uses a Google Custom Search engine, meaning—despite
all the news stories and academic articles that say otherwise—Google has
crawled significant parts of the Dark Web.1
The concept of a “web beyond Google” might give the Dark Web a lot
of mystique, the idea that there is a web beyond the web, out of reach of
those of us who engage in Google searches, only vaguely aware that there
is more to the network than what Google caches. It also gives the makers of
Dark Web search engines a lot of motivation: What if I could beat Google
to these new networks? What if my search engines becomes, to use an often
repeated phrase, the Google of the Dark Web? What if it becomes a legitimate portal into the Dark Web?
This chapter takes up Dark Web search engines and considers them
through the specific lens of legitimacy as propriety, or the sort of legitimacy that corporations and nonprofit organizations seek. I first elaborate
on what I mean by propriety and, following that, briefly lay out a theoretical framework for the chapter. Then, drawing on interviews with Dark
Web search engine operators, archival research, and participant observation (including using multiple Dark Web search engines as well as installing
and running distributed search engine software), I consider how Dark Web
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search engines seek propriety by aligning the interests and perceptions of
various other entities, including Dark Web users and nonusers, humans and
nonhuman entities. In doing so, I hope to answer the call for research on
search engines that focuses on their “gatekeeping” capacities and how they
technically function.2 I also hope to highlight the importance of search
engines as entry points into specialized networks, such as the Dark Web;
this focus on search can illustrate a portal by which Dark Web nonusers
can become users. To emphasize this, I conclude by considering how these
search engines seek to gain a big inheritance: the title of “Google of the
Dark Web,” thus inheriting Google’s legitimacy.
Propriety: Commanding Respect, Commanding Resources
Organizational and managerial communication literature reveals two facets
of legitimacy. First, legitimacy is about perceptions. Second, legitimacy is
about resources.
For the first facet, I return to organizational sociologist Mark Suchman’s
definition of legitimacy. Legitimacy is “a generalized perception or assumption that the actions of an entity are desirable, proper, or appropriate within
some socially constructed system of norms, values, beliefs, and definitions.”3
This places organizational legitimacy firmly within the bounds of strategic
communication and perception management. For example, writing about
challenges to organizational legitimacy, Myria Watkins Allen and Rachel
H. Caillouet argue, “Corporate actors, especially those whose legitimate
right to operate is being challenged, embed self-presentation strategies in
their external discourse to control perceptions within their organizational
field.”4 For scholars of start-ups, such as Monica A. Zimmerman and Gerald
J. Zeitz, legitimacy is so important that its acquisition should be the first
goal of the new venture, even ahead of becoming profitable: “New ventures
need resources from their environment, and, in the end, the motivating
factor for external actors to give such resources is their belief or feeling that
the venture is indeed competent, efficient, effective, worthy, appropriate,
and/or needed.”5 In other words, if a start-up is perceived to be legitimate,
it is more likely to attract venture capital.
Second, many organizational and managerial communication scholars
note that organizational legitimacy has a relationship to the command of
resources. To put it simply, organizations are perceived to be legitimate by
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dint of the fact that they have resources.6 If organizational legitimacy is
about perceptions, it stands to reason that organizations with the resources
to engage in advertising, sponsorship, or lobbying enjoy increased odds of
being perceived as desirable, proper, and appropriate.7 To use a term from
the symbolic economy of legitimacy, organizations with resources can
simply purchase legitimacy through ad campaigns. Furthermore, in contemporary capitalism, a firm’s legitimacy is often measured in terms of its
resources. In this view, a firm’s profitability reflects the fact that consumers
have chosen it over others when making purchasing decisions. More profits
means more legitimacy. In fact, an extreme example of this resource-firstlegitimacy-later approach can be seen when a previously illegal business
“goes legit.” As R. T. Naylor caustically notes, “Today’s [criminals] … may
well be tomorrow’s free-market pioneers. Someday Bogotá may well host
the Pablo Escobar School of Business to vie with certain North American
institutions bearing the names of notorious tobacco barons or booze smugglers.”8 Nonprofits pursue resources such as government grants not only to
fund their organizations, but also as a marker of their legitimacy.9 The more
grants and donations the nonprofit can attract, the more legitimate it is.
Indeed, these two facets of legitimacy—perceptions and resources—present a causal quandary. Does the perception that an organization is legitimate give it access to more resources? Or does the command of resources
give an organization the perception of legitimacy?10 Rather than seeking the
causal factor, however, I instead turn to organizational studies scholars who
argue that we must attend to the relationships between social, technical,
economic, and political factors as organizations take shape. My suggestion
that this form of legitimacy is best understood as propriety, in the dual sense
of something being proper as well as commanding resources and property
(as in proprietorship), is meant to emphasize that we must simultaneously
examine how organizations command both respect and resources. In this
sense, legitimacy as propriety echoes the Weberian theory of state legitimacy, which holds that the state seeks a monopoly on the material tools of
violence (weapons, militaries, police forces) as well as the perception that
the state is the rightful master of these tools. Organizations seek something
similar: command of resources (employees, profits, property) as well as the
perception that they are the rightful masters of these resources.
Thus, to investigate Dark Web search engines through the lens of organizational legitimacy, we have to consider how search engines simultaneously
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develop the “generalized perception” of their propriety as well as their
capacities to command resources. Moreover, this has to be done within the
specific environment of the anonymizing networks Tor, I2P, and Freenet.
As Zimmerman and Zeitz argue, any new organization “will face a different
set of relevant environmental forces” as it seeks to command respect and
resources. “No organization can be consistent with all environments; the
point is for the new venture to be clear about the particular mix of environmental factors that is important to its survival.”11 Likewise, any investigation of the legitimacy of Dark Web search engines must take into account
the specific environmental factors in which they operate.
Organizing Resources and Respect
If propriety is a perception of the appropriateness of the organization as
well as its ability to command resources, we are already dealing with heterogeneity. We’re dealing with feelings and things. The problem is compounded when we consider the specific environment in which Dark Web
search engines must operate, as well as the perceptions and resources Dark
Web search engines must bring together, a list that includes
•

the perception that the search engine provides accurate results

•

a system to index Dark Web sites

•

the values of anonymity and privacy

•

network topologies, capacities, and latencies

•

what individual users are searching for

•

software packages that can manage search databases

Any successful Dark Web search engine must balance these and other perceptions and resources to gain status as a legitimated point of passage into
the Dark Web. Again, it would be difficult to tell whether the perception
of a Dark Web search engine’s legitimacy would precede its command of
resources, or whether resources, such as a large index of sites, would precede
the perception. It is best, therefore, to think of all these elements in relation
to one another.
For a framework to investigate these elements, I turn to a school of organizational studies that draws on actor-network theory and whose members
include Barbara Czarniawska, Susan Leigh Star, John Law, and Michel Callon, scholars who have written extensively on how heterogeneous elements
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can be brought together into organizations that, to paraphrase Barbara
Czarniawska and Tor Hernes, have legitimacy emerge through their organizing.12 Callon, a key figure in this field, has argued that organizations
establish themselves as “obligatory points of passage” by naming various
sets of actors with whom they want to have a relationship; defining relations between them; defining their interests; and presenting themselves
as mediators between all the other actors on the network.13 Law similarly
speaks of organizations as capable of harnessing the power of other elements in a network:
Actors (including collectivities) struggle to impose versions of reality on others
which define a) the number of those others, both natural and social, that may be
said to exist in the world, b) their characteristics, c) the nature of their interrelations,
d) their respective sizes and e) their positions with respect to the actor attempting [to
impose its version of reality].14

In other words, if an organization can “impose its reality” on others, it is
far more likely to be legitimated. Importantly, for Callon and others in this
school, “actors” includes human and nonhuman elements, discourses, and
materials, any of which can be drawn on to support the legitimacy of the
organization. Respect and resources must both be attended to.
Callon’s observation that successful organizations present themselves as
obligatory points of passage is especially important in considering Dark
Web search engines. After all, a basic relationship mediated by search is
between user and information. In fact, multiple relationships are mediated
by search engines, a point I explore in depth below. Here, I want to point to
another organizational scholar, Susan Leigh Star, who has argued that we
need to pay attention to infrastructures as we do our analysis. Infrastructure, which she defines as background, connective processes, and systems,
is “part of human organizing.”15 Operating in the background, infrastructural systems are taken for granted. As sociotechnical systems, however,
they can shape a great deal of our daily lives. Her key question is, “What
values and ethical principles do we inscribe in the inner depths of the built
information environment?”16 Star’s question is an important one to keep in
mind as we analyze Dark Web search engines, since their legitimacy hinges
in part on their ability to become infrastructural, essentially backgrounded
parts of Dark Web interaction.
Finally, and in a related vein, this school of organizational studies reminds
us to pay attention to elements that the organization hides or simplifies.
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John Law, Annemarie Mol, Gail T. Fairhurst, and François Cooren have all
written about the relationships between presence and absence and simplification and complexity.17 In terms of presence and absence, Fairhurst and
Cooren consider how political or corporate leaders work to establish their
authority and power, arguing that successful leaders are able to highlight
elements that make them look favorable and suppress others that do not.18
To put this into the terms of the symbolic economy of legitimacy, this latter practice is delegitimation. Yet, going so far as to hide other elements is
often unnecessary; as Law argues, organizations can simply tell “ordering
stories.” “When we tell ordering stories we simplify and ‘punctualize.’”19
This is because
not everything can crowd into a single place, and implosion, or, perhaps better, condensation, is impracticable. Perhaps this is a general principle, but, linked to concern
with design and control, it’s what the actor-network theorists point to when they tell
of “punctualization.” That which is complicated comes in simple packages … that
can be used to make sense.20

In other words, instead of hiding unwanted elements, sometimes they can
be hidden in plain sight by simplifying them, ordering them, or organizing them. To put this in terms of the symbolic economy of legitimacy, this
can be appropriation (if the simplification is exploitative) or exchange (if the
simplification is mutually beneficial).
Organizational studies scholars working in the actor-network theory tradition sound a note of caution, however, about hiding and simplification:
these processes are not guaranteed. Hidden or simplified elements often
resist the ordering stories and attempt to reassert themselves rather than be
silenced. This is a point hammered home in Michel Serres’s book The Parasite, a work that has been influential on actor-network theory.21
Thus, if legitimacy at the organizational level is about aligning perceptions and marshaling resources, with these activities done in specific
environments, the organizational studies scholars who attend to the relationships between heterogeneous elements are useful guides. All of these
scholars highlight elements in organizing that can play roles in constructing an organization’s command of respect and command of resources. Taking up these organizational studies scholars, I want to suggest key ideas:
•

Communications and information organizations, such as search engines,

are made by defining others, their relations, and their interests, and then
mediating between most or all of them.
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These organizations attend to both technical and social elements and

seek to become infrastructural, a taken-for-granted point of passage into
the larger network.
•

They also rely on hiding and simplifying others, delegitimating some ele-

ments, inheriting or appropriating from others, or exchanging with still
others.
•

Finally, they have to respond to challenges to their legitimacy, including

challenges from elements that were previously hidden or simplified.
If a Dark Web search engine can achieve all of these goals, it can gain legitimacy as propriety. Aligning interests can aid search engine developers in
achieving the perception of appropriateness. Becoming infrastructural will
give them access to and influence over informational resources. Successfully dealing with elements that resist their ordering stories will further
solidify their positions. The interaction between perceptions and resources
can continue to strengthen the search engine in the network, to the point
where Dark Web users agree that the search engine is legit. Legitimacy as
propriety thus becomes a multiply caused effect of these alignments.
Dark Web Search Engines
In this section, I consider a range of Dark Web search engines (table 5.1),
some still running, others no longer available.
I am arguing not that any of these search engines have succeeded in legitimating themselves, but that they are (or were) engaged in a great deal of
work to achieve that status. To explore this, I first consider their naming of
other actors and their relations. I next consider how they mediate between
various points on the network, seeking to become infrastructural. I finally
consider how Dark Web search engines attempt to hide or simplify other elements in the network, even as some of those elements resist such attempts.
Naming Others, Relations, and Interests
First, to legitimate themselves, makers of these various Tor, I2P, and Freenet
search engines must name relevant actors, identify relations among them,
and discover their interests. Based on interviews with Dark Web search
engine operators and analysis of developer mailing list archives, IRC chat
logs, technical papers, archived Dark Web sites, and grant funding applications, I summarize the relevant actors and interests in table 5.2.
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Table 5.1
Search engines across various Dark Web networks
Name

Network(s)

not Evil
Direct
elgoog
Ahmia
MoniTOR
Freegle
Grams
Enzo’s Search
Seeker
Beast
Eepsites.i2p
Epsilon
Onion.link
Candle

Tor
I2P (inactive)
I2P, Tor (inactive)
Tor, I2P
Tor (inactive)
Freenet (inactive)
Tor
Freenet
I2P
Tor
I2P (inactive)
I2P (inactive)
Tor
Tor

Table 5.2
Actors and interest relations potentially mediated by Dark Web search engines
Actor

Interests

The network
Sites
Vendors
DW users
Law enforcement

Maintain bandwidth and anonymizing capacities
Be found (although some sites want to hide)
Be found; gain and maintain reputation as legit
Find sites or new content
Identify sites and subjects; arrest lawbreakers and
seize servers
Access, duplicate, and store Dark Web pages
Retain anonymity; condition access
Become the “Google of the Dark Web”

Spiders
Protocols
Other search
engines
Network builders
Nonusers

Gain organizational legitimacy; maintain the viability
of the network
Read about Dark Web in news; opine about necessity
of Dark Web
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Second, after establishing the relevant actors, Dark Web search engines
seek to align interests by mediating between as many of these actors as
possible, inserting themselves into (or even constituting) relations between
these actors. I consider users and networks, network builders and nonusers,
Dark Web sites and law enforcement, users and law enforcement, vendors and
buyers, and finally, software and protocols.
Users and Networks
The relationship between Dark Web users and the Tor, I2P, or Freenet networks is the controlling relationship. Search engines seek to become the
main channel for this crucial pair of actors. One the one side, we have the
extreme heterogeneity of users, who may seek any number of things, from
music, pornography, or conspiracy theories to mental health support or cat
facts.22 Viewed through Daniel E. Rose and Danny Levinson’s conceptual
framework, they might be navigating (e.g., trying to find a specific web
page), information seeking (e.g., researching a specific topic), or resource
seeking (e.g., trying to find software or be entertained).23 On the other side,
we have an almost equally heterogeneous collection of websites hosted on
Tor, I2P, or Freenet: social networks, blogs, forums, home pages, and markets, all covering a wide range of topics. Some of these sites’ operators want
them to be found; others seek to remain hidden.
Between these two sit a host of potential mediators, including directories, wikis, knowledgeable users who share links, Reddit subreddits, publications such as Deep Dot Web, myriad trails of links between sites, and search
engines, my focus here.
Across a range of mailing lists and IRC chats, Dark Web users have
called repeatedly for reliable search. As Matthew Toseland of Freenet noted
in 2005, “Every user sooner or later asks ‘why isn’t freenet searchable?’”24
When search engine operators present their work, they often argue that
their engines are services that will benefit users most of all. For example,
in an interview, the administrator of Tor’s not Evil search engine likened a
good search engine to parents: “They serve as a guide. You’re supposed to be
able to trust them with your questions.”25 Another Tor search engine operator argues that “the more of us who build engines, the more detailed and
differing information will be available to the average user.”26 Likely because
of the influence of Google, many users expect Dark Web networks to be
navigable via search engines: as Juha Nurmi (founder of the search engine
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Ahmia) puts it, a “Google-like search site is the most user-friendly solution”
to the problem of navigating the Dark Web.27
In addition, search engine operators argue that the networks themselves
will benefit from their engines. As Enzo argued in an interview with me,
“I would say the one thing Freenet needs the most is users. Users make
Freenet interesting. Some of those users will become contributors, providing new and interesting content, code, documentation, translations, bug
reports, or feedback.”28 Enzo suggested that Enzo’s Search would contribute
to the goal of adding more users to Freenet. Given the structure of Tor, I2P,
and Freenet, which relies on network traffic to obfuscate the identities of
users, increasing numbers of users on these networks generally translates
into stronger anonymity. More traffic could also translate into more heterogeneous content; as new users access Dark Web sites, they might decide
to host their own to fill perceived gaps. Indeed, in addition to calling for
search engines, users also call for more content to be hosted on Tor, I2P, or
Freenet.
As one I2P developer notes, however, a poorly implemented search engine
could actually discourage users and thus harm the networks: “Because if its
not a service providing in depth information and a good overview about
I2P content, it might actually hurt us. Someone using I2P first time might
be disappointed, that the results wont keep up with google etc and assume
theres actually no good content on I2P.”29 Likewise, Matthew Toseland
notes that with inadequate search in place, “One obvious disadvantage is
that users will search for something, won’t find it, and will assume freenet
is crap. :)”30 Thus, if these networks introduce search engines, the stakes are
high: they have to satisfy users’ heterogeneous search queries and return
“good content” or they risk their networks being perceived as “crap.”
This basic relationship between users and networks, mediated by search
engines, helps structure many other relationships and interests, including
between the network builders and nonusers, law enforcement and hidden
website operators, users and surveillance systems (both corporate and government), vendors and buyers, and software and Dark Web protocols.
Network Builders and Nonusers
In chapter 3, I trace the practices of the group I call the network builders—
the coders, developers, and promoters of Tor, I2P, and Freenet. While a great
deal of that development is technical (as in the development of protocols,
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networking schemes, and encryption practices), a significant part of the
work is social: Tor, I2P, and Freenet developers also work to construct the
reputation of their projects for the general public of nonusers. By “nonusers” I mean any consumers of news stories about the Dark Web who do not
use the Dark Web themselves. This is obviously a heterogeneous group, and
although it does not include current Dark Web users, it nonetheless has
significant influence on the viability of these projects. Nonusers can react
to what Wendy Hui-Kyong Chun calls the “extramedial representation” of
the Dark Web, “the representation of networked media in other media and/
or its functioning in larger economic and political systems,” by calling for
or consenting to these projects being shut down, made illegal, or starved
of funding.31
Networks builders’ efforts to present their work as contributing to general communications welfare have been largely overshadowed by journalistic coverage of the taboo activities of Dark Web users and site operators. Tor
in particular has been associated with the Silk Road drug market, Freedom
Hosting’s child exploitation images (CEI), and stories of hackers for hire.
Freenet and I2P have had less coverage, but negative stories about both
have also been published. To combat this image, the developers at the Tor
Project, Invisible Internet Project, and Freenet have called for adding more
mainstream services that may be recognizable to nonusers. This entreaty is
directly tied to the perception of how appropriate these networks are.
To better present Dark Web networks to the general public, a central service that network builders call for is a search engine. As Freenet developer
Arne Babenhauserheide argues, “For [Freenet to be] *more* socially acceptable we need more actively spidering [indexes] which only include what
the creator deems acceptable.”32 In other words, to be legible to nonusers,
Freenet needs more search engines (built in part through spiders that index
Freenet) capable of highlighting “acceptable” content.
Perhaps the best example of a search engine mediating between network
builders and nonusers is Juha Nurmi’s Ahmia, which indexes Tor and I2P.
Nurmi and his engine operate as ambassadors for the Tor Project. He frames
his search engine as a transparency tool, bringing Tor hidden services and I2P
eepsites to light. Rather than framing Ahmia as a system that makes largely
taboo activities visible (as the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s Jeremy Malcolm does), Nurmi uses statistical data produced through his crawler to
claim that only a tiny number of Tor hidden services are dedicated to CEI or
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trade in illegal goods, and thus the majority of Tor services are appropriate
and acceptable.33 As Nurmi argues in a slide presentation,
Unfortunately, many times the popular news about Tor are telling about drugs, guns
and child porn … [which is] bad for Tor’s reputation. In reality, there are only [a] few
[of] these kind of sites. Ahmia has the real statistics:
Less than 20 child porn sites
Less than 10 black markets
A few scamming sites.34

In a Knight Foundation News Challenge application, Nurmi contends,
We are solving a key problem with hidden services. The problem is that it is hard
to find content published anonymously using Tor. We are making Tor network accessible in many different ways: listing Hidden Services, gathering their descriptions
and providing full text search to the content. We can also provide cached text versions of the pages. …
We are building good reputation to Tor network along with other online anonymity systems, such as Globaleaks and Tor2web, software project originally made
by Aaron Swartz now maintained by Hermes Center for Transparency and Digital
Human Rights. We have plans to integrate Globaleaks and Tor2web to our search
engine.35

Here, Nurmi associates transparency and “good reputation,” and he links
Ahmia with other acceptable practices and sites, such as the whistleblowing
site GlobaLeaks. He also invokes Aaron Swartz, the activist whose suicide
came after what many in the free information community saw as brutal
treatment by U.S. federal law enforcement.
Ahmia, as Nurmi told me in an interview, is meant “to support human
rights, such as privacy and freedom of speech. … It’s like Google search for
onion sites.”36 Nurmi best exemplifies a mediator between the Tor Project and the general (non-Dark-Web-using) public, and his rewards have
included sponsorship by the Tor Project at the Google Summer of Code
in 2014. This is a legitimacy exchange: as Nurmi seeks to improve the
reputation of anonymizing networks, he builds his reputation as a skilled
computer scientist who supplies a needed search engine service to network
builders, users, and a general public largely wary of the Dark Web.
Dark Web Sites and Law Enforcement
In a story in Digital News Asia, Jeremy Malcolm of the Electronic Frontier
Foundation argues that criminal activity moving onto the Dark Web will
make crime more visible, not less:
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The advantage of criminals using hidden services is that at least it provides transparency about the problem. Often law enforcement agencies will spout made-up figures
about how much crime is conducted online, which others have no way of verifying.
… But with hidden services, it is possible to get a better idea of what previously happened under wraps. This is the first step towards catching and prosecuting those
criminals using conventional investigation methods.37

This argument is echoed by Dark Web market researchers James Martin and
Nicolas Christin, who note that
in contrast to the secretive and opaque world of conventional drug markets, the online drugs trade takes place largely in the open. Protected by anonymizing technologies, online drug vendors freely advertise their products, including prices, quantities
and the regions to which goods may be sent.38

In other words, Dark Web crime is far from hidden: it is made visible, with
evidence being collected automatically as Bitcoins move from one wallet to
another and as forum posts are recorded. Indeed, my analysis of the politics
of Dark Web markets in chapter 4 was aided a great deal by scholars who
have built archives of market activities, many of whom are keenly interested in the scale and scope of criminal activities on the Dark Web.39
Search engines can be part of this, creating new relationships between
Dark Web sites and law enforcement. Given search engines’ capacities to
aggregate and organize data on websites, it is not surprising that they could
be seen as tools for law enforcement investigations. The best example is the
Memex search engine of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA). Named after Vannevar Bush’s famous 1945 thought experiment,
DARPA Memex
will not only scrape content from the millions of regular web pages that get ignored
by commercial search engines but will also chronicle thousands of sites on the socalled Dark Web—such as sites like the former Silk Road drug emporium that are part
of the TOR network’s Hidden Services.40

Beyond indexing a large range of websites, including Tor hidden services,
Memex is being designed to return detailed and linked results on specific
search tasks. The initial task used to introduce Memex to the public was
combating human trafficking:
DARPA plans to develop Memex to address a key Defense Department mission: fighting human trafficking. Human trafficking is a factor in many types of military, law
enforcement and intelligence investigations and has a significant web presence to
attract customers. The use of forums, chats, advertisements, job postings, hidden
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services, etc., continues to enable a growing industry of modern slavery. An index
curated for the counter-trafficking domain, along with configurable interfaces for
search and analysis, would enable new opportunities to uncover and defeat trafficking enterprises.41

Thus, Dark Web search engines can be deployed as tools for law enforcement. Obviously, beyond Memex, there is no reason that law enforcement
agencies cannot use any Tor, I2P, or Freenet search engines to research and
track Dark Web sites and activities.
Users and Law Enforcement
Dark Web development has been driven, in part, by the perceived overreach of government agencies, including DARPA, the NSA, the UK’s Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ), and Communications
Security Establishment Canada (CSEC). Government agencies monitor
Clear Web users’ search patterns or take warrants to corporations such as
Google to gather data on users. In contrast, while search engines built for
the Dark Web may make sites more visible, they tend to deny law enforcement easy access to users’ search records. For example, Ahmia seeks to keep
law enforcement at a distance with its legal policy:
We take your privacy seriously: we absolutely do not maintain any IP address logs.
We have no information to share to any third parties regarding usage of the Ahmia
service.
We do not allow backdoors into our services for access by authorities or anyone
else. Officials who want information for criminal investigations must contact the
Ahmia Project Leader with a warrant. If this happens, we will publish the warrant
and challenge it.42

Although other Dark Web search engines do not post such detailed legal
policies, in interviews, their operators claim that their services will help
protect end users against government surveillance. Given that Tor, I2P, and
Freenet were developed in part to protect the anonymity of users, search
engine operators are delegitimating the state’s attempts to deanonymize
and track user activities.
Considering the claims of the developers of DARPA Memex and the
developers of Ahmia, Seeker, or Enzo’s Search, broadly speaking, Dark Web
search will in fact make hidden sites more accessible to all users, including law enforcement agents. But those who make these search engines are
attempting to prevent users’ search habits from being monitored.
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Vendors and Buyers
A major part of the Dark Web political economy includes the sale of drugs,
counterfeit goods, and stolen information, so it is not surprising that Dark
Web search engines can become channels of commerce. The Tor-based
Grams (now defunct) specialized in this area. Echoing previous Clear Web
efforts to connect buyers and sellers (such as Google’s Froogle), Grams
offered Tor hidden service search specifically of markets. It also aggregated
user-generated reviews of vendors from the markets as well as reviews on
Reddit, offering a rating system not unlike Amazon’s. Grams was not useful
for finding general Tor hidden services, but as the magazine Deep Dot Web
proclaims, it became a hub for drug market sellers and buyers.43 Vendors
could build a stable reputation (tied to a pseudonym and a PGP key) across
multiple markets by being included in the Grams database. Beyond this,
Grams also offered Bitcoin tumbling services and an advertising network
where markets and vendors could advertise their offerings.
Software and Protocols
Because Tor, I2P, and Freenet are anonymizing networks designed to obfuscate the IP addresses of both users and site hosts, search engine operators
face technical challenges quite different from standard World Wide Web
search. Dark Web search engine operators alter existing software packages,
such as Yacy (a peer-to-peer search engine), Apache Lucene, or custom Perl
or Python scripts, in order to crawl Tor hidden services, eepsites, or Freesites. Many of these web search packages were made for the World Wide Web,
which is older, faster, has far more content and links, and has a centralized
naming system (the domain name system, or DNS). Documentation for
adjusting search engine software packages for Tor, I2P, or Freenet tends to
be sparse or nonexistent. Nurmi, the founder of Ahmia, notes these problems in terms of searching Tor sites: “First, the linking between onion sites
is thin; as a result, algorithms using the backlinks aren’t working very well.
Second, it takes time to crawl everything because Tor is slow. Lastly, onion
sites are replacing their addresses all the time.”44 Search engine software,
especially preexisting packages, must be heavily modified for these specific
problems.
Even after doing so, however, Dark Web search engines must balance
between crawling these networks enough to produce an up-to-date index
while not overwhelming network bandwidth. Too little crawling of the
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network results in obsolete indexes; too much and bandwidth that would
otherwise go to network users goes instead to the search engine software.
This is especially tricky in Dark Web environments where hidden sites
appear and disappear frequently. As MoniTOR explains, to see if a site is
available on the Tor network, a search engine could “ping” a server (essentially asking the server, “Are you available?”). Although “every ping is tiny,
… if enough people use your service, it could potentially increase your
bandwidth use dramatically.”45 Given that bandwidth on the Tor network is
at a premium, pinging could slow down the search engine or even result in
an inadvertent denial-of-service attack on another server. But, as MoniTOR
explains, without pinging (or other methods to see if a server is online),
new content could be hidden from the search engine: “As for server content, if a server[’]s data changes, it may not be spidered for a period of time,
or until it responds to the ping.”46
Moreover, even with careful tuning, some website developers may not
want part or even all of their sites indexed and may protest if their content
ends up in a search index. On Tor and I2P networks, site owners can use a
two-decades-old standard, the robots exclusion standard (commonly called
robots.txt). By using a text file at the root of their servers, site administrators can declare whether and how they want their sites indexed by crawlers. But this standard was built for the World Wide Web, where user agent
strings are commonly used. User agent strings identify the operating systems, applications, and IP addresses of visitors to a server. This works well
for the World Wide Web, where a search engine can use a standard identification. Google’s, for example, is “Mozilla/5.0 (compatible; Googlebot/2.1;
+http://www.google.com/bot.html).” In contrast, Dark Web systems obfuscate this information by default. The I2P system uses “MYOB/6.66 (AN/
ON)” as a default (a series of jokes: mind your own business, the number
of the beast, anonymous).47 Search engine operators in I2P have to modify
this default to provide unique identifying information; they also have to
write guides for site administrators to properly configure robots.txt to work.
In Freenet, the situation is worse: there is no support for robots.txt. In all
of these systems, if a site administrator wants to be excluded from a search
engine index, they are best off contacting the search engine operators or
hiding material behind password protections.
Finally, a special problem appears in the case of Freenet. Recall that
one of the technical aspects of Freenet is the network’s ability to “forget”
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unpopular content. If a file (HTML, PDF, MP3, JPG, or otherwise) is not
accessed often enough, the network is designed to overwrite it. But this is
predicated on the assumption that humans would be the arbiters of popularity. What about software processes? As David McNab notes in his description of his Freenet search engine, “The very act of spidering these pages will
change their routing within Freenet—and will have a tendency to bring to
life a lot of the more rarely-visited freesites.”48 In other words, as Freenet
crawlers request freesites, they ensure that the network will not overwrite
them, even if few humans actually want to visit them.
Even after all the work of tuning search engine software to operate in
the unique protocological environments of Tor, I2P, or Freenet, the sheer
resources required for search engines—and the purpose of Dark Web searchers—may drive search engine operators away. A key example of this is the
highly successful, but now shuttered, Direct search on the I2P network.
Direct search administrator I2Phreak explained why Direct was shut down:
The router consumes too much system resources. The crawler is also written in Java
and consumes the rest:) All the data we need to store (fetched pages, even compressed, search index, URLs database), in order to run the service, takes about 25 Gb
of disk space. And about 90% of all search requests were about child pornography.
There is no reason to spend so much resources to serve such kind of requests.49

Given that the searches were largely for content I2Phreak was morally
opposed to, running Direct was not worth the high amounts of RAM and
hard disk space required.
Thus, in addition to identifying actors (such as users, nonusers, law
enforcement, vendors, buyers, and network builders) and mediating in various ways among them, Dark Web search engine operators have to consider
the problems and interests of the networks themselves: their specific protocols, topologies, and capacities. They must align the capacities of off-theshelf search engine software with the specific Dark Web networks they seek
to index. They also must consider the demands on their own equipment
of search and networking. To become a legitimated point of passage and
command respect and resources, Dark Web search must provide channels
between software and network protocols. Finally, even after all this work,
Dark Web search engine operators may consider hiding sites from their
results, as the case of Direct implies.
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Hiding and Simplifying
So far, I have shown how Dark Web search engine developers identify relevant actors and attempt to align these actors’ interests, effectively becoming a channel between entities such as users, networks, law enforcement,
and software. These developers seek to balance both senses of propriety,
commanding respect (by aligning other actors’ interests) and commanding
resources (by channeling informational flows). But it is too simple to suggest that Dark Web search engines merely provide open channels between
pairs of actors. They must also engage in hiding and simplification.
Hiding
Recall Barbenhauserheide’s argument about Freenet search: “For [Freenet
to be] *more* socially acceptable we need more actively spidering [indexes]
which only include what the creator deems acceptable.”50 Only including
“what the creator deems acceptable” is the key phrase here. A more complex description comes from George Kadianakis, who describes an ideal
search engine for Tor hidden services:
If I could automagically generate secure technologies on a whim, I would say that
some kind of decentralized reputation-based fair search engine for hidden services
might squarify our Zooko’s triangle a bit. “decentralized” so that no entities have
pure control over the results. “reputation-based” so that legit hidden services flow
on top. “fair” so that no scammers with lots of boxes can game the system. Unfortunately, “fair” and “reputation-based” usually contradict each other.51

Here is a more complex set of design goals: a decentralized search system
that would return only reputable sites and prevent scamming. Regardless
of the differences in design goals, both Babenhauserheide and Kadianakis
are calling for search engines that filter results so that only an acceptable
class of Dark Web sites are accessible. Another way to understand this: these
developers are calling for searches that hide certain classes (disreputable,
unacceptable) of Dark Web sites from view, thus delegitimating them.
In mainstream press coverage, all Dark Web sites are portrayed as inherently and equally hidden. In other words, popular press coverage tends to
present Tor hidden services, eepsites, and freesites as equally hidden from
technically inept web users. When they report on Dark Web search, they
deploy the metaphor of “bringing light to the dark,” implying that search
engines (as well as directories) are seen as systems that can bring all hidden
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Dark Web sites into view. Actually, search engine operators often hide sites
from their results by either deleting sites from their indexes or preventing
them from being indexed. This is in addition to sites that use robots.txt or
password protection to avoid being indexed at all. Thus, all Dark Web sites
are not equally hidden or equally accessible. Those sites that are not visible
through a Dark Web search are, in a sense, “deeper,” or more hidden, a
little Deep Web (in the original sense of this term) within the Dark Web, so
to speak.52
Dark Web search engine operators do this by preventing classes of sites
from being included in their indexes. For example, FreenetUser, the creator
of the AFKindex, explains their “banned” criteria:
First indexing/publishing any found freesite, i quickly got disgusted by child porn
content, and added some filtering capabilities to AFKindex to completely ignore
those freesites (no more crawling of those filtered keys).
Unfortunately, lots of adult freesites provides links to indices or other freesites
that points to child porn content after 1 or two “hops” ; this is why you shouldn’t
be able to find any porn here.53

In other words, to ban CEI, FreenetUser filtered out all pornography
from AFKindex after finding that Freenet porn sites were strongly linked to
CEI sites.
Enzo, a Freenet search engine operator, describes that index’s selection
criteria:
My index allows you to browse Freenet without the need to worry about what links
you are clicking on. I wouldn’t say that I censor content, as it’s still available on
Freenet. It can still be reached from other index sites, which I do include in my index. I hide any freesite that contains child pornography, bestiality or hate speech.54

Nurmi took similar steps with Ahmia (the Tor and I2P search engine):
If there is any images/videos where is naked children we will filter the site out. According to the law of Finland I am not obligated to filter out anything. However, I
don’t want to maintain public search for child porn.55

As should be clear, CEI sites are the single most filtered class of Dark Web
sites. Through a range of practices, including using basic heuristics (i.e.,
pornography sites often link to child abuse image sites), soliciting reports
from users, or building indexing algorithms that can distinguish between
CEI and non-CEI sites, these search engine operators attempt to hide CEI
sites from view, delegitimating them while legitimating the material that is
returned by the engines.
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I2P developer zzz refers to search engines that hide CEI (and other taboo
material) as “curated.”56 Curation can involve the care of an archive (in
this case, an index of hidden sites), but it also refers to the selection of artifacts from an archive for presentation. This museum metaphor is apt, since
many museums keep the majority of their artifacts in archives out of public view and exhibit only a small proportion of them. Even if a Dark Web
search engine “collects” all Dark Web sites in its index, the search engine
operator does not need to allow all of them to be accessible to the end user.
In contrast, critics of such filtered or curated search refer to it as “censorship,” suggesting that search engine operators are only showing classes of
Dark Web sites they approve of. Regardless of the language, such filtered
search engines do in fact hide sites from view, even as they make other hidden sites more accessible, visible, and legible to Dark Web users.
Simplifying
Although most Dark Web search engines seek to hide classes of sites—especially CEI sites—they must provide at least some degree of access to the legit
(i.e., authentic) Dark Web. Otherwise, their basic relationship to the end
user would break down: if a search engine does not return results that map
onto the end user’s perception of what the Dark Web contains, then that
engine is not legit. Indeed, some of the search engine operators I’ve interviewed opted not to filter their search results. MoniTOR is one example:
My personal feeling is that MoniTOR needs to stay neutral. … MoniTOR does indeed
index CP [child pornography] sites and communities. It will also provide search
results to those who look for it. Do I like it? No. However, my place [is not] to judge
what a person thinks or feels. Further to this, MoniTOR does not cache any of the
content, just the URLs; headers and subject lines/meta tags. This keeps MoniTOR
legal, as it does not host any of the material it spiders.57

Here, MoniTOR promises access to simplified (i.e., URL, headers, and meta
tag) overviews of all the Tor sites the Yacy-based search will index, regardless of the operator’s judgment of the sites. Another search engine, I2P’s
Direct search, did as well. Note that both search engines are, as of this writing, offline.
Filtered or not, all the engines engage in simplification, or the reduction
of complexity. Following the practices of mainstream search engines, the
results from querying a Dark Web search engine tend to be composed of
four technical elements:
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•

A site title

•

A link to that site

•

A small snippet of text from that site

•

The time the site was last cached by the search engine
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Although these elements provide a great deal of information about sites—
title, content, and an indication of how “fresh” the content is—these are
simplifications of the sites. They are not the sites themselves but rather
metadata about the sites culled from the search engine’s index. With this
simplification, the engine can present Dark Web sites to users in small
batches (about ten at a time). Moreover, the placement of the sites on the
results page is based on the search engine’s relevance algorithms. Finally,
most—if not all—of the Dark Web search sites are in English; this of course
“simplifies” things insofar as it presents web pages using non-English languages in an English metadata frame.
John Law’s point about “ordering stories” applies to search engine simplification. Dark Web search engines tell ordering stories about Tor hidden
services, I2P, or Freenet by privileging sites over others in their indexes,
blocking others, and presenting a simplified interface to end users. The
result of this is the introduction of the politics of search to the Dark Web:
the engines promise access to the legit Dark Web, but this access is algorithmically curated. Rather than simply building a smooth and open channel,
search engines introduce mediation that structures the connection between
relevant actors, hiding some elements, simplifying others, and above all,
laying claim to legitimacy as propriety.
Dealing with Resistance
Although Dark Web search engines attempt to hide and simplify other elements in the networks, as Michel Serres has convincingly argued, hidden
or simplified elements will assert themselves, irrupting into view.58 These
elements challenge the legitimacy of search engines.
For example, a key set of actors on the Tor network are cloners. Tor hidden services use URLs that are 16 alphanumeric characters, followed by the
pseudo-top-level domain .onion, as in Ahmia’s URL on the Tor network:
msydqstlz2kzerdg.onion/. Clearly, these URLs are not easily memorized by
humans. A major problem on the Tor network are phishing sites that act as
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proxies, thus performing “man-in-the-middle” attacks. As of this writing,
there are at least four clones of Ahmia:
•

http://msydqjihosw2fsu3.onion/

•

http://msydqci2rln5jq6v.onion

•

http://msydq5ywzjnjvsdf.onion

•

http://msydqgnbch2gsw3j.onion

Cloned Tor hidden services are a security risk: if a user visits a cloned site
and enters a password or Bitcoin information, that information will be stolen by the cloner. Because of the non-human-readable onion URLs, accidentally going to a cloned site is very easy to do.
Tor hidden service search engines struggle with this challenge, because
these cloners undermine the ordering stories their search results tell. The
end user can’t tell the legit site from the clone. As MoniTOR explained
to me,
Some enterprising people/sites/engines have come up with the idea of putting or
omitting certain information in site headers to indicate it is the legitimate page.
The main problem is that anyone can edit their headers to match. So while this may
work temporarily, it’s not an ideal solution.59

Another Tor-based search engine, not Evil, uses machine learning to label
the real Tor hidden sites “official sites.” This is meant as a means for searchers to distinguish between authentic and cloned onion sites. Nonetheless,
cloned sites continue to be a major problem on the Tor network.60
Finally, even with search engine operators hiding CEI sites from their
indexes, search engine users report disturbing finds, as one frustrated I2P
user lamented on the now-defunct I2P forum:
Then you browse search engine results, sieve through 80 pages flooded with a hundred variations of “11 yo *beep* pedo girls,” just mindlessly mirrored content from
the clearnet, dead sites, improperly configured sites, all kinds of illegal *beep*, sites
in Russian or Polish and other foreign languages … to find maybe one link that is
just “facts about cats” or something. … In 20 minutes, you eyeballed 800 pages of
mostly disgusting *beep*, i.e. sex with children, only to spent 2 minutes on a site
about cat facts, that you didn’t even search for in the first place. … Again, you begin
asking yourself, if there is anything relevant to be found in I2P at all. And if you
shouldn’t just stop looking for it.

Thus, even if search engine operators attempt to hide classes of sites—especially CEI sites—those sites find their way into search engine indexes, as
this I2P user describes. Although Dark Web search engines seek to hide and
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simplify the topologies of anonymity, would-be hidden elements emerge:
cloners and CEI purveyors work to defeat algorithms and filters, exploiting
the new channel that Dark Web search engines introduce.
Conclusion: Inheriting from Google
Histories of the web often present search engines as key technologies of
accessibility; engines such as Google have moved from being seen as bandwidth hogs that steal intellectual property to legitimated billion-dollar
companies traded on stock markets.61 As René König and Miriam Rasch
argue, mainstream search engines such as Google and Bing have become
infrastructural: “Just as we expect water running from the tap, electricity
coming from the plug, and roads to drive on, we take for granted that there
are search engines to give us the information we need.”62 Google especially
has become part of our “collective ‘techno-unconsciousness,’” invisibly
structuring much of our daily lives, at least insofar as our lives are mediated
by the Internet.63 Moreover, our hindsight gives us a safe vantage point to
make the argument that Google is legitimate: it commands respect. For
example, when someone with the title Google engineer makes a social proclamation, it is widely reported on.64 And Google also commands resources:
billions of dollars and a global network of technologies from databases to
operating systems to self-driving cars. Overall, Google’s propriety is not
often questioned.65
What this chapter on Dark Web search reminds us, however, is that
search engine legitimacy is never guaranteed. Any potential source of legitimacy should be exploited. In addition to mediating all the relationships
described above, and in addition to hiding and simplifying, Dark Web
search engines repeatedly lay claim to an inheritance: the legitimacy of
previous search engines, especially Google.
This is immediately apparent when we consider claims to becoming
the “Google of the Dark Web.” Chris McNaughton made this explicit
for his search engine TorSearch.66 Nurmi also explicitly likened Ahmia to
Google. Similarly, multiple search engines use visual and textual signals to
stake their claim as inheritors of Google’s legitimacy. Freegle, a short-lived
Freenet search, echoed Google in its name, as does I2P’s elgoog (“Google”
spelled backward). The search engine not Evil playfully cites Google’s
“Don’t be evil” motto and for several years used a primary color–based logo
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that echoed Google’s. I2P search engine Seeker and Tor engine the Beast
also emulate Google’s stripped-down design (white background, textbox
in the center of the screen). Tor’s Candle does the same, but with a black
background. Grams also borrowed some of Google’s aesthetics, including
the primary color logo on a white field, the “I’m feeling lucky” button, and
the empire-building aspects of Google (including advertising networks and
shopping services). Finally, Onion.link uses Google Custom Search to index
Tor sites via the Tor2Web proxy.
Much as Google has done with multiple browsers and now the Android
operating system, Dark Web search engines seek a prime position in relation to their respective networks: they seek to be on the networks’ home
pages. Some have been successful in achieving this position. Enzo’s Search
is included in Freenet’s default settings, signaling that the Freenet Project
believes that Enzo’s Search is an appropriate window into the network. Others have not. I2P sought to do something similar; for a brief period, Eepsites.i2p and Epsilon were considered for the I2P Router Console page, the
first page an I2P user sees.67 But as I2P developer zzz recalls,
We had a search box on I2P. We added it, and then immediately hid it, because we
couldn’t find any search site existing now that could really hide all the worst of the
worst. You know, you want to give people a good impression of I2P, and it is almost
all clean and wonderful, helpful stuff, so we want to put that in front of people. And
if we can’t find a search engine that can competently filter out the ugly stuff, we’re
not going to enable that.68

In other words, the I2P developers were willing to include a default search
engine if that search engine hid “the ugly stuff” (presumably CEI); if an
engine is able to do so, it can enter into a legitimacy exchange with the
I2P developers, gaining an “official” designation from the network builders
and in turn providing users with a passage point into I2P. Selecting search
engines as defaults provides the network builders with a tool that users
often call for, and it consecrates those search engines as official.
The struggle to be the “Google of the Dark Web” is not settled, but it is
telling that Dark Web search engine operators continue to make a claim to
inheriting Google’s legitimacy. Success would bring respect and resources.
It would be a means for new Dark Web users to enter the networks and find
content. It would also mean that a legit Dark Web site builder found a way
to provide such a portal into these networks.
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And failure might have worse consequences than shutting down and
giving up: it could lead to an external search behemoth coming to the Dark
Web. As Virgil Griffith, developer of Onion.link, argues,
Respectfully, we lost [the war for Internet freedom]. However, a substantial fraction
of the Tor community feels they can still win if they encircle the wagons tightly
enough. And they see things like mainstream search engines as a finger by which
mainstream attention and regulation will come to impact them more.69

In other words—setting aside the question of the war for Internet freedom—
if a Dark Web user cannot build a “Google for the Dark Web,” the fear is
that some external entity (Google? DARPA?) will do it instead, thus bringing corporate or state surveillance to these obscure corners of the Internet.
To head off such an invasion, those who build Dark Web search engines
are attempting to port mainstream search engine practices and software
into the unique protocols of Tor, I2P, and Freenet. These practices include
indexing, simplification, silencing, hierarchization, and gatekeeping. König
and Rasch’s observation holds just as much for Dark Web search engines as
it does for Google, Bing, and Baidu:
Search engines function as gatekeepers, channeling information by exclusion and
inclusion as well as hierarchization. Their algorithms determine what part of the
web we get to see and their omnipresence fundamentally shapes our thinking and
access to the world. Whatever their bias may look like, it is obvious that man-made
decisions are inscribed into the algorithms, leading unavoidably to favoring certain
types of information while discriminating against others.70

Such techniques are necessary for building a legitimate, respectable,
proper Dark Web search engine. No search engine can avoid creating hierarchies, gatekeeping, or shaping our interactions with a network; in fact,
to be legitimate in the sense I am exploring here, they must do these things.
Calls for a “Google of the Dark Web,” for a curated index of links and a
web application with which to query it, is a call to make the Dark Web a
bit more like the Clear Web, including replicating a de facto monopoly on
a means for users to find content. By commanding respect and resources,
such a search engine could even make the Dark Web itself legitimate.
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There is a very rare genre of Dark Web writing, a form of writing that might
appear for a few days and then be deleted, never to be seen again. It’s a
genre we might call the “Fuck you, I’m Shutting This Down” message. As I
mention throughout this book, many Dark Web sites are ephemeral, coming and going in a matter of months. Often, they disappear for no apparent
reason. They just disappear off the networks, and because they were created
and run by anonymous people, there’s little chance of following up with
their former administrators to ask why these sites are gone.
But on occasion, the administrators of sites provide a message to their
users explaining why they’re shutting their sites down. On two occasions,
the admins of Tor-based social networking sites did just that. Around August
2015, MultiVerse Social Network was closed down, with this message:
This used to be the home of MultiVerse Social Network. Thanks to all of our serious
users that participated in making MultiVerse a functional site. Unfortunately, all
things eventually come to an end, including this site. When we launched MultiVerse
around 1 year ago, it was our staff’s intention to create an alternative social network
to those found on the public internet. While our intents were genuine and the site
was built and maintained according to our intent, we continually were faced with a
very aggravating problem caused by users who are unable to appreciate the work that
goes into making and maintaining a site like this one once was. Normally, when a
site closes, they do so quietly. But we are not so inclined. (1.) The greater majority of
the member-signups were from users that abandoned their account within an hour
of creating it. Apparently they didn’t get that they were getting in on the groundfloor of a new social network, and expected everything and everyone to be there to
entertain them. (2.) The pedophiles, other perverts, and the LEAs [law enforcement
agents] that pursue them … this group may have been the most troublesome. While
the pedos were a pain, they were usually easily dealt with and would go away when
banned for creating a nickname that included the word ‘pedo’ (when we made it
quite obvious in our site-rules that this wouldn’t be tolerated). The other perverts
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were a little more annoying, but they also seemed to know when to piss off. The
LEAs that made accounts here and tried to bait some of our users … those people
were the last straw. Rather than fight them, which is a losing battle anyway, there
will be no more site here for them to use for that shit. We told you to fuck off, and
you didn’t listen. Well, now what? The site’s no longer here, so fuck off!1

In March 2016, the admin of Dark Matters, another social networking site,
posted something similar:
Apparently, we’re not criminal enough to be welcome out here. Apparently, we since
[sic] don’t allow Child Porn, marketing, harassment of our users, and don’t allow for
appeals by those who have been banned for breaking the site’s rules, apparently we
must have our priorities fucked up.
Tor *has been* taken over by criminals for the most part, and apparently many
of them were stupid enough to believe that this site was made for them, when it absolutely wasn’t, and I thought that the rules that were posted on *every single page
of the site* made that clear.
So, as of 10:30am today, I’m closing this site and leaving the darknet, and I’ll be
encouraging my friends to do the same.
For those who got themselves banned here and complained about it elsewhere,
trying to gain sympathy for your own fuckups, here’s a big “FUCK YOU ASSHOLES”
to all of them. I hope the feds shoot them in the fucking head, and I’ll gladly help
them do so.
This page will remain online for a few days, and then the server will be wiped.2

These messages are no longer online, and of course, neither are their respective social networking sites.
I quote these messages in full because they encapsulate both the hopes
and the frustrations of Dark Web social networking site developers. In my
time on Freenet, I2P, and Tor, I’ve seen over a dozen different social networking sites come and go.3 Many start optimistically: we’re going to provide a
chance for people to use pseudonyms, meet each other, have conversations
that are only possible when we enjoy the freedom of speech associated
with anonymity. We’re going to be an alternative to corporate social media
found on the Clear Web, especially Facebook and Twitter. We’re going to
show everyone that the Dark Web isn’t just a network for terrorists, drug
dealers, and child exploiters.
And many end bitterly, as the two “fuck you” messages show.
These two “fuck you” messages also reveal something else: a concern
with cultivating a particular user base. Note the common laments of both:
MultiVerse and Dark Matters were overrun with “child pornographers,”
law enforcement agents, perverts, marketers, and harassers. These aren’t
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the “serious users” the MultiVerse admin hoped for. In an interview, the
MultiVerse admin told me the biggest challenge the site faced was getting
“legit users” in and keeping illegitimate ones (particularly “n00bs” and law
enforcement agents) out.4 Note that, as expressed in the MultiVerse message, most users simply don’t understand the amount of work it takes to
build a Dark Web social networking site, nor do they realize the opportunity it affords them—they aren’t “serious users.” The Dark Matters message
argues that criminals shouldn’t expect every Dark Web site to serve their
needs. Judging from these messages, these admins wanted something else
from their users altogether.
This chapter is meant to illuminate what that something else might be.
In other words, what sort of users belong on Dark Web social networks?
How do Dark Web social network administrators and users attempt to build
community norms and practices? And how are these norms enforced?
What happens when users violate social norms?
In other words: Who’s a legit Dark Web social networking member?
Who’s bullshit? And how do we tell the difference?
Hence, this chapter is focused on the legitimacy I have been calling
“legit,” or legitimacy as authenticity, a term that gets used on many Dark
Web sites to delineate real from fake, authentic from inauthentic, belonging from not. In fact, of all three legitimacies described in this book, the
legit is perhaps the most common meaning used in Dark Web interactions.
To illustrate how users are judged to be legit in Dark Web social networking
sites, I focus on one particular social network, Galaxy2. The two “fuck you”
messages notwithstanding, there are in fact successful Dark Web social networking sites, sites that have been online for several years (which is a long
time in relation to other sites), such as Visibility on the I2P network and the
distributed microblog Sone on Freenet. The focus of this chapter, Galaxy2,
is another enduring site, which appeared on the Tor network in early 2014
and is still online as of this writing.
Although this chapter focuses on the third type of legitimacy, legit, or
legitimacy as authenticity, the other two legitimacies, violence and propriety, are clearly in play here: consider the MultiVerse admin’s lament that
his site was infiltrated by LEAs (law enforcement agents).5 For the admin,
LEAs making accounts on his site and attempting to bait users interested
in child exploitation images represented an unwanted intrusion of state
power onto the MultiVerse social network. Consider also that, much like
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Dark Web search engines, social networking sites must develop command
of respect and resources, particularly respect of rules and command of flows
of social information. Indeed, although Dark Web social networks can be
hard to find, and although they come and go, they also tend to have thousands of users—sometimes tens of thousands—who sign up within short
time spans.6 This may not sound like much in comparison to the billions of
people using corporate social networking sites such as Facebook, but Dark
Web social networking sites tend to be some of the most active sites on
the Dark Web. As such, organizational legitimacy—propriety, or the perception that a site is properly commanding resources—is a key legitimacy here
as well.
But a focused exploration of authenticity, the legit, will be incredibly
fruitful. Thus, the next move for this chapter is to further elaborate on the
meaning of “legit” and how the legit is tied to other slippery terms, such as
authority, power, and authenticity. Then, to illustrate the legit, I focus on
Galaxy2. Specifically, I focus on Galaxy2’s written rules, demonstrations of
command of computer technologies, unwritten rule against “self-doxing,”
and members’ skills with pseudonymous social networking. I suggest that,
by adhering to the rules (written and unwritten) and demonstrating technical knowledge and skill in social networking on an anonymous network,
Galaxy2 members can be accepted as authentic. Those who break the rules,
on the other hand, are banned, a form of social exclusion that can be quite
controversial. But I trouble this somewhat by focusing on another form of
authenticity: the authentication that some members are asked to engage in
if they self-identify as young and female. All of these practices will illustrate
how one Dark Web social networking site successfully cultivates a sometimes contradictory but thriving culture of legit users.
The Legit: Legitimacy as Authenticity
As I argue in chapter 2, all three legitimacies (violence, propriety, and
authenticity) include power practices. This is the single most important
connective tissue across them. Specific power practices inform each legitimacy, and these power practices also act as motors that drive the symbolic
economic activities that help produce legitimacy (inheritance, exchange,
purchase, appropriation, and delegitimation) because these activities help
reinforce power relations.
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State power practices are painfully obvious: break the law and be imprisoned (as Ross Ulbricht and Alexandre Cazes found out). Engage in war
and be bombed. Organizational power practices are obvious as well: most
employment in organizations is marked by hierarchies. The historical and
global arc of capital/labor relations is bending toward “at will” employment
and even to “free agent” precarity, so the threat of firing or simply not getting a contract is always in play. In transnational capitalism, the right and
proper distributors of wealth and resources are corporations; run afoul of,
say, credit standards and face the consequences of being shut out of access
to low-interest loans.
Chapter 2 shows that “the legit” is also marked by power practices, ones
that are different from being bombed or losing a job: inclusion and exclusion, belonging or not belonging, being recognized or not, accepted or not.
Although these differ from state or organizational power practices, they are
nonetheless very consequential. After all, being socially excluded can bring
pain and despair; they might be different from those associated with prison
or being unemployed, but the pain and despair are real enough. Given
these consequences, users have a stake in understanding not only what it
means to be legit, but also who as the authority to define and enforce this
authenticity.
Authenticity
My window into the power practices employed on social networks is
through the concept of authenticity. Unfortunately, “authenticity” (like
“legitimacy” or “Dark Web”) is a term that is often used by scholars but
rarely defined.7 I define authenticity as
a socially constructed, context-contingent perception that an entity belongs to a
larger field of entities, and its belonging indicates that it is a true example of the
field. This perception of belonging is produced in two ways: first, by identifying
those entities that are not authentic and do not belong to the field; thus, we come
to know the authentic by contrasting it with the inauthentic. Second, it is produced
through proclamations of actors who themselves have been accepted as members
of the field and who are perceived to have the legitimate authority to judge what
belongs and what does not.

Key words that come along for the ride in scholarship on authenticity
include real, true, authorized, belonging, natural, original, genuine, qualified, or
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pure. Each, of course, brings along shadows: fake, false, unsanctioned, outside,
artificial, simulated, counterfeit, unqualified, or polluted.
I derive this definition after carefully considering scholarship on authenticity. This scholarship takes on wide range of objects. I hate to reduce them
to a list and thus reduce the scholarship to mere citations, but I do so to
indicate the breadth of objects:
•

consumption practices8

•

academic fields9

•

leisure activities10

•

popular music11

•

comedic styles12

•

film genres13

•

social identities (e.g., racial, indigenous, ethnic, religious)14

•

ways of speaking15

•

homeless shelters16

•

online identities.17

The scholars writing about these objects take up a wide range of indicators of authenticity, including aesthetics, symbols, rhetorics, performances,
psychological states of mind, and the evaluations of critics. Often, multiple
indicators must be associated in a proper mix for something to be found
“authentic.”
The core anxiety of these works centers on processes of deciding what
is in, what is out, what’s for real, and what’s bullshit.18 This decision often
depends on the context and the participants: one person’s authentic object
is another person’s worthless junk; one person’s real punk band is another’s
corporate rock band; one person’s authentic Mexican cuisine is another
person’s bland chain-restaurant meal. Needless to say, no matter the object
of study, scholars agree that authenticity is extremely contested. While we
might conclude from this that chasing authenticity is a fool’s errand, I argue
instead that discourses of authenticity do matter in the world, that they
have effects, and above all that they indicate the importance of this sort of
social and cultural sorting.19 As Sarah Banet-Weiser argues, “The concept
of authenticity remains central to how individuals organize their everyday
activities and craft their very selves.”20 Deciding whether a practice, person,
or object is authentic matters a great deal to those who are involved in this
adjudication as a form of personal expression, and there’s much at stake:
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social acceptance, self-respect, access to resources, and social power. As Kate
Bowan notes, authenticity “has long been a battleground on which passions have raged and boiled.”21 The power practices of authenticity are just
as important as those of violence and propriety, and this is not to mention
the ways in which authenticity can be trafficked into other forms of legitimacy (and hence, practices of violence or propriety).22
I would also suggest that the central anxiety—of figuring out what’s for
real and what’s not—is not just an anxiety of making that distinction, but
the anxiety over who gets to make those distinctions. As Theo Van Leeuwen argues, the approach should be not to ask “‘How authentic is this?’,”
but ‘Who takes this as authentic and who does not?’, and ‘On the basis of
which visible or audible cues are these judgments made?’”23 To these questions I would add: Who has the power to decide what’s authentic or not?
This is where authenticity becomes associated with legitimacy.
Legit Authority
For Pierre Bourdieu, in restricted fields of production, those subjects who
can invoke, produce, judge, or police the borders of authenticity are legitimate authorities. These are, to use Bourdieu’s term, “consecrators.” What
is at stake in any field that adjudicates authenticity, Bourdieu argues, “is
the monopoly of the power to consecrate producer or products.”24 This is a
form of legitimacy, one that echoes—but does not completely map onto—
the other forms of power I trace throughout this book: the monopolized,
accepted, respected, legitimated power over life and death at the level of
the state, or the monopolized, accepted, respected, legitimated power over
resources at the level of organizations. Similarly, for Bourdieu, the ability to
consecrate is the monopolized, accepted, respected, legitimated power over
what belongs in a field of production and what does not, what is valuable
and what is not, or who belongs in a field and who does not.
This power hinges on the ability to discern authenticity, and the consecrators become legitimate authorities on the authentic. They can do so
by demonstrating command of a restricted set of symbolic and cultural
symbols and competencies that arise out of the search for authenticity. In
other words, artists, hackers, critics, and academics all can become legitimated vis-à-vis the authentic: by making authentic things, living authentic lives, or distinguishing the authentic from the inauthentic. Think of
how, for example, being a hip-hop artist hinges largely on ways of acting,
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dressing, and speaking. If one is judged to command those practices, one
may become a legitimate authority on who else is a “real” hip-hop artist.
So the authentic is determined in part by the legitimate authorities on
the authentic, the consecrators. But how does one become a consecrator? If
we expand the previous quotation from Bourdieu (who is using the example of literature), we can see:
In short, the fundamental stake in literary struggles is the monopoly of literary legitimacy, i.e., inter alia, the monopoly of the power to say with authority who are
authorized to call themselves writers; or, to put it another way, it is the monopoly of
the power to consecrate producer or products (we are dealing with a world of belief
and the consecrated writer is the one who has the power to consecrate and to win
assent when he or she consecrates an author or a work—with a preface, a favourable
review, a prize, etc.)25

In other words, one becomes a consecrator because one has been consecrated after one has consecrated other things. Yes, this is exceptionally
circular; it is a “circle of belief.”26 Those who track, promote, add to, and
shape waves of authenticity can become legitimated as knowledgeable arbiters of authenticity, authorities on the specific subject matter and practices
involved in their restricted field of production. They gain this authority
through the contingencies and accidents of being recognized by others as
such. They become legit by declaring other things legit, and they become
legit by being recognized by others as legit: “Declaring something authentic
legitimated the subject that was declared authentic, and the declaration in
turn can legitimate the authenticator.”27 Or, as Bourdieu puts it,
Every critical affirmation contains, on the one hand, a recognition of the value of
the work which occasions it, which is thus designated as a worthy object of legitimate discourse (a recognition sometimes extorted by the logic of the field, as when,
for example, the polemic of the dominant confers participant status on the challengers), and on the other hand an affirmation of its own legitimacy. All critics declare
not only their judgement of the work but also their claim to the right to talk about
it and judge it. In short, they take part in a struggle for the monopoly of legitimate
discourse about the work of art, and consequently in the production of the value of
the work of art.28

Looking back at the scholarship I cite in my reductive list above, we
can see that, indeed, another word that also comes along for the ride with
authenticity is legitimacy. In Vincent John Cheng’s book Inauthentic: The
Anxiety over Culture and Identity, he notes that “it is we in the Western academy, after all, who have access to the structures and institutions of speech
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and representation, and so we are more likely to be listened to as authenticating presences, conferring legitimacy for subaltern voices.”29 Writing
about Arabic hip-hop music, Usama Kahf analyzes “authenticity claims in
Palestinian hip hop to answer the research question: How do Palestinian
hip hop artists establish legitimacy in relation to hip hop and in relation
to their own cultural and political realities?”30 Writing about heavy metal
music fandom, Ben Hutcherson and Ross Haenfler argue,
Not only does authenticity in music scenes have racial and class dimensions, such
idealized representations are often gendered, often privileging the masculine as
more authentic. In many [music] scenes, men are taken-for-granted performers and
consumers of music, while women struggle for legitimacy both onstage and off.31

Thus, “the power to impose the dominant definition of reality, and social
reality in particular,” the power to judge who or what is in and who or what
is out emerges through the struggles in whatever field we’re considering
and—this is important—solely on the terms of the field itself.32 This is why
Bourdieu argues that we cannot foist distinctions onto a field from without:
The autonomy of a field of restricted production can be measured by its power to
define its own criteria for the production and evaluation of its products. … [T]he
more cultural producers form a closed field of competition for cultural legitimacy,
the more the internal demarcations appear irreducible to any external factors of
economic, political, or social differentiation.33

Instead, we have to trace how distinctions emerge from within a field on its
terms and its terms alone, rather than using external criteria.
In terms of the field of production that is Dark Web network building,
site hosting, and use, the term “legit” is directly tied to questions of authenticity and the power to judge. For example, when a Dark Web user calls a
drug vendor legit on a drug market forum, they are doing two things. First,
the user is proclaiming the vendor in question as “real,” an actor or collective from whom one can really get drugs. The vendor is not a scammer
nor a law enforcement officer. The vendor’s products are not overpriced,
and the drugs are of high quality. Second, the user’s proclamation that the
vendor is legit is simultaneously a proclamation that the user is an authority
on what’s authentic, that they are legit as well and able to judge the quality
of vendors on the Dark Web.34 These proclamations can be one-off posts, or
they might be systematized into a collection of reviews of vendors, much
like reviews of restaurants. To put this in terms of the symbolic economy,
Bourdieu’s consecration is an act of legitimacy exchange: I declare you to
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be authentic, and in my doing so, you enable me to demonstrate my own
authenticity.
So here, I turn to ways to be legit on a specific Dark Web social networking site, Galaxy2. But first, a bit of history.
From Galaxy to Visibility to Galaxy2
Something that might be unique to the Dark Web is a tendency to name
sites as if they’re movie sequels. For example, after Silk Road shut down, Silk
Road 2 took its place, and then there was Silk Road 3. Each was run by different administrators. In terms of the symbolic economy of legitimacy, the
sequential Silk Roads were claiming to inherit the legitimacy of the original
Silk Road.35 This sort of naming is quite possible on anonymous networks
that have little regard for copyright.
The social network Galaxy2 is in this vein. As its name implies, Galaxy2
was a sequel to Galaxy, a Tor hidden service that came online in August
2013 and disappeared abruptly in December 2014. Unlike MultiVerse or
Dark Matters, the administrator of the original Galaxy left no “fuck you”
message; instead, the site was simply gone. Prior to its disappearance, Galaxy had over thirty-three thousand registered users, although site members
estimated that only 10 percent of them were active. Thirty-three thousand
registered users and three thousand active members is small in comparison
to Clear Web behemoths such as Facebook, but in terms of the Dark Web,
Galaxy was a very popular site.
Galaxy was an anonymous social networking site, which is to say that
users were expected to avoid revealing personal information about themselves, including names, gender identities, ages, or geographic locations.36
Yet, because it was a social networking site, its interface and the norms of
social networking shaped its uses, and its users built and maintained stable
pseudonyms tied to typical social networking profiles. Over time, as often
happens in online interactions, these pseudonymous users began to forge
strong relationships as they shared images, liked each other’s blog posts,
and commented on each other’s profiles.
Thus, when Galaxy suddenly disappeared, these users lost a key means
of connecting and socializing with one another. But because they had
developed stable pseudonymous identities within Galaxy, a small group of
users was able to reconnect: many of these users migrated to an I2P-based
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social networking site called Visibility, where they used their Galaxy
screen names, profile pictures, and PGP keys to identify themselves to one
another.37 There, one Galaxy veteran formed a group called Galaxy Castaways, and this small group of users tried to figure out what to do next.
One of these Galaxy Castaways was Lameth, a self-described thirtysomething heavy metal fan and computer network expert who had experience running and administrating Tor hidden services. Lameth volunteered
to start a new Galaxy, and Galaxy2 was born in early 2015.
Galaxy2 replicated many of the features of the original Galaxy. Much
of this can be attributed to the underlying software that both sites used
(and Visibility currently uses), an open-source social networking system
called Elgg. Elgg replicates many functions developed in sites such as Facebook and Twitter, including registration with a username and password,
user profiles (with profile pictures, textual self-descriptions), likes, a social
graph built on “friending,” blogging, microblogging (called the Wire), user
groups, commenting, and threaded discussions. Elgg is also centralized,
which means that it runs in the client-server network model, with clients
(users with web browsers) connecting to the central Elgg server to log in
and interact with other users.38 Elgg is built to work with a suite of opensource technologies familiar to many web developers, the LAMP (Linux,
Apache, MySQL, and PHP) stack. Taken together, Elgg thus offers familiar
social networking functionality to end users, while administrators have a
relatively easy time installing and administering it.
But the underlying software was only part of the carryover from the
previous Galaxy. In addition to using the same software, Lameth adopted
many of the same rules the original Galaxy had. The original Galaxy was
often praised by its users, who felt that it featured civil discourse and was
populated by a friendly community. Lameth invoked these qualities in his
welcome message:
Galaxy2 is meant to be a respectful community. … I just want to keep Galaxy2 a nice
and clean place that allows all to be here.

In effect, because of its sequential name, software, and rules, and because
Lameth was a consistent presence on the original Galaxy and then Visibility, Galaxy2 inherited a great deal of the original Galaxy’s practices, user
base, and thus legitimacy. When Lameth brought Galaxy2 online in early
2015, the previous users were able to quickly understand both its functions
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and its community norms, and many of the Galaxy Castaways rebuilt their
old Galaxy profiles and reconnected with one another.
Once on Galaxy2, the users renewed the original Galaxy’s project of
pseudonymous social networking within the anonymizing structures of Tor
hidden services. After two years of existence, rules, standards, community
norms, and practices have emerged that help members distinguish legit
Galaxy2 (G2) members from the nonlegit.
Ways of Being a Legit G2 Member
1. Publicly Obey the Rules
As Jessica L. Beyer has noted in her study of various anonymous online
groups, these groups are managed through a variety of means, including
formal rules and informal community norms.39 There are no set formulas,
and each site varies in its mix of formal and informal regulation. With this
in mind, to explore the “legit” on Galaxy2, I start with its formal rules
before branching out to informal norms.
One of the first things Lameth did after launching Galaxy2 was write the
rules for the site. I quote their original form in full:
1.

2.

3.

4.

No child pornography. That doesn’t mean a censorship on discussing pedophilia, but [we] sure as hell censor any kind of media upload of this shit. Use
your common sense, and if in doubt, ask before posting.
No public commercial trade. I don’t want Galaxy2 to become a market
targeted by different government agencies and police forces. Even benign
legal trade will not be allowed, because what may be legal one place might
not be legal another, and it’s easier to just say “not allowed” than keep some
complex system as to what is and isn’t allowed. What happens in private
conversation between members is private. But don’t advertise stuff in the
public areas.
Be respectful. Galaxy2 is meant to be a respectful community where ideas,
philosophies, religion even, and so much else can be discussed, learned, taught,
communicated, whatever. And it should all be done in a respectful manner.
Trolling, flaming and simply being an ass toward others doesn’t belong here.
Go anywhere else for that.
My word is law. If I decide something, that’s how it is. If you don’t like it, let’s
discuss it, but just like a game master in a role playing game I maintain the
right to have the last word. Now, once that is said I don’t consider myself to be
unfair or unapproachable, and I do not ban people just because I disagree with
them. I am human and I can and properly will make mistakes, but I can admit
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to mistakes so if you feel unfairly treated, let’s talk. I just want to keep Galaxy2
a nice and clean place that allows all to be here.

The first two rules are straightforward: to be accepted as a member of
Galaxy2, users cannot post or solicit child exploitation images or offer to
buy or sell any products or services. The administrators immediately ban
anyone doing the former, and those who break rule 2 are often given warnings. In addition, Galaxy2 members themselves regularly warn new users
who post commercial messages. The most common way is to respond to
a commercial post with a variation of “Public trade is not allowed” and
a link to the rules. In interviews, the admins have told me that members
also regularly report violations of rule 1 if they are seen, including uses of
code language (“cheese pizza,” “jailbait”) or avatars that feature pictures
of children in new user profiles and comments. Every page and post on
Galaxy2 has a “Report This” button, similar to content flags in mainstream
corporate social media.
The third rule, “Be respectful,” is much more difficult to enforce. Discussions of “ideas, philosophies, religion” provoke heated debates. Couple
this call for discussion of controversial topics with the fact that the most
active area of Galaxy2 is the Wire, a public character-limited microblogging
system (similar to Twitter), and it is not surprising that ad hominem attacks
and flaming can happen and are visible to all logged-in users.
For example, in late October and early November 2016—immediately
before and after the U.S. presidential election, coincidentally—a weeks-long
and often ugly argument between a few Galaxy2 members broke out on
the Wire. Topics under discussion included pedophilia, Satanism, Hillary
Clinton, online advertising, anonymous networks, porn, sex work, sexual
assault, and Israel/Palestine.
These topics are obviously controversial in the most civil of settings. Yet,
as contentious as these are, they are not necessarily off-topic for Galaxy2.
Debates about topics such as these have occurred on Galaxy2 without participants resorting to “trolling, flaming or simply being an ass towards others.” But in late 2016, the pace of the discussion was faster than the norm,
with Wire posts appearing in rapid succession. This pace was fed by the
ad hominem attacks users posted against each other: you’re drunk, you’re
retarded, you’re unreasonable, you’re a troll. Grow the fuck up. You’re
white trash, you’re lazy, you’re illogical, you’re a moron, you’re uneducated. Go take some medication. And most importantly, these flame wars
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were happening in the most public part of Galaxy2, where all members
could see.
I’ve participated in Galaxy2 since its creation in early 2015, and these
Wire arguments were, in fact, some of the worst I have seen. Other members agreed, and they began to point out the problems with this sort of
uncivil clash. One longstanding G2 member wrote a long blog post arguing that uncivil posts can distract the administrators away from enforcing
rule 1:
Does [child pornography] exist on G2? It easily may. What makes us so distracted
to identify it? “Mal-posting” Yes I just coined a term lol. Malposting, it’s filling up a
site with so much junk posts that it distracts the admins from focusing on what they
should be looking out for. This is all MHO of course. I’d like to say it’s like a DDOS,
but with post.:)
What to do? Do your part by not posting “junk” every five minutes, 24hrs a day.
Don’t let me discourage you from being here. Log in, hang out, post your thoughts,
youtube vids, smart ass remarks, but don’t flood the site with Malposts 24/7/365, it’s
a small private server, not Twitter. Most importantly if you are a G2 user then be a
good steward of it. You don’t have to be an admin to make it a better place. G2 is
yours, it’s mine.

During discussion, this member clarified:
When I say “junk” I mean flooding the wire with mostly instigating, negative, trolling comments all day … sucking people into day long arguments because the comments are so inviting lol. It’s like the playground fight in elementary. Sometimes I
log in here and feel like I’m watching an out of control CNN presidential candidate
discussion panel lmao!

Lameth reacted to this Wire incivility by pleading with members to stop
using the Wire for anything but announcements of new blog posts:
I would love to see the [user] groups getting the same love and attention as The Wire
gets. That’s what they are there for. That’s their purpose; to get the level of content
in any topic that would make Galaxy2 this awesome social collaboration in gaining
and sharing ideas, thoughts, opinions, believes.
I’ve half a mind to actually disabling The Wire entirely, if only for a while until
the groups starts reaching their potential, and to teach you users as well as newcomers how to properly utilize them. Because they really do have great potential to build
this community and take it far beyond the greatness of what it already is today. But
it requires you to use it right. And having all the activity on The Wire isn’t the right
way to do it.
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The Wire is not meant for conversations as it’s mainly used for now. It’s not
mean[t] to debate politics. It’s not meant to discuss religion. It’s meant to ask “Where
do I find X?” or “I’ve just published Y.”

Other members of Galaxy2, including longstanding members, supported
Lameth, calling out users who engaged in ad hominem attacks on the Wire,
decrying “malposting” and bad argumentation.
Nonetheless, public support of administrators is often not enough to
halt incivility in the public parts of Galaxy2. At a certain point, the administrators may take a drastic measure: banning offending members by locking them out of, or even deleting, their accounts. As the Galaxy2 admin
warned some members who were arguing over religion,
Abusive dialogue has been and will be deleted. Keep it off the wire. Feel as passionately as you like about your religion, but do not assault everyone’s sensibilities with
it. If the battling parties persist, you will be banned.

This may seem trivial: after all, what is being “banned” is a pseudonymous account. What’s to stop the banned person from starting a new one?
When bans happen, however, they are treated extremely seriously by the
members of the site. In the instances of banning I’ve observed, the friends
of the banned account demand that the banned be reinstated. Some use
blog posts to write petitions, with others using comments to sign the petition. Some take to rival social networking sites to decry the ban and accuse
the administrators of censorship (see the Dark Matters “Fuck You” message above). Some use the language of mourning to describe their feelings
about the loss of their friend. All of this is a reflection of the power of social
networking, even pseudonymous social networking, where users develop
tight social relations through the mechanisms of friending, sharing, and
liking. The same bonds that helped Galaxy2 emerge (via I2P’s Visibility)
after the end of the original Galaxy also result in these reactions to banning
as a form of social exclusion, a punctualization of the practices of deciding
who’s in, who’s out, who’s legit, and who should be excluded.
These activities echo Jessica Beyer’s observation that
in spaces where users have identity over time, they will protect those online identities. Individuals will protect an online identity—even “aliases,” such as user names
or avatars. This protectiveness means that individuals will curtail inflammatory
speech and avoid behavior that could draw censure from other users in such spaces.40

Thus, the “ban hammer” is the key censure administrators have to enforce
social order on these Dark Web social networks. The power of the “hammer”
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is such that some members, who sense that they may be banned, decide
to quit on their own terms rather than face the public sanction of being
banned. One member who was very involved in the November Wire
acrimony, and who was repeatedly warned by the administrators about
violating rule 3, announced in a blog post that they were leaving, and subsequently did so. After this, the Wire largely returned to its normal, civil
patterns—what Lameth might call “using it right.”
The rules, the “Wire controversy,” and the eventual exit of one of the
more acrimonious Galaxy2 users illustrates how site rules are interpreted
and violations of them enforced. The user who left was not banned—so
far as I can tell, no one was banned for lack of civility during the Wire
controversy—but members and admins did police behaviors by calling out
rule breakers, further establishing ways of behaving that enable Galaxy2
members to see who belongs and who does not. In this way, some members
delegitimated particular practices and, inversely, legitimated themselves as
arbiters of proper behavior on Galaxy2’s Wire.
This leaves rule 4. In almost any meta-discussions about Galaxy2 policy, most members praise Lameth, accepting his claim that “his word is
law,” lauding him for creating a largely civil haven on the Dark Web. When
Lameth makes decisions about the structure of the site, the rules, or how the
rules are enforced, most members accept him as the most legitimate authority on the site’s rules, practices, and user base. While this seems simple—if
you sign up to a site, you ought to obey the administrator and the rules—it
ties in with the legit at the level of legitimacy exchange. A social networking site relies on its users to contribute content; otherwise, it’s merely an
empty software interface. There are multiple Dark Web social networking
sites (not to mention forums, chans, and chat rooms). If Dark Web users
choose to develop their pseudonymous identities within the affordances
and constraints of Galaxy2, they are exchanging legitimacy with Lameth:
they provide content that allows Lameth to make the claim that Galaxy2
is, in fact, an authentic social networking site, and they confer on Lameth
the legitimate authority to administer the site. They provide the authentic
in order to produce the legit.
But while commercial activity, acrimony, and debate may not be
accepted on the Wire or other public spaces, they can in fact happen
on Galaxy2, and those engaged in them can still be authentic members.
Elgg’s affordance includes groups and private messages, and these allow
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outlets for practices that would otherwise be sanctioned. Another way
to be legit on Galaxy2 is to shift communication to these more private
channels.
2. Use Groups and Private Messages
The structure of Galaxy2 is not unlike Reddit in that members are encouraged to start interest groups (akin to subreddits). Although Lameth and
the administrators consistently sanction members who engage in heated
debates in the more public areas, such as the Wire, they encourage members to take up controversial topics in special-interest groups. Lameth’s
statement on the Wire quoted above is not the only time he called for more
expansive debate and discussion to happen in groups.
While all members see the Wire and can post to it immediately, members
have to join groups in order to post to them. Featured groups on Galaxy2
include CopBlock, a group dedicated to documenting police violence; New
To Tor, in which members share links to other hidden services; a Bitcoin
discussion group; the Cafe at the End of the Internet, a general discussion
group; OPSEC, with guides on securing information; a group dedicated to
the specialized Kali Linux operating system; and LGBTQ, a group for members exploring sexual and gender identities. As of this writing, Galaxy2 has
nearly five hundred groups, some with hundreds of members, most with
only a few or even just the lone founder as a member. Members display
their group membership on their profiles, adding another layer of personalization to their personas.
If there are intense, heated debates that avoid admin sanction, they happen on group pages. An example is the group Antifa, an antifascist group.
Early in 2016, the Antifa group founder grew concerned about a growing
number of Galaxy2 accounts featuring swastikas, white power crosses, and
anti-Muslim slogans, so he began naming and shaming Galaxy2 members
who advocated for white supremacy or National Socialist ideology, posting links to their profiles in an Antifa group blog. This admin’s actions
were thus quite similar to current antifascist online actions. But some members whom the Antifa group labeled as racists took to the group’s blog to
argue. Some praised Hitler as a genius; others delighted in peppering their
comments with the word “nigger”; still others accused the Antifa admin of
being racist for being “antiwhite” and asked if Black Lives Matter supporters
should be on the list, too. Many suggested that the existence of a group that
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has the explicit goal of “making G2 hostile to racists” is a violation of rule
3, since making racists feel unwelcome is disrespectful to them.
Another example is the Tor Child Protection Agency. Like Galaxy2 itself,
the group has rules: “1. Be Respectful. 2. Our main purpose is to expose
Pedophiles. 3. Anyone is welcome to join who are against these scum.” In
between debates over the definition of pedophilia, this group’s members
also expressed their disgust with anyone who requested or shared child
exploitation images. One member argued, “Killing them is too good—too
quick—compared to the lifelong anguish and psychological problems they
create and inflict on their victims. They need to be fully castrated—not just
their balls—I mean it.” I should note that members of this group were in
fact very respectful with one another as they pondered ways to punish or
hurt pedophiles.
In both of these cases, the debates and comments were more acrimonious than those in the Wire controversy. The antipedophile group openly
advocated for violence, a line I did not see being crossed in the Wire controversy. While the fascists and racists who mocked the Antifa group never
openly advocated violence, their repeated praise of Hitler invoked white
supremacist violence, at least indirectly. But even with the acrimony, neither the group administrators nor the participants faced administrative
warnings, let alone sanctions, because these debates were sequestered into
private groups, and members have to opt in to these respective groups to
see them and participate in them. This is different from the Wire, a more
public, central social stream that all members see.
In addition, note that Lameth’s rules do not prohibit private commercial
exchanges, that they in fact suggest it. Galaxy2 also features a private messaging system with which members can send each other e-mails. Lameth
has even gone so far as to provide tutorials on PGP encryption, which
enables a sender to encrypt files so that only a specific recipient can open
them. With such encryption, Galaxy2 members who want to make commercial exchanges can do so without Lameth or any administrators knowing. A member can send an encrypted offer to buy something to another,
and the second one can encrypt a reply, with no one able to read the messages but the recipients. Beyond Galaxy2, PGP encryption is a vital practice
for nearly all Dark Web site users: countless forums, markets, and other
social networks require users to be skilled with PGP, including the use of
newer encryption protocols. Those who cannot work with PGP are not
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considered legit. Lameth and Galaxy2 reinforce this Dark Web–wide practice by encouraging members to communicate with PGP-encrypted private
messages.
Thus, authentic Galaxy2 members can engage in harsher arguments,
building social capital through delegitimating groups, ideas, or people they
disagree with, even other Galaxy2 members. And they can engage in commercial activities as well. The main condition is that they push these practices into the more private spaces on the site, away from more public areas,
such as the Wire.
Thus, the public/private divide within Galaxy2 reflects another element
of the legit on the Dark Web: the recognition that Dark Web users require
privacy for their communications. In other words, if Lameth had altered
Galaxy2 to force all communications to be public, the site would not be
considered legit by Dark Web users. After all, the requirement that all communications be open, public, and transparent is considered to be a vice,
rather than a virtue, of the Clear Web. Lameth’s instructions to members
to use groups and PGP further legitimates the site and allows for legit uses,
because it recognizes that authentic Dark Web practices require both opt-in
systems (e.g., one must opt in to see group content) and privacy-protecting
encryption.
3. Become a Technical Elite
In addition to the explicit rules (be civil in public, move debate to groups,
use private messages for commercial exchanges), there are unwritten rules
of authenticity on Galaxy2. A key topic of discussion is on technologies,
such as networking, operating systems, and hacking. For example, checking
the Wire on a typical day on Galaxy2, I saw these discussions:
•

speculation about devices that can scrub air pollution

•

how secure Clear Web to Tor proxies are, and how they work

•

the compatibility of various software packages with different Linux

distributions
•

how to build wireless mesh nets

Technical discussions rely on restricted vocabularies, and thus Galaxy2
members can demonstrate their command of these vocabularies and therefore their legitimacy. This is what I have elsewhere called “techno-elitism”:
a command of specific technical terms and the consecrated ability to judge
others on their use of this restricted vocabulary.41
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Tracing technical discussions on the site reveals which members are consecrated as legit and which are “n00bs” (new users). For example, there is
a steady influx of new users who ask a variation of “OK, I’ve made it to
Galaxy2. Now, how do I go deeper to the Marianas Web? I need a quantum
computer, right?” This question allows for the performance of technical
authority by seasoned Galaxy2 members, who patiently explain that there
is no “deeper” network, no Marianas Web (or its equivalent, the Closed
Shell System), and that these places are Internet hoaxes. It also provides a
chance for legit Galaxy2 members to explain to new users the topologies of
Tor, Freenet, and I2P and how they relate to the rest of the Internet. These
performances often happen in open blog posts or in the Wire, so they function as public displays of technical knowledge.
More complex discussions happen when members of the site ask about
the differences between operating systems or between programming languages. These questions prompt long discussions about the distinctions
between the operating systems Qubes and Tails, or OpenBSD and FreeBSD, for remaining secure while having control over one’s machine, or
the distinctions between scripting languages (Python versus PHP) or full
programming languages (Java, C++, Visual Basic) as the best languages to
learn to program. Often these discussions are in the context of questions
about becoming a hacker. Unlike the Marianas Web question, “how to be
a hacker” discussions tend to be dialogues, with the new user feeling welcome to ask questions and the legit members offering advice: learn Linux.
Learn how to network computers. “Avoid being [a] ‘script kiddie’; it’s not
very respected.”42 Start to think like a programmer, like a hacker.
One exchange between a self-described new user and the legit hackers
on Galaxy2 is notable. In response to the “how do I become a hacker?”
question, one person wrote:
Give up. The internet is full of more fantasy than hackers. Hacking looks nothing
like movies, it requires years of dedicated study to learning basic boring things and
building a system of knowledge. … If you are asking how do I become a blackhat
[hacker], you have an elaborate fantasy and that simply wont sustain the years of
effort, the reality of the process, and is dangerous when pared with the legal risk.

And another is more blunt: “I’ve two things to say to you: 1) USE FUCKING
GOOGLE! 2) YOU’LL NEVER MAKE IT!”
Here, like many other moments of the legit on Galaxy2, we see the production of insiders and outsiders. The insiders are those who can pierce the
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veil of “fantasy,” can negotiate the legal risk, and can learn on their own (by
“using fucking Google”). They do not turn to sites like Galaxy2 to expose
their naiveté. Outsiders are those who subscribe to the fantasy of the allpowerful hacker, as well as the fantasy of the “hacker community” that can
transform n00bs into l33ts.
Arguably, these two responses violate rule 3, Be respectful. But most legit
Galaxy2 members pride themselves not only on their technical skills, but
also on their friendliness with new users. They will take n00b education as
an opportunity to perform. To be a technical elite on this social network
tends to require combining command of technical vocabulary with the
willingness to explain it respectfully, which clearly gives the legit technoelite members the chance to publicly perform their authenticity. These performances are enhanced when the techno-elites are also administrators of
their own Dark Web sites (such as blogs, forums, chat rooms). Such technoelites can gain likes and friends through these performances and, if they
run their own sites, traffic to them.
4. Demonstrate Pseudonymous Social Networking Skills
A second unwritten prohibition is against self-disclosure of personal information. Echoing the discussion of OPSEC in chapter 4, new members are
often warned to not give out personal details. For example, a Galaxy2 member posted a guide to configuring the Tor browser bundle, warning, “Under
no circumstances, never ever even give hints about your real name, country
or any other personal details if you really want to stay anonymous. If you
do so, even Tor couldn’t help you to stay hidden.” New users who post
details about their ages or locations are often warned by veteran members
to avoid doing so, often with lectures about the value of proper OPSEC.
And, like the techno-elitist performances, seasoned users can demonstrate
their authority by tutoring new users about the dangers of self-revelation.
But because Galaxy2 is a social networking site, the central activities of
building a profile, collecting likes, declaring friendship with one another,
and sharing media mean that members do build relatively stable, pseudonymous identities. These identities are, on the whole, more developed than
those of Dark Web markets, where the dominant interactions center on
buying and selling. Again, social networking bonds can be powerful. This
was evidenced by the transition of the Galaxy Castaways from the original Galaxy to Visibility.i2p and finally to Galaxy2, where several original
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Galaxy members reused their pseudonyms, avatars, and PGP keys to keep
their connections alive as they migrated. Some members have maintained
the same pseudonym for many years.
The somewhat contradictory prohibition against personal details on
a social networking site allows for long-standing members of Galaxy2 to
demonstrate their skill in revealing certain details about themselves—
for example, specific computer or networking skills, political or social
interests—while not revealing others, such as geographic location. For
example, one member’s “About Me” profile description reads:
I will not disclose personal information unless necessary. Asking is moot and pointless. I will however, describe my background. Basic graphic designer, 3D modeler,
and art historian. I made this account only to try and find information. Nothing more. If you want more information about me, I only trade knowledge for
knowledge.

Another’s profile includes this statement:
I don’t know who to trust here, or if anyone at all.
Gender neither conifrmed [sic] nor denied, do not bother asking the question of
gender identity for you will be given the answer of a Synthetic Human.
My interests do not matter to you, nor will I give them out until time has come
for me to unveil my anonymous figure to be released of vague details.
I realize my display name says Jane Doe. It is but a name. It shall not, nor will it
ever, reveal my gender.
Discover me if you wish.
But be warned; I will not trust so easily.

Members do offer e-mail addresses to contact them outside of Galaxy2,
but they use e-mail services such as Sigaint, which do not require any personal information. Clear Web mail services, such as Gmail, are shunned
because they are more easily traced to real-world identities. Members also
share PGP public keys, which allow for others to send them encrypted messages. But again, these PGP keys are tied not to real-world identities but to
throwaway Sigaint or Torbox accounts. It is rare for members to even share
links to Clear Web sites, because (at least in Tor) the concern about using
Tor with Clear Web sites is that exit nodes can deanonymize traffic.
But the line between social-networking-style self-revelation and the
prohibition against self-disclosure is an extremely blurry one. To be an
authentic member of Galaxy2 is in part to build connections with others—
quantified through public displays of numbers of friends and likes—while
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avoiding being seen as providing too much personal information and thus
receiving warnings from other members who are constantly policing the
informational security of the site. Thus, topics such as technical discussions
function to allow for socializing while avoiding the need to divulge personal information. Moreover, one can become a legit Galaxy2 member—a
consecrated authority on the site—by collecting large numbers of friends,
likes, and comments on one’s profile. Such legit members enjoy more
respect when they weigh in on site discussions and debates.
Yet, there appears to be an exception to the blanket prohibition against
revealing personal information.
A Contradicting Form of Authenticity: Being Young and Female
on Galaxy2
For most members of Galaxy2, to be an authentic member is to be publicly civil, move any rule-breaking acrimonious or commercial exchanges
to private (and often encrypted) channels, show technical skill, and avoid
self-doxing. The legit demonstrate knowledge of these practices by pointing
out violations of them to other users. Above all, the emphasis is on building
a pseudonymous identity that does not explicitly reference the user’s realworld identity and connecting it with other like-minded members. One
way of thinking about this is socializing with a mask on. As Lameth put it to
me in an interview, even when members refuse to share real-world details,
“You still communicate, and over time you start to get a connection and
feeling of each other.”43 Or, as another Galaxy2 member notes,
I feel like nobody knows who I am, so I don’t have to shield myself from some
things. The deep web gets a deeper slice of my personality that I would never reveal
on the surface. That “surface [shield]” is gone; I actually show some more emotions.
And if it really gets too bad for me, I’ll just go inactive and never be heard from
again.

In other words, on Galaxy2, the “real/embodied/unmasked” person is irrelevant; what matters are the on-screen performances and social interactions
of stable pseudonymous members.
But there is an exception. The rules of authenticity change as soon as a
member identifies as a young woman.
As I suggested above, the line between personal revelation and too
much information is a blurry one, but members tend to police it, pointing
out when other members reveal too much and warning them against the
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practice. But when members reveal they are (a) female and (b) young, some
members do the opposite: they demand more personal details. In these cases,
other Galaxy2 members often demand that young- and female-identified
users authenticate themselves by providing selfie images that include their
pseudonyms and today’s date written on sheets of paper or in marker on
their bodies. Presumably, the combination of on-demand selfie image, written screen name, and date are enough to authenticate that these members
are indeed young women.
It appears then that the prohibition against the revelation of personal
information does not trump the homophobic or embarrassing prohibition
against being catfished. “Catfishing” is a term used to describe misrepresentations in online profiles. It became part of the popular lexicon in 2013
after a prominent U.S. college football player found out that the woman
he was emotionally and romantically connected to over the Internet for
three years was actually a man.44 The term was later used as the title of a
movie and a reality television show on MTV exploring the consequences of
such deceit.
The mere chance that some members may become emotionally involved
(through likes, discussions, or sharing media, and the confessions that
may arise in a pseudonymous environment) with others who are not who
they appear has led some Galaxy2 members to accuse those who identify
as young women of lying. In response, the women are pressured to—and
sometimes agree to—post selfies to prove they are who they claim to be.
One female-identified/young-identified Galaxy2 member took a selfie with
her screen name written on it, captioning it “for whenever I need to prove
my existence.” Another posted a selfie with a screen name and the title
“just so u know im not a 30y/o man.” Another posted a selfie with the
caption, “I’m tired of being called a Liar.” Others posted selfies with the
simple caption “Me.” Almost all examples of this practice I have seen are
of young women.
Once their gender and age are established, these members often receive
comments about their bodies: “lovely picture”; “your [sic] have the most
sexiest gorgeous legs”; “I trace your body with my mouse”; “Sexy lol”; and
“You have photos naked??” They receive propositions for chatting, private
messaging, and image sharing from self-described “horny” Galaxy2 members. These comments appear in more private areas, such as on individual
profiles, but I’ve seen them happen on public areas, such as the Wire.
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Thus, it appears that in order to be accepted by other members as an
authentic young woman on Galaxy2, one has to have one’s body put on
display, a variation on the 4chan or Internet meme of “tits or GTFO.”45
Here, as identifying details of gender and age emerge (either over time as
members socialize or in a space such as a user profile), members call for
another mode of authenticity and authentication, distinct from the practices of hiding personal details or demonstrating technical knowledge.
This approach to bodily display is not limited to self-identified young
women on Galaxy2. It also occurs in groups dedicated to pornography. An
example is the group titled Exposed: Female Edition. As its name implies,
Exposed is a porn-sharing group. Its description reads
This group is dedicated to females and their beautiful bodies. If you’re a woman lover
and love the female form, then this group is for you. You can find pictures, post and
much more in this group.

And like Galaxy2 itself, this group has rules of conduct:
We only have one rule, NO PICTURES OF MEN!!!! If you like men, to each [h]is
own, but please don’t post none of that gay sh!t here. Now if there is a woman being
f*cked by a guy, then by all means upload it. Just no plain and raw penises. Vagina,
a woman’s a** and tits have to be somewhere in there.

As of this writing, Exposed is Galaxy2’s fourth most popular group, behind
CopBlock, New To Tor: Looking for Interesting Links?, and Files and Stuff. It
is more popular than the Cafe at the End of the Internet, a group that most
Galaxy2 veterans recommend to new users as a way to meet other Galaxy2
members and begin the pseudonymous social networking process.
Thus, to be an authentic female—particularly young female—on Galaxy2
requires a different set of performances and rules. If a member claims to be
a young woman, she will face pressure to authenticate herself with a signed
and dated selfie, exposing her “female form” to allay fears of catfishing.
And some members of this privacy-conscious community, where so many
members use any image but their actual faces for their profile pictures, have
no qualms about posting nude photos of women.46 The message is that
performances of femininity on Galaxy2 are conditioned by larger cultural
values of objectifying women and putting their bodies (“vagina, a woman’s
a** and tits”) on public display for masculine consumption, even when
such displays violate privacy or result in sharing personal details.
That said, many of the self-identified women on Galaxy2, including
those who agreed to post selfies to authenticate themselves, are very active
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members, and they are engaged in some wry gender politics of their own.
One prolific member posts images of Palestinian women training with
assault rifles, praising their military prowess in the struggle against Israeli
occupation. She also engages in debates about a range of topics. Another
has become a techno-elite, publicly offering thousands of words of technical advice to other members. Another member shares screenshots of private
messages she has received in which other Galaxy2 members ask her for
nude photographs and otherwise harass her because she’s a self-identified
young woman. As she describes it, “I have a small album of screenshots
publicly ridiculing the … messages I have received in the past, and that’s
pretty much stopped my encounters with people who ask.” Her exposure of
private harassment in public is a brilliant move: she contrasts one method
of being legit on Galaxy2 (pushing communication into private and
encrypted channels) with another (the demands on self-identified female
members to be sexual objects). Her posts caused Lameth to lament, “And
here I was just praising the user base of Galaxy2 … I hope you don’t get
too much of this?” Other members—self-identified as women or no—have
made groups such as Feminism on the Dark Web to share feminist literature
and philosophies with one another.
I thus do not call into question the authenticity of self-identified female
members of Galaxy2, even those who violate the prohibition against selfdisclosure by posting selfies. Their contributions to the site are accepted by
other members as valuable. They can be just as authentic, just as legit, even
if some succumb to the pressure to anchor their on-screen performances in
images of their actual bodies.
Conclusions
Predominantly, to be a legit Galaxy2 member is in part to oppose the Clear
Web model of social networking. Clear Web social networking, such as
Facebook or Twitter, is perceived by Galaxy2 members to be recording every
activity we engage in to build profiles that are tied to traditional identifying
information, with the goal of selling this information to advertisers. Even
Twitter users, who might use a pseudonym, reveal their Internet protocol
addresses to Twitter—something Dark Web users work extremely hard to
avoid. Thus, Galaxy2 as well as other Dark Web social networks (e.g., Sone
on Freenet, and Visibility, Ano+, or ID3NT on I2P) were built in reaction
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to pervasive surveillance, commercialization of sociality, and the threats of
government and corporate censorship. As scholars of authenticity rightly
note, authenticity is constructed partly in relation to what is perceived to
be inauthentic, and Dark Web social networking members believe that Clear
Web social networking is not legit.
This is a direct contrast to the production of authenticity that Alice E.
Marwick and danah boyd found on Twitter, where “revealing personal
information is seen as a marker of authenticity.”47 At first glance, we might
argue that revealing personal information is more authentic than hiding
it. But if we judge authenticity and the legit on the terms of Galaxy2 (and
social networking on the Dark Web more generally), rather than on some
fixed, objective measure of “authenticity,” we see the opposite: that hiding personal information while socializing is one means of becoming legit.
Thus, Galaxy2 is a response to a lack of authenticity on the Clear Web, with
Dark Web social networking members decrying what they see as fake, idealized, self-promoting, and corporate-corrupted practices on Facebook or
Twitter. In contrast, from their perspective, social networking on the Dark
Web offers something deeper, something more real, more authentic, than
the content made by self-branding Clear Webbers.
Thus, anti–Clear Web authenticity is marked by “the continued craving
for experiences of unmediated genuineness” that are—intriguingly—produced through anonymous/pseudonymous interaction, rather than what
Dark Web users perceive as fake performances for Facebook audiences.48 As
one Galaxy2 member told me in an interview,
As I have said in many posts, I believe that is where people are at there [sic] most
honest: when the mask goes on, many of our daily masks come off. We tend to shed
layers of societal convention and become closer to who we really are. Humans are
social creatures. A psychologically well-adjusted person will seek out others of his
peer group. [Dark Web social networking sites] provide this watering hole for this
medium. Once foddered, to extend the metaphor, he’s free to range elsewhere as he
chooses, knowing the herd is there to welcome him home.49

As another Galaxy2 member noted in a blog post, “I can’t help but notice
that most people on here are realists, as opposed to the self centered average
joe on the clearnet. It’s not that I’m surprised given where we are, it’s just
refreshing.” And, as Lameth noted in a message to Galaxy2 users, Galaxy2
is an “experiment, proving that you don’t need to sell your life to corporations in order to establish meaningful online connections with other
people around the world.”
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Simultaneously, however, authenticity on Galaxy2 is also a response to
the media ideology of the Dark Web as a place for terrorists, drug dealers,
and purveyors of child exploitation images. In that same message to users,
Lameth also noted, “We are not a shady den that deals in drugs, weapon[s],
child pornography or terror. We are not the place that common media will
have everyone else believe about the Tor projects and it’s ‘citizen’, its users.”
The emphasis on civility in the public areas of Galaxy2 is in part a reaction to the sense that anonymous communication must inevitably devolve
into the worst human behaviors. While some new users of Galaxy2 may
argue that terrorist speech should be allowed because all speech should be
allowed, or that drug dealing should be allowed because to ban it is to limit
user freedom, or that images of naked, sexualized children are only 1s and
0s and thus ought not be censored, Galaxy2 administrators and members
have continually pushed these activities away from their site, delegitimating them and thus legitimating other ways of using the Dark Web. As the
prohibitions against incivility during the Wire controversy and the threat
of banning shows, Galaxy2 is not a free-speech free-for-all but a site with a
cultivated culture that emerges through struggles over authenticity.
To be legit on Galaxy2 is to accept these limits and to experiment with
the mix of freedom and constraint that emerges through the mixture
of social networking software, anonymizing networks, and community
norms. In this way, the meaningful term “legit” gets at questions Christine
Hine asks in Virtual Ethnography: “What are the implications of the Internet
for authenticity and authority? How are identities performed and experienced, and how is authenticity judged?”50 The distinctions that Galaxy2
administrators and members draw between their site, Clear Web social networking, and other Dark Web practices provide the criteria to judge who
is an authentic Galaxy2 member and who is not. Those members who can
negotiate these distinctions, as well as demonstrate skills in pseudonymous
social networking, can become legitimated authorities on what is authentic
in Galaxy2. Indeed, while Galaxy2 started with only Lameth having administrative power—including the power to ban users—as the site grew, Lameth
began to recruit administrators, who have taken an increasingly active role
in the site as it has grown to over seventeen thousand members. The new
administrators came from the stock of long-term, socially respected members who had already proved their ability to perform according to the written and unwritten rules of the site.
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In this sense, the production of the legit—of accepted authority on who
belongs and who does not—on Galaxy2 echoes Regina Bendix’s analysis of
folklore studies, which itself longed for the “ideal folk community, envisioned as pure and free from civilization’s evils.”51 The authentic, Bendix
argues, is an ineffable reminder of what is perceived to have been lost. In
this case, the Clear Web in general and corporate social media in particular
have lost their capacity for freedom, so people turn to the Dark Web and its
social networking sites to recover what’s lost. To be legit on Galaxy2 is to
command knowledge of what has been lost as well as what is possible on
the Dark Web.
But the problem of the other form of authenticity on Galaxy2 remains:
the pressure on self-identified young women to authenticate themselves
with pictures of their bodies, as well as the existence of groups such as
Exposed: Female Edition, not to mention those members espousing fascist or racist views (as seen in the Antifa group discussion). These practices
and groups may continue to marginalize potential Dark Web users seeking
an alternative way into the network than through the drug markets. As
many corporate social media sites, including Facebook and Twitter, struggle under the weight of hate speech, harassment, and a newly legitimated
white supremacist “alt-right” movement, a Dark Web social network may
appear to be a refuge. But the repeated emergence of hypermasculine practices on Galaxy2 itself can make that network seem like anything but a
refuge to many people. The subtle logics of inclusion and exclusion that
appear on Galaxy2 contribute to—but certainly do not entirely explain—
the fears many people have about the Dark Web as an exclusive and even a
frightening networking practice.
And yet, Galaxy2’s experiment in building a particular form of Dark Web
authenticity is clearly an experiment in progress, one that is open to being
shaped in new directions. Even facing the problems of harassment of selfidentified female Galaxy2 members, Lameth has abstained from writing
that rare genre of Dark Web posts: the “Fuck You, I’m Shutting This Down”
message. He continues the experiment that is Galaxy2.
Postscript: Happy New Year
As I have done in the past with my writings about Galaxy2, I shared a draft
of this chapter with Lameth, who in turn shared it with other site members
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and administrators. Lameth has been a key source of insight into the Dark
Web, and we have developed a relationship through correspondence over
the years. I was nervous about sharing this chapter, especially because of
the criticism it levels against Galaxy2 over the recapitulation of hypermasculine practices (specifically, the harassment of self-identified women and
the existence of the Exposed porn group).
I shared the chapter around New Year’s Day, 2017, which also happens
to be the time of Galaxy2’s second anniversary. Lameth wrote a blog post
celebrating this milestone, but also included some requests for members:
There is a thing that has been called to my attention that I’d like to bring up. One
that could be considered a little smudge or dent in this pedestal I keep putting the
G2 community upon. It’s an extension of sorts of one of my previously rants about
respect, and that is how young female users are treated on Galaxy2. It seems like it
has become acceptable and common practice to “demand” that users who claims to
be females prove themselves by taking pictures and posting them with some sign or
some way of authenticating them as females. Yet, for every other user, intent and
purpose, it’s preached that people should guard their privacy and anonymity.

Lameth went on to argue that
We should respect everyone equally, and girls deserve the same right to privacy as
the next guy. If people want to show their faces or provide personal information,
then sure, fine, it’s their decision. But we shouldn’t as a community build up peer
pressure to make someone feel like they have to compromise their person in order to
be accepted, acknowledged and respected here.

This blog post began a discussion in the comments about these practices,
with one self-identified young woman confiding,
To think back the past year and reflecting, I was attacked the most for not proving
I was female. I finally did post pictures of myself, to be harassed even more. People
begging for nudes and all other kinds of things, which made me feel like dirt, because I didn’t come here for that, I actually came here to get away from that. Being
a Teen Girl online is hard as fuck and people don’t understand that. I actually have
suggestion for girls, if you don’t want people knowing about you, keep all personal
info out of conversation.

Here, this member performs the legit: she delegitimates harassment and
legitimates the unspoken rule of Galaxy2 that members ought to avoid providing personal information. She uses her experience—and not to mention
her reputation as a prodigious poster on Galaxy2—to establish herself as an
authority on the site.
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Other members discussed next steps: perhaps a group to ferret out
members who make such requests. Perhaps a mentoring program for new
users who join Galaxy2 and need to learn the site’s culture, including the
unwritten rule against personal self-disclosure. I’m glad to say that the discussion continues on Galaxy2 as members continue to develop norms for
authentic participation in the site.52 Time will tell if the pressure on selfidentified young women will fade; given the overall culture of the Internet,
I doubt it. Galaxy2 could even spin out of the control of Lameth and other
administrators, as new members arrive and ignore or flaunt the community
norms and rules; many other Dark Web social networks experience this, as
the “Fuck You” messages quoted above show. But for now, Lameth’s legit
authority over the site and his willingness to call out harassment mark Galaxy2 as a site that defies conventional understanding of what happens on
the Dark Web. The site’s longevity—contrast it with the short-lived sites
described at the beginning of the chapter—is a testament to its consciously
developed culture.
To be certain, this chapter has been critical of the selfie-authentication
demands leveled at self-described young women on the site, but to Lameth’s
and the rest of Galaxy2’s credit, the site actively struggles with problems
such as this, trying to solve some of the intractable problems of the Internet. Galaxy2 is a legitimate Dark Web social network.
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<tonious> “I2P: Who needs the IETF?”
—From jrandom’s collected I2P quotations

Facebook’s Tor hidden service, found at https://facebookcorewwwi.onion,
is lightning in a bottle. It is at the intersection of all three legitimacies analyzed in this book: state delegation of rules and regulations to a standards
body (in this case, the Internet Engineering Task Force [IETF]); corporate
propriety (DigiCert, Facebook); nonprofit propriety (the Tor Project); hacker
legitimacy (the [now disgraced] hacker wunderkind Jacob Appelbaum); and
Dark Web authenticity (the notoriety of Silk Road). Thus, Facebook on Tor
is an association of state-delegated power, respect of resources, and authenticity. It is also a symbol of the blurred lines between the Dark Web and the
Clear Web, a collision of legitimation and delegitimation.
This is a story of triumph for at least one of the Dark Web systems discussed in this book. As journalists have argued, Facebook’s presence on
Tor legitimates that Dark Web system, making it a bit more like the Clear
Web, but, of course, with a security- and privacy-conscious spin. Facebook’s ability to get an Extended Validation (EV) certificate from DigiCert
only furthered this narrative. Not only can we connect to Facebook via
Tor and avoid ISP surveillance or government blockage of our use of that
social network, we can also do so and see the little HTTPS lock icon in
our Tor-enabled browsers. Facebook’s entry into Tor hidden services happened in October 2014—only one year after the Silk Road bust, months
after the Freedom Hosting child exploitation bust, and in the middle of
Silk Road founder Ross Ulbricht’s highly publicized trial. Rather than focus
on the morally “dark” aspects of Tor hidden services, journalists covering
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Facebook’s hidden service could instead focus for a while on the world’s
largest social network, a multibillion-dollar company, helping to connect
the “social graph” more securely. Facebook’s https://facebookcorewwwi
.onion Tor hidden service helped hammer home the point that Tor’s value
lies in part in helping “the dissident” (as discussed in chapter 3) communicate without fear of government reprisal.
Moreover, thanks to Facebook’s help, a year later, the Tor Project received
a major benefit: the designation of .onion (Tor hidden service’s pseudotop-level domain [TLD]) as a special-use top-level domain (SUTLD) by the
IETF and that domain’s subsequent registration with the Internet Assigned
Names Authority (IANA). After a six-month process, the Internet-Drafts
(I-D) process, Facebook’s Alec Muffett and the Tor Project’s Jacob Appelbaum
were able to publish an IETF standard, RFC 7686, “The ‘.onion’ Special-Use
Domain Name.” This standard placed .onion into the Internet Corporation
for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) Special-Use Domain Name list,
alongside only seven others. The goal of this designation was to instruct
non-Tor-equipped browsers not to send requests for .onion sites to the public domain name system. This would protect user privacy: a request for an
.onion site sent to the public DNS would reveal that the user intended to
visit that site. And recognition of Tor hidden services by Internet standards
bodies furthered the idea that Tor hidden services were integrating into the
“legitimate” Internet.
And yet, while this can be a story of the legitimation of Tor hidden
services, a legitimation achieved through state-supported practices of
standards production and identity verification, corporate and nonprofit
propriety, and hacker legitimacy, this can also be a story of disappointment, frustration, and conflict, especially if told from the perspective of
another Dark Web network described in this book: the Invisible Internet
Project (I2P). The rapid process by which the IETF granted .onion SUTLD
status came after years of debate over a different I-D, Christian Grothoff
and colleague’s “Special-Use Domain Names of Peer-to-Peer Systems.” This
proposed standard would have granted SUTLD status to six pseudo-TLDs:
.gnu and .zkey (both used by GNUnet); .bit (used by Namecoin); and, most
relevant to this book, .i2p (used by I2P eepsites), as well as .exit and .onion
(both used by Tor). Thus, the Grothoff et al. I-D, first proposed a year before
Facebook’s Tor hidden service was launched, would have provided SUTLD
status not only to the Tor Project, but also to GNUnet, Namecoin, and I2P.
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In fact, representatives from I2P, GNU, and Tor all worked together to draft
that now-failed standard. In turn, all these organizations may have then
been eligible for special rules for Extended Validation certificates, allowing
recognizable Internet companies to mirror their content on these respective
networks.
Nonetheless, Grothoff and his co-drafters failed in this task.
This chapter is thus a mix of triumph and failure, told through analysis
of infrastructural—which is to say, boring—documents and discourses of
standards bodies.1 It is the story of how Tor hidden services were able to
benefit from an economy of legitimacy while I2P’s eepsites failed to do so.
And it is about Facebook’s relationship to the Dark Web: collisions between
mainstream Internet governance and Dark Web legitimacy, between perceptions of the Clear and Dark Webs. It is the story of how practices we
commonly associate with the Dark Web (drug sales, delegitimated violence,
and child exploitation) appear across the Internet, while practices we associate with the Clear Web (authentication of identities, centralized authority) have begun to appear on a Dark Web system.
Special-Use Domain Names: The IETF’s RFC 6761
The story starts in the highly technical, backgrounded, infrastructural processes central to the modern Internet: the production of Internet standards,
especially those set by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF). The IETF
is charged with setting standards for the protocols that enable the Internet to work. Despite their boring nature, Internet standards have profound
influences on how we communicate today.2 And they have direct bearing
on the structure and legitimacy of the Dark Web.
The IETF’s Request for Comments (RFC) process is the system task force
members use to hammer out standards and protocols for Internet functionality. One such RFC is particularly important to the Dark Web: RFC 6761,
titled “Special-Use Domain Names.”
RFC 6761 was written by two Apple employees, Marc Krochmal and Stuart Cheshire.3 Approved by the IETF and published in mid-February 2013,
Krochmal and Cheshire’s RFC 6761 formalizes a process by which the IETF
could set aside certain top-level domain names as “special use,” preventing
their being registered with another Internet governance body, ICANN, the
corporation that normally oversees allocation of TLDs.
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RFC 6761 set aside a small group of TLDs as special use: .localhost, .test,
.invalid, variations on “example,” and various longer strings ending in
.arpa. These names had been traditionally used for testing purposes, local
networking, and as example domains. They had been recognized for these
purposes since 1999. In other words, these names were reserved to preserve
these technical uses, and thus Internet users are not allowed to get domain
names that involved them—say, for example, weavingthedarkweb.test or
robertwgehl.example.
In 2011, however, ICANN voted to allow an expansion of generic toplevel domain names (gTLDs) from the historical six (.com, .edu, .org.,
.net, .gov, .mil) to an eventual thousands. This meant that corporations
could apply for branded TLDs (such as .apple) or speculative terms (such
as .bank). The danger, then, was “name collision,” where a TLD used for
one purpose (say, in a local private network) could be registered for use
on the public Internet. Such a collision would confuse web browsers and
other software as they attempted to load requested files. It would be a collision between previously existing specialized networking protocols and the
larger Internet.
This is exactly why Krochmal and Cheshire proposed RFC 6761. As
Apple employees, they were interested in a SUTLD name registry because
of Apple’s own arguably special-use domain: .local. This domain was part
of Apple’s Bonjour local networking system, often used in people’s homes
to connect computers, printers, and media devices to one another. Because
the domain had been in use for over a decade, millions of devices were
potentially relying on it. If ICANN were to inadvertently allow a corporation to register .local for use on the public Internet, the smaller, private
Bonjour networks would likely break down as a result of name collisions,
as computers would not be able to distinguish between local-area-network
.local devices and wide-area-network .local sites.
Krochmal and Cheshire’s RFC 6761 created a process to set aside special
domains to avoid this sort of problem. Thus, less than a week after receiving
IETF approval for RFC 6761, they immediately used it to establish .local as
a SUTLD in RFC 6762.4 With that, no one could register .local to the public
Internet; the potential collision between the broader Internet and Apple’s
specialized local network software would be avoided.
While it benefited Apple’s Bonjour system, RFC 6761 also revealed a way
for systems using domain name–like structures (e.g., mycomputer.domain),
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yet not seeking to use public DNS, to apply for their pseudo-TLDs to be
recognized by Internet governance authorities. This had great appeal to the
makers of Dark Web systems, such as Tor and I2P. Recall from chapter 3
that both Tor and I2P had established their respective pseudo-TLDs, .onion
and .i2p, in 2003, using them as TLDs for their Dark Web sites. Tor hidden
services end in .onion (e.g., 347k6hepharlncwb.onion), and I2P eepsites
end in .i2p (e.g., legitimate.i2p). ICANN’s opening up of gTLDs in 2011
introduced the danger that some entity other than Tor and I2P could register .onion or .i2p and cause massive problems for these long-established
anonymizing networks.
FOSS Friends: GNU, Tor, Namecoin, and I2P Work Together
Mindful of this problem, in 2013, a few months after RFC 6761 was adopted,
Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) developers Christian Grothoff, Matthias Wachs, Hellekin Wolf, and Jacob Applebaum sought to follow the procedure laid out in Krochmal and Cheshire’s 6761 document. They pursued
the goal of setting aside several new TLDs as SUTLDs in a proposal submitted to the IETF titled “Special-Use Domain Names of Peer-to-Peer Systems.”
Its opening reads,
The hierarchical nature of DNS makes it unsuitable for various Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
Name Systems. As compatibility with applications using DNS names is desired, these
overlay networks often define alternative pseudo Top-Level Domains (pTLDs) to integrate names from the P2P domain into the DNS hierarchy.
This memo describes common Special-Use Domain Names [RFC6761] pseudo
Top-Level DNS Names designed to help harden name resolution security (e.g.,
[RFC6840] [RFC6975]), provide censorship resistance, and protect the users’ privacy
on the Internet.
In this IESG Approval document we are asking for domain name reservations for
five Special-Use Domain Names [RFC6761] TLDs: “.gnu,” “.zkey,” “.onion,” “.exit,”
and “.i2p.”5

In a later draft, Grothoff and colleagues added .bit, the TLD for the Namecoin system. Several of these TLDs—especially .onion and .i2p—represent
the state-of-the-art in anonymizing technologies.6
The FOSS developers positioned these networks as “peer-to-peer” to
contrast them with the hierarchical and centralized domain name system
(DNS). Their point was that, rather than relying on the centralized DNS,
these networks resolve domain names on their own (as described in chapter
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3). Much like Apple’s Bonjour .local TLD, which resolves domain names
(such as officeprinter.local) to IP addresses without using the public DNS,
GNUnet, Namecoin, Tor, and I2P can resolve names, such as the Dark Web
site zzz.i2p, without resorting to the public DNS. Unlike Bonjour, they can
do it on a global scale. And again, if these names are not reserved, some
entity could buy them from ICANN and cause network confusion on a
global scale.
In its collection of TLDs, the Grothoff et al. document represents collaboration among the network builders: GNUnet developers, Tor developers,
I2P developers, and Namecoin developers worked together on this draft.
On the I2P developer forum at zzz.i2p, I2P lead developer zzz reported that
Grothoff shared an early draft written with Wachs and Wolf.7 In late 2013,
after Grothoff shared the draft on the Tor-dev mailing list, the Tor Project’s
Jacob Appelbaum contributed edits and was accepted as a coauthor.8 I2P
developers Orion and str4d contributed, as well. This level of collaboration
among sometimes rival networks was welcomed by I2P developers, who
took to Twitter to declare, “Yes it’s true @GNUnet @torproject #I2P all working together.”9
Christian Grothoff expressed hope that FOSS organizations, such as
GNU, Tor, and I2P, could get recognition for their traditional TLDs from
IETF just as big corporations, such as Apple, had for .local. Accepting their
draft “would show that IETF is not entirely owned by companies and it
[sic] willing to work with free software developers, researchers and document issues for normal users. Call me an idealist, but that was my hope
when we wrote the draft.”10 Apple’s interest in .local as a SUTLD hinged
largely on the fact that Apple had used .local for over a decade in its Bonjour home networking system. Tor and I2P, of course, had used .onion and
.i2p since 2003; for Grothoff, this meant their claims to their respective
SUTLDs ought to have been as easily accepted as Apple’s claim of such status for .local, even if their organizations were small nonprofits producing
nonproprietary software.
Of course, being a technical standards body, the IETF had to debate the
Grothoff et al. draft and did so in e-mail list threads in starting in late
2013.11 Indeed, as the decade-long discussion over what would eventually
become RFC 6762 reveals, these technical debates can take a long time.
Still, the FOSS developers were hopeful that RFC 6761 had opened a way
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for them to gain recognition of their systems’ TLDs by an international
standards body.
Yet Grothoff’s idealism in hoping that the IETF would approve these
projects’ requests would be tested after a parallel development: Facebook’s
entry into the Dark Web.
Https://facebookcorewwi.onion
While the IETF’s debate over the Grothoff et al. proposal carried on from
2013 and through the next year, a major new Tor hidden service launched
on Halloween 2014: https://facebookcorewwwi.onion.
This multibillion-dollar corporate entry into the same network that had
hosted the infamous Silk Road drug market gained a great deal of attention in the news media, with coverage in the Guardian, MIT Technology
Review, PC World, and Wired. For those with experience or knowledge of Tor
hidden services, much of the attention was paid to the URL. As discussed
throughout this book, most Tor hidden service URLs are non-human-readable 16-character alphanumeric strings (e.g., http://toristinkirir4xj.onion/).
In contrast, Facebook’s onion URL is memorable (to this day, it’s the only
one I can remember): https://facebookcorewwwi.onion. An .onion URL is a
cryptographic hash of the site’s public key, so they tend to look like gibberish. Getting a URL with even one long human-readable word takes a great
deal of computing power, because the site operator has to generate many
key pairs. For Facebook to get a human-readable URL with arguably three
human-readable words, it had to generate a lot of key pairs, leading many to
admire (and fear) Facebook’s sheer computational capacities.12
A bit overlooked, but arguably more important, were the characters
preceding Facebook’s .onion URL: https://. Web users will recognize the S
in HTTPS as meaning “secure” SSL-enabled HTTP. It’s what turns on the
little lock icon in our browsers when we visit banking sites or Amazon.com.
It signifies an encrypted connection. Moreover, when you visit https://
facebookcorewwwi.onion, the Tor browser also shows green text reading
“Facebook, Inc. (US),” indicating you are indeed at Facebook’s Tor hidden service. To set up such a connection, a large corporation has to get
an Extended Validation certificate from a certificate authority, which verifies the identity of the site operator. Given that Tor hidden services can be
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operated anonymously, issuing EV certificates for them seemed to be out
of the question.
But one certificate authority, DigiCert, made an exception for Facebook,
offering “the first publicly trusted SSL Certificate issued for the Tor browser
and its .onion top-level domain.”13 Through a lengthy audit process, DigiCert verified that Facebook, Inc. was indeed the legal owner and controller
of https://facebookcorewwwi.onion. In a blog post announcing this, Facebook security engineer Alec Muffett noted,
We decided to use SSL atop this service due in part to architectural considerations—
for example, we use the Tor daemon as a reverse proxy into a load balancer and
Facebook traffic requires the protection of SSL over that link. As a result, we have
provided an SSL certificate which cites our onion address; this mechanism removes
the Tor Browser’s “SSL Certificate Warning” for that onion address and increases
confidence that this service really is run by Facebook. Issuing an SSL certificate for a
Tor implementation is—in the Tor world—a novel solution to attribute ownership
of an onion address; other solutions for attribution are ripe for consideration, but
we believe that this one provides an appropriate starting point for such discussion.14

In other words, the HTTPS connection over Tor was required to make the
experience of browsing Facebook’s hidden service as close as possible to
browsing facebook.com. Moreover, given the problem of onion “cloners”
(man-in-the-middle proxies, discussed in chapter 5), DigiCert’s EV certificate helped authenticate https://facebookcorewwwi.onion as indeed Facebook’s legit hidden service and not a scam.
But DigiCert’s EV certificate for Facebook had a short shelf life. It was
an exception to many of the rules set by the Certificate Authority/Browser
Forum (CAB Forum), which establishes the industry standards for EV certificates. The CAB Forum was largely supportive of certificate authorities
(such as DigiCert) providing certificates to .onion sites.15 In fact, in February 2015, the CAB Forum passed Ballot 144, “Validation Rules for .onion
Names,” which formalized the certificate process for Tor hidden services.
In a nod toward concerns about state violence and protecting dissidents
(echoing the discussions of the network builders I describe in chapter 3),
the ballot noted,
Because onion names are not easily recognizable strings, providing the public
with additional information about the operator has significant security improvements, especially in regions where use of the incorrect name could have lethal
consequences.16
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The CAB Forum’s decision had only one major condition: the .onion TLD
must be recognized by Internet governing bodies by November 1, 2015, a
mere nine months away.17
The clock was ticking. Thankfully, as the CAB Forum participants noted,
.onion was being considered for such status through Grothoff and his coauthors’ proposal.
Facebook and Tor Break Away
The Grothoff et al. draft, which would satisfy the CAB by gaining official
recognition for .onion (as well as .bit, .gnu, and .i2p), continued to be mired
in debate at the IETF, even into 2015. There were repeated themes over the
years of debate. Several IETF members questioned the wisdom of including six potential SUTLDs (.exit, .onion, .bit, .gnu. .zkey, and .i2p) since
these six represented four distinct networking systems.18 Others questioned
the importance of any of these networks, with the possible exception of
Tor (since Tor hidden services had gained some notoriety because of Silk
Road).19 Many of the debaters suggested that these respective projects simply buy these names from ICANN, which would cost $185,000 and require
the organizations to have an administrative and technical infrastructure
in place (a tall order for these low-budget nonprofits).20 Others suggested
that the IETF create a single SUTLD, such as .alt, and require these networks to use it instead of their preferred SUTLDs.21 The harshest critique
was the accusation that the Tor Project, I2P, GNUnet, and Namecoin were
“squatting” on these TLDs and using RFC 6761 to circumvent the ICANN
process.22 As Paul Hoffman puts it,
Squatters should expect that the name that they are using might eventually be legitimately assigned later, possibly to someone whose intentions are quite different
from the squatters. This is how the IETF has worked for over 20 years. The purpose
of RFC 6761 is not to say “if you start squatting on a TLD, you will be able to later
get it reserved.” It is to say “if there are legitimate errors in TLD use, those can be
dealt with.”23

Here, Hoffman warns the anonymizing network projects that the Internet
standards bodies have the legitimate authority to take their TLDs and grant
them to someone else (who has a legitimate claim on the name). The only
way to get a TLD, in Hoffman’s view, is to go through the proper channels,
rather than simply declaring one and expecting other entities to respect
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that claim. A variation on this theme was the snarky “I want a .pony” comment, essentially arguing, “If they get special TLDs, I want one, too!”24
Overall, much of the debate pointed to flaws in RFC 6761, since it
appeared to offer little guidance for evaluating the Grothoff et al. proposal.
In any case, the debate over the FOSS developers’ draft dragged on, threatening the CAB Forum’s requirement that .onion be recognized by the end
of 2015.
In the midst of this debate, on March 5, 2015, a new Internet-Draft was
submitted to the IETF: Jacob Appelbaum and Alec Muffett’s “The .onion
Special-Use Domain Name.” Appelbaum of the Tor Project—and one of the
coauthors of Grothoff et al.—collaborated with Facebook security engineer
Alec Muffett, who was in charge of Facebook’s move onto Tor hidden services. The abstract of the document was one line: “This document registers
the ‘.onion’ Special-Use Domain Name.”25
Effectively, Tor had broken away from its collaboration with GNU,
Namecoin, and I2P—and it had taken Facebook along with it.
In the terms of this book, this was a legitimacy exchange between Facebook, a company that commands respect and resources, and Tor’s Jacob
Appelbaum, a legit hacker. Facebook is, of course, a massive Internet corporation with a worldwide presence, enjoying a great deal of legitimacy as
propriety. Appelbaum was famous in his own right. As I describe in chapter
3, Appelbaum was a highly respected figure in hacker and liberation technology circles. He was a member of the hacker group Cult of the Dead Cow,
had been on the cover of Rolling Stone, represented Wikileaks in public, and
had access to the Edward Snowden archives, to mention a few bona fides.
At the time of this legitimacy exchange between Facebook and Tor, Appelbaum was legit.26
This legit hacker and privacy advocate led the way in bringing his and
Muffett’s I-D to the attention of the IETF. In a March 16, 2015, e-mail to the
DNSOP group mailing list, Appelbaum writes
Tor’s onion names are widely deployed and used by lots of folks all around the
world. Our deployment size isn’t news or really much of a discussion point—rather,
I’m primarily concerned about users who have certificates issued to .onion names.
Our Special Use Domain Name for consideration is directly related to things happening in the CAB forum … most importantly is the date October 1st. On that date
we’ll have a death day for currently issued certifcates [sic] with .onion names. This
makes the onion name issue rather time sensitive and without further action, some
stuff will likely break.27
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Here, for Appelbaum, Tor’s importance (“deployment size”) is indisputable.
The issue is time. The CAB Forum’s decision in Ballot 144 put an expiration
date on EV certificates for .onion, such as Facebook’s. But, if the IETF were
to accept his and Muffett’s I-D, all would be well: Ballot 144 had established
a mechanism for EV certificates issued to .onion sites as long as the .onion
top-level domain was reserved as a special-use top-level domain, just like
Apple’s .local.
But because Appelbaum and Muffett’s I-D was submitted while Grothoff
et al.’s was being considered, a bit of confusion arose. After all, both documents were applying for SUTLD status for .onion. In a reply to Appelbaum,
Paul Wouters asked, “Is this meant to replace or augment [the Grothoff et
al. proposal]?”28 Neither, replied Muffett: “My understanding is that this
is not meant to replace that document, but instead that this document is
a separate one.”29 To alleviate some of these concerns, Muffett uploaded a
revision to his draft, which included a citation to Grothoff et al.:
Note that this draft was preceded by [I-D.grothoff-iesg-special-use-p2p-names],
which registered .onion alongside other, similar TLDs. Because .onion is in wide
use, it has become urgent to expedite its registration. This does not indicate that the
other registrations should be abandoned.30

Appelbaum and Muffett’s draft appeared not to preclude Grothoff et al.
Yet, Appelbaum and Muffett’s citation of Grothoff et al. actually undermined it. Tor’s hidden services, they claimed, were in “wide use,” implying
that the user bases of Namecoin, GNUnet, and I2P were smaller and thus
less in need of expeditious registration. This is a subtle (if perhaps unintended) delegitimation of the other systems as less important because of
their smaller scales.
Moreover, in breaking from the GNU/Tor/Namecoin/I2P collaboration, Appelbaum and Muffett reinforced two repeated themes in IETF discussions of Grothoff et al.: that .onion was the most important of the six
TLDs, and that Grothoff et al. ought to be broken up into separate proposals. Facebook’s entry into the Tor network, coupled with the notoriety
of legit, authentic, dangerous hidden services (especially Silk Road, which
was repeatedly cited by IETF members who emphasized the importance of
.onion) reinforced the impression that Tor hidden services were far more
important than the other Dark Web systems.31
These delegitimating arguments won. Whereas Grothoff et al. was mired
in debate for years, Appelbaum and Muffett’s Internet-Draft became RFC
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7686, and thus an Internet standard, in a matter of months. After being
proposed in March 2015, it was voted on and approved by October of that
year, just in time to satisfy the CAB Forum’s timeline.32
Grothoff’s Reaction
During the debate over what would become RFC 7686, Christian Grothoff
grew increasingly angry. After Wouters asked if Appelbaum and Muffett’s
I-D was meant to replace Grothoff et al., Grothoff replied,
It’s pretty simple. The [Appelbaum and Muffett draft] doesn’t obsolete or replace
[Grothoff et al.], it’s a Lex Facebook, just like reserving “.local” was a Lex Apple. I’m
not generally against those at all, but I personally dislike that IETF passes things
quickly if they are backed by multi-billion dollar companies, while putting up high
hurdles (and delays are obstacles) for proposals that are just as sound but do not
come with such support. Corporatocracy at its best. … [T]he multistakeholder process is designed to deadlock on almost everything, except for what the corporations
need (as they represent a sufficient number of the “stakeholders”).33

Though Grothoff was chastised for this comment, RFC 7686’s speedy
approval, compared to the years of debate over Grothoff et al., supports his
observation.34 This is all the more striking considering that Grothoff took
the advice offered on the DNSOP mailing list to break up his proposal into
multiple ones, each focusing on their respective special domain names. He
did so on June 30, 2015, but all four drafts expired after no debate.35 So, too,
did Grothoff’s original draft. To date, the only special-use top-level domains
to be approved using the RFC 6761 process, .local and .onion, happened to
have the support of multibillion-dollar tech firms (Apple and Facebook).
Grothoff’s concerns about the IETF working only with large corporations
appear to be legit.
Moreover, after multiple bouts of intense debate about SUTLDs, the
IETF has since decided to revise RFC 6761, with one member calling it a
“mistake.”36 The avenue for network builders, such as I2P, to get an SUTLD
appears to be closing.
I2P’s Reaction
When Grothoff first sent his draft to I2P developer zzz in 2013, zzz shared
it with a few others, gathered feedback on it, and gave it his blessing.37 He
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and other I2P developers watched the mailing list discussions of Grothoff et
al., and I2P developers made sure to meet with Grothoff at the 2014 Chaos
Computer Club meeting to further refine the proposal.38 As retweeted by
str4d, he posted to Twitter the note about GNU, Tor, and I2P all working
together.
Even in the midst of this optimism, however, by roughly January 2015,
zzz predicted, “There’s likely to be a push for throwing everybody but tor
out of [the Grothoff et al. I-D] … if they try to throw us out we need to fight
… they want to divide and conquer.”39 Indeed, this reflected a common
theme in IETF mailing list entries: Grothoff et al. should be broken up. And,
of course, it predicted the eventual outcome—Appelbaum broke away and
coauthored RFC 7686.
After Grothoff et al. expired in 2015, I2P developer str4d continued to
push for some solution to the problem of the I2P top-level domain, perhaps
through a revision of RFC 6761.40 In contrast, zzz appeared resigned to the
fact that the IETF would never reserve .i2p. As he wrote in the I2P developer
forum in 2016,
We were … dead … when Jake and Alec broke away from the group. As Christian
[Grothoff] predicted, we got divided and conquered. Neither he nor Hellekin [Wolf]
is throwing bombs any more. There’s nobody fighting for us, and [the IETF] doesn’t
want anything to do with it.41

Yet, looking back over the I2P developer notes reveals that I2P contributors apparently did not spend much time and energy advocating for the
Grothoff et al. draft, even though they took time to meet with Grothoff in
2014, and despite zzz recruiting I2P developers to monitor the IETF process.
Given the size of many of these FOSS projects, which are, in the end, run by
small groups of mostly unpaid volunteers, it made sense for them to pool
their energy into one proposal to shepherd it through the IETF Request for
Comment process. Christian Grothoff and Hellekin Wolf were clearly attentive to the draft, making multiple revisions and contributing many e-mails
to the IETF mailing list. But they did not as clearly represent I2P as well
as a dedicated I2P developer might have. Companies with the resources
to dedicate employees to the process, as Apple and Facebook had, were
far more effective. For example, Apple’s Stuart Cheshire worked on what
would become RFC 6762, the .local reservation, for more than a decade.
Facebook’s Alec Muffett monitored the IETF, CAB Forum, and Tor mailing
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lists and readily answered questions about RFC 7686. In contrast, I2P representatives’ involvement was sporadic.42
Clear and Dark Collisions
Internet standards debates may be highly technical, boring, and largely relegated to specialized e-mail lists and conferences. They are also profoundly
consequential. RFC 7686 has major implications for the future of Dark Web
systems that extend beyond the legitimation of Facebook’s .onion EV certificate or the “special” status of the .onion TLD. The introduction of certificate authorities, HTTPS, and Facebook into Tor hidden services raises
a question: If these corporations increase their presence on a Dark Web
system, how different would the Dark Web be from the Clear Web? In
other words, taking up and expanding the concept of the “name collision”
(where the naming system in one network overlaps with another) what
does Facebook’s attempt to avoid collisions tell us about the distinctions—
and collisions—between Clear and Dark?
Collision One: Real Names Meet Anonymity
Facebook’s entry into Tor hidden services is a culture of real names colliding with a culture of anonymity. The middle of this century’s first decade
was marked by a divergence between these two cultures. In early 2004—
right as Tor and I2P were first deploying Dark Web sites—Mark Zuckerberg
coded what would become Facebook at Harvard. Originally, Facebook was
restricted to Harvard students with a verified Harvard e-mail address. Thus,
the identities of members of Facebook were authenticated by a third party,
Harvard University. The pattern continued as Facebook expanded to other
Ivy League schools, other universities, and selected employers. By the time
Facebook was opened to the general public in 2006, it had constructed a
culture of real-world identities; its members would further vet one another
by “friending” people they knew. Facebook continues this practice to this
day, stating in its Terms of Service, “Facebook users provide their real names
and information, and we need your help to keep it that way.”43 Facebook
is arguably the largest identity authenticator on the Internet, with services
using Facebook Connect as a login system to authenticate the identities of
their members.
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In contrast, of course, the anonymizing networks Freenet, Tor, and I2P
have been developed to dissociate user identities from their reading and
publications. Facebook’s entry into Tor hidden services is thus a collision
between a culture of real identities and that of the anonymizing networks.
This collision was met with disdain from some Dark Web users. On a Torbased wiki that gathers links for Tor hidden services, the link to Facebook’s
hidden service was annotated “C.I.A. front for gathering the identities of
Tor users.” Another Tor-based collection of links warns users, “Many sources
claim [facebookcorewwwi.onion] to be legit … but use it at your own risk.”
As Krueger, the admin of the original Galaxy social network, told me in an
interview, “I found it weird to see FB inserting itself in the context of the
Deep Web when their policies so far are apparently quite contradictory to
the anon philosophy of Tor.”44 On Galaxy2, one member described Facebook as “a swollen hemorrhoid, located in or around the butt-hole of the
clearnet.” Another Galaxy2 member writes, “Its a cess pool. Anything that
ask for that much detail, is not doing for safety, but doing it to collect data.
It is a Data mining tool, and the Masses gladly follow along.” For these Dark
Web users, Facebook represents illegitimate social networking because of its
data-collecting and real-identity practices, and its entry into the Dark Web
undermines the very purpose of anonymizing networks.
Collision Two: Hierarchy Meets Peer-to-Peer
Another collision between Clear (Facebook, central certificate authorities,
and “real” identities) and Dark (anonymity, attempts at decentralization)
is in the production of hierarchies, both within Tor hidden services and
among the Dark Web systems discussed throughout this book.
First, if web users become further conditioned to seeing HTTPS in
their browsers and carry this mentality onto Tor hidden services—as Tor
founder Roger Dingledine has theorized they will—then the original dream
of Freenet and Free Haven (the precursors to Tor) might fade away.45 The
dream of Freenet and Free Haven was for both anonymous reading and
publishing, but certificate authorities do not deal with completely anonymous publishers. Instead, certificate authorities use a procedure to verify
the legal identity of the would-be EV certificate holder, as well as that legal
entity’s control of the URL in question. Similar to Facebook’s presence on
Tor, the idea of certificate authorities verifying the identities of Tor hidden
service owners was met with disdain by seasoned Dark Web users. As one
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prominent Tor hidden service admin put it during a debate on Galaxy2
about certificate authorities for Tor, “The whole point of .onion is that it
works without AUTHORITY. Authority is meaningless on darknet. Therefore a certification authority is stupid.” By colliding the Dark Web with
Clear Web practices of certificate authorities, Facebook and DigiCert alter
the equation, bringing identifiable, powerful corporate entities into a previously anonymized space, where they can authorize sites as legitimate and
thus mark others as illegitimate. Indeed, a subtle push in this direction was
seen in the 7.0.2 version of the Tor Browser Bundle: user name and password pages on hidden services presented a warning that “This connection
is not secure” alongside a padlock icon with a red line through it.46 This
warning is patently false: a connection to a Tor hidden service is always
end-to-end encrypted. But this false warning may give new Tor users pause:
Do I risk an “unsecure” connection and log into Galaxy2, or do I use Facebook’s Tor hidden service instead? The spread of HTTPS to the Dark Web (at
least on Tor hidden services) may make it more like the contemporary Clear
Web, where users will gather at large corporate sites rather than at smaller,
noncorporate sites.47
There is a more positive interpretation, however. Together, the CAB
Forum, IETF, DigiCert, and Facebook have opened the door for legitimated
Clear Web sites, such as the search engine DuckDuckGo, the New York
Times, and the nonprofit news organization ProPublica, to get Extended
Validation certificates, while anonymous Tor hidden service hosts would
continue operating without them. This is arguably good for users who wish
for the greater security of verifying the identity of these services and helps
mitigate the problem of .onion cloners. Further, it drives more traffic into
the Tor network, providing cover traffic for those who need anonymity.
Above all, it brings a form of Clear Web corporate propriety to one Dark
Web system, Tor hidden services. Indeed, as Roger Dingledine wrote on the
day Facebook moved onto Tor, “I am excited that this move by Facebook
will help to continue opening people’s minds about why they might want
to offer a hidden service, and help other people think of further novel uses
for hidden services.”48
But even this more positive scenario will result in hierarchies of legitimacy. While Tor hidden services have been legitimated, I2P (as well as
GNUnet and Namecoin) have been delegitimated. These latter systems may
be locked out of getting something their network builders are clamoring for:
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popular (read: Clear Web) services mirrored or accessible via their networks,
because providing such access today requires HTTPS, which in turn requires
the recognition of certificate authorities, which in turn requires the IETF to
register the system’s top-level domain. The I2P developers, who established
.i2p as their TLD in 2003, are effectively condemned to further marginalization. Whereas the Tor project can attract major Internet sites as well as
large corporate donations, I2P is failing to do either. It is also not attracting
the high-powered network servers that can reduce latency in the network.
In other words, developing an innovative anonymous network topology
and an anonymous nonprofit is seemingly not enough to be successful; a
network must be legally identified, made visible, and consecrated as legit. It
must gain respect for its command of resources, attract yet more resources,
and have its technology consecrated by various quasi-governmental, technical, and corporate authorities. The network needs to gain legitimacy
(through exchange, appropriation, purchase, inheritance, and, yes, delegitimation) from computer science, Internet corporations, hacker communities, government agencies, as well as users themselves (who develop the
sites, such as Silk Road, that gain notoriety in the press). The Tor Project has
done all these things, and the Invisible Internet Project has not.
As Grothoff said, I2P, GNU, and Namecoin will keep using .i2p, .gnu,
and .bit regardless of the decisions of the IETF, but given the explosive proliferation of gTLDs, top-level domain name collisions are increasingly likely
to occur. If, for example, an enterprising name registrar buys .bit and sells
domain names with that TLD, Namecoin’s unique, non-DNS naming system will collapse. As the possibility of name collisions increases, the likelihood that any new alternative web system could pick its own TLD for its
own naming system goes down significantly. Developers would have to
either buy a TLD from ICANN and hope that they select one that does
not conflict with someone else’s intellectual property claims, or use a new
naming system (and go against decades of custom and application-level
expectations). Either way, new alternative network developers—very likely
organizations with small budgets and voluntary labor—seem to be required
to engage with the very systems they want to escape, such as DNS, corporate regulation, and global Internet governance. Facebook, DigiCert, and
the Tor Project’s collision will have consequences for other Dark Web systems, present and future. If the late 1990s and early 2000s were a boom
time for new anonymous alternatives to the World Wide Web, the current
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decade appears to be a time when powerful institutions are working to prevent new networks from being launched.
Collision Three: Clear Meets “Dark” Practices
Another way to consider the Clear and Dark collision is to be clear eyed
about the content on Facebook itself. News coverage of the Dark Web has
often emphasized its dangerous aspects: scams and lies; child exploitation
images, revenge pornography, terrorist propaganda, drug sales, weapons
sales, and so-called red rooms, where one can supposedly watch someone
be killed.49 But all of these have appeared on Facebook as well, and some of
them—lies, revenge pornography, terrorist propaganda, and “red rooms”—
have had a much larger presence on that social network than on the Dark
Web. The prevalence of fake news meant to gin up clicks and likes on Facebook is, of course, well documented.50 In one widely reported incident,
child exploitation videos were shared across Facebook.51 One Facebook user
tweeted, “There’s a legitimate child porn video circulating Facebook!”52 In
March 2017, the Center for Investigative Reporting broke the story that
U.S. Marines were sharing nude photos of their colleagues in a Facebook
group, Marines United.53 Terrorists use Facebook to recruit.54 The start of
Facebook’s Marketplace was marked by drug sales.55 The New York Times has
reported on the extent of gun sales on Facebook.56 Most recently, Facebook
seems to be a venue for mediated death and murder, with videos of people
being shot, including by cops, posted to the network.57 This is in contrast
to Dark Web red rooms, which are urban legends.
Facebook’s efforts to avoid collisions—both for the .onion TLD and for
Facebook’s own hidden service—bring to light the collisions that occur all
the time between Dark and Clear Webs in terms of how we perceive their
uses and users. How does one network become delegitimated while another
is legitimated? Why does the red room—the mythical website where one
can watch someone be tortured and killed—become continually associated
with Tor hidden services, while such activities are unthinkable (but actual)
on Facebook? In other words, when we name something “legitimate,” how
does it collide with the “illegitimate”? To be certain, this plays on the moral/
ethical connotations of “darkness,” a means of defining the Dark Web that I
reject (see chapter 1). It also plays on “going dark” in terms of revealing personal information about oneself: here, a system of “real names” (Facebook)
collides with a system of pseudonyms and anonymization.
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This is not just to pick on Facebook. Many Clear Web sites are struggling
with the sort of content and practices typically associated with the Dark
Web. To understand Clear/Dark collision a bit further, consider a comment
on a Reddit thread titled “What’s your deep web story?” which accuses
other Clear Web services of fostering disturbing content:
I am a Freenet user, and I had quite a few frightening experiences.
Once someone threatened me for telling him that killing Netanjahu is a dumb
idea which would only make matters worse for Palestina. But wait, that was on
G[oogle]+ …
Then that other time, when I was insulted by Neonazis. But wait, that was on
twitter …
How about when someone brought down my site to hack into other computers?
No, that was my normal clearnet site. Twice …
So there’s the problem with Freenet. We have few horrorstories. People who use
Freenet generally know what they are getting into. They are warned at every moment to be careful with what they click on and what they talk about. To the point of
generating random names by default, so they aren’t tempted to reuse a nickname. I
know that there is bad stuff, but I ignore it, because in Freenet that actually makes it
go away: If no one accesses it, it gets overwritten by new uploads.
So we don’t actually have much interesting to share in this thread, except for:
“Freenet works. It works really well.”
That wasn’t what you wished for? Well: That’s the darknet where it works. It
ensures freedom of communication by making sure that it works for all its users,
including those with a weaker stomach AND those who want to dig into the ugly
stuff.58

As Facebook moves into Tor, as that corporation helps legitimate Tor
hidden services, the lines between Dark and Clear blur a bit more. I am not
asserting equivalence between anonymous networks and the Clear Web,
but the lines between Dark and Clear are far blurrier than much of the
panicky media coverage would have us believe. While the assignment of
.onion may have meant that Tor’s chosen TLD would not collide with an
ICANN TLD, Facebook’s presence on the Dark Web shows us a different
sort of collision: between an anonymizing network and its polar opposite,
a real-identity-obsessed advertising and marketing firm. What this collision reveals is that the struggles of the Dark Web are the struggles of the
Clear Web, perhaps on a different scale, perhaps with different cultural
and technical constraints and affordances, but the distinction between
the two is harder to see when a site like Facebook joins one of these
networks.
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Ultimately, the Facebook/Dark Web collisions show that Dark Web
shares many aspects of the Clear Web, that it is not some “deeper” level cut
off from the standard Internet, nor is it entirely composed of the worst of
humanity. Beyond gaining access to password-protected areas—which exist
on and off the Dark Web—there is no going “deeper” into the Internet.
And the idea that the Dark Web is entirely made up of “dark” (“antisocial”
or “terrorist”) activities is also false: the Dark Web is more than this, and
“dark” activities are happening all over the Internet. It’s easy to claim the
Dark Web is pure evil, just as it’s easy to find evil on Facebook or on other
Clear Web sites. As this chapter has shown, it took a highly bureaucratic
Internet governance process to fully reveal these intimate ties between
Clear and Dark.
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The Youth Liberation Front
In an interview in late 2015, one Dark Web site administrator told me about
their first experiences on the Dark Web.1 They first went to one of the Hidden Wikis, wikis that are used as link directories for Tor hidden services.
These Hidden Wikis typically include brief descriptions of sites, allowing a
new user to get a sense of the content hosted on the Tor network. As they
recalled:
When I entered [the Dark Web and saw a Hidden Wiki] … I was horrified over the
fact that there are sites that host child porn and could serve to ruin or even kill innocent people, and surprised because I had no idea there were drug markets on the
internet with so-called cryptocurrencies.

Thus, for this admin, many extramedial representations of the Dark Web
held true, at least judging from the Hidden Wiki they visited: the Dark Web
comprises illegitimate violence, illegal commerce, and sexual exploitation.
Despite the horrifying links found on the Hidden Wiki, however, this
admin made a surprising decision: to found and moderate a (now defunct)
Dark Web forum dedicated to youth rights, the Youth Liberation Front
(YLF), which ran during most of 2015. As the YLF admin told me, the philosophy of the site was
Liberation and justice for youth, basically. Support of teenagers to take decisions for
themselves and have their opinions taken in consideration and their voices heard,
exposure and denouncing of anti-youth oppression and double standards and mental and physical protection for kids that genuinely cannot consent to stuff. … [A
world] without the insane amount of pressure they sometimes get from school, without being taught gender roles and other sort of brainwashing and negative social
conditioning, without having to learn they’re not safe from racism or sexualization
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and rape if they’re black or women, without corporal punishment and without being
taken advantage from abusive adults.

To build traffic to the YLF, the admin used Dark Web social networking sites
to promote the site and recruit participants. There, the admin expressed
their hopes for the YLF: that it would be a home for youth and youth
rights activists to build on and contribute to previous social justice work
on “women’s rights, LGBT+ rights” while opposing “white and christian
supremacy, discrimination against disabled folk, capitalism.”
Reflecting these commitments, the YLF hosted frank discussions among
self-described youth on topics such as dealing with abusive parents, foster
parents, or bullies; handling the pressure of schoolwork; experiences with
homelessness, depression, or dyslexia; and tactics for advancing a pro-youth
rights agenda and how that agenda might link to feminist, pro-LGBTQ, or
socialist politics. Members were respectful to one another, offering support
and sharing their own experiences. As one participant put it, “This is helping me a lot because I see that I’m not alone in my misery and I can say
things about my self that I never said [to] anyone before.”
This site joined other, older Dark Web sites with similar goals: the Free
Political Discussion Movement and the Free Speech Politics Index on
Freenet, both of which collect political discussions and categorize them
from far left to centrist to far right.2 On the I2P network, sites such as
Manifesto.i2p provided a space for people to write political manifestos. For
a brief period, the queer spiritual group the Radical Faeries established a
home page on the Tor network.
These earlier sites likely were started because these networks were built,
maintained, and used by people who adhered to the ideals of free speech,
anticensorship, and protection of “the dissident,” as I discuss in chapter 3.
These values were associated with the anonymizing networks from their
earliest days at the turn of this century. What makes the Youth Liberation
Front remarkable is that it was built at a time—2015—when the Dark Web
was associated with far less legitimate practices: sales of illegal items and
the exchange of child exploitation images (CEIs). This was a time right
after the Silk Road drug bust, as well as the Playpen CEI site bust in February 2015.3 For the YLF admin, the idea that the Dark Web (specifically Tor
hidden services) was to be used for these practices and not the ideals of
the network builders was no doubt reinforced by the listings they saw on a
Hidden Wiki.
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In light of this, I asked the YLF admin: Why would the Dark Web be a
place for a forum dedicated to youth rights? Especially when one of the key
associations people make with the term Dark Web is child pornography?
Because the real world and even the clear web in some degree are very hostile and
dangerous towards minors in general due to this social and political structure that
makes it very easy to dehumanize them. Hosting [the Youth Liberation Front] in
the Dark Web not only provides youth a way to have a safe space from anti-youth
laws and abusive adults that could harm them and share whatever they want anonymously, but it also motivates them to use tools like Tor to protect themselves. [In
addition], YLF does not support child pornography, nor any sort of porn that isn’t
consensual. This site also prohibits any sort of porn (be it consensual or not) to make
it a more pleasant place for everyone who does not need to see it.

Expanding Communicative Possibilities
With the example of the Youth Liberation Front in mind, in this conclusion
I want to think through a question I asked in chapter 2 and offer some of
my own answers: What is the role, if any, for the Dark Web in our contemporary media environment? Can it be a legitimated communication technology? Can it survive its trial of legitimacy?
The previous chapter shows one possible answer: the Dark and Clear
can be brought together, linked through previously legitimated corporate
sites such as Facebook. The Tor Project’s pursuit of official recognition for
its top-level domain (.onion) demonstrates one path toward legitimacy.
Indeed, this is what security researchers Daniel Moore and Thomas Rid
argue for: either the increase of known, vetted, legitimated Clear Web services, such as Facebook, ProPublica, DuckDuckGo, and the New York Times,
into the Dark Web (specifically, into Tor hidden services), or the outright
elimination of the Dark Web altogether because it can be used for illegal
practices.4
But in this chapter, I want to consider another way toward legitimacy
for the Dark Web: its potential for marginalized social justice advocates to
build anonymized digital networks where they can socialize, develop political theories, and discuss ways to put their ideas into practice.
The Dark Web serves as a technological and political alternative to the
Clear Web in that its emphasis on dissociating one’s activities from one’s
identity is a direct challenge to the increasing surveillance and monitoring of all other digital activities. One can take to Tor, Freenet, or I2P to
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write about politics with far less fear of state reprisal or professional consequences. Writing in 2002—in the shadow of the Global War on Terror, and
not long after Freenet began—legal scholar Yaman Akdeniz argued, “Anonymity and the use of strong encryption tools can help to preserve political
discourse and dissemination of information related to human rights abuses
in the Information Age.”5 More recently, political theorist Trevor Garrison
Smith argues in Politicizing Digital Space that
the ability to protect one’s private identity online by engaging politically through
a pseudonym can enhance conflictual political engagement as the lack of repercussions in one’s private life leads to people being more willing to express dissent and
unpopular opinions. … When dissent threatens the security of one’s body, then the
ability to speak politically requires mechanisms to hide bodily identity. Pseudonymity helps ensure that a wide range of views can be expressed publicly by protecting those with outsider opinions from the tyranny of the majority and from state
repression.6

Akdeniz and Smith are interested in how the Internet can increase the sort
of civil debate communication scholar Zizi Papacharissi theorizes, where
“civility” means “respect for the collective traditions of democracy,” including heated, passionate, robust debate that acknowledges other subjects
while furthering societal goals.7 “Because the absence of face-to-face communication fosters discussion that is more heated,” Papacharissi argues,
“cyberspace actually promotes [Jean-François] Lyotard’s vision of democratic emancipation through disagreement and anarchy.”8 Civil disagreement, passion, and dissent are needed for this Internet-mediated vision
of politics, and anonymous/pseudonymous online discourse can support
those styles of discourse.
In addition, Smith also argues that many contemporary political discussions are shut down when one participant delegitimizes another based on
identity, as in “You can’t speak about this topic because you are [white,
black, poor, liberal, conservative, Jewish, Muslim, male, female, trans*, a
child, etc.].” Such disqualifications, he argues, are antipolitical, stopping
political debate before it can even begin, because participants predetermine their reaction to one another based on bodily or political identities.9
Speakers are also delegitimized because they are not “real” (legit, authentic) members of a group they purport to belong to. Again, Smith suggests
dissociating ideas from embodied identity as a means around this form of
short-circuiting debate.
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By drawing on Papacharissi’s definition of civil debate and suggesting
that Akdeniz and Smith are correct in arguing that we need at least some
anonymous/pseudonymous channels to foster such civil debate, I realize
I’m taking part in a long-standing argument. On the one side stand those
who argue that we need to anchor politics in our personal identities. This
side sees politics as furthered only by those willing to stand up; put their
bodies, names, and identities behind their opinions; and thus face consequences for their unpopular views. Those who hold this view argue that
hiding behind a pseudonym or anonymity is at best ineffective because no
one is putting a body on the line, and at worst tantamount to political cowardice. On the other side are those—certainly many who develop and use
Dark Web sites—who argue for channels to speak unpopular views without
identifying oneself. This is especially true when making a statement can
lead to being subject to state violence.
This is not a new debate, and it will no doubt continue to happen with
no resolution. Of course, there are situations where placing one’s body/
identity on the line furthers a political agenda; simply consider the Black
Lives Matter movement, especially in the face of fascists in Charlottesville, Virginia, or the Indigenous American protests against the Dakota
Access Pipeline. But bodily politics does not exhaust what is possible; it
does not have to be at the exclusion of Akdeniz’s and Smith’s points about
pseudonyms/anonymity allowing for free expression and the development
of new political ideas.
In other words, we cannot even have this identity versus anonymity
debate at all if every statement made could be anchored in an identity,
which is what is increasingly possible as more communication is channeled
through digital networks subject to state and corporate surveillance. Today,
to speak online without the protections offered by anonymizing networks
increasingly means having those statements linked back to oneself. As Zygmunt Bauman and colleagues write in the wake of the Edward Snowden
revelations of U.S. National Security Agency surveillance,
The subject of surveillance is now a subject whose communicative practices are seen
by the surveillance agencies as of potential informational value or utility, where this
value might be related to security or the economy. It is hence not that we are all suspects now, but rather that our data inputs and networks might be deemed of value,
understood in terms of utility, at some point in the future.10
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To this end, agencies such as the NSA have constructed massive server farms
to collect Internet traffic for later analysis.
And corporate surveillance is just as widespread on the Clear Web,
with Internet service providers, corporate social media platforms, search
engines, market sites, mobile operating systems, and advertisers all developing increasingly granular profiles of us as we browse, like, tweet, and
use networked devices. Much as in Bauman and colleagues’ discussion of
government surveillance, corporate surveillance develops large archives of
our communication for future analysis, hoping to use these data to produce messages and interfaces that modulate us toward consumer goods
and services.11
Fusions of state and corporate surveillance are also possible, as demonstrated by the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) warrant for DreamHost
data.12 DreamHost, a web-hosting company, offers server space to customers. In the normal course of its operations, the company logs access to these
servers. Logging access helps with server management, but it is also a stream
of valuable business information used to manage DreamHost’s customer
base.13 In the DOJ’s efforts to identify and arrest political protesters, it also
sees value in this information: it has demanded that DreamHost surrender
“over 1.3 million visitor IP addresses—in addition to contact information,
email content, and photos of thousands of people—in an effort to determine who simply visited” an anti-Trump protest site.14
In other words, in monitored networks, any reading habits or published
statements of ours may be of value to a government agency or corporation in the future, which is why state and corporate actors are building big
data archives of online activities as well as the knowledge practices to mine
these data for security or profit. Even seemingly anonymous statements
made on the Clear Web can be deanonymized using combinations of IP
addresses, device identifiers, deep packet inspection, server logs, and other
tracking tools.
Of course, such habits and statements are far more valuable if they can
be immediately anchored to our identities. Indeed, we link our Internet use
to our identities quite willingly by signing into Facebook or Google, using
Google’s or Apple’s growing ecosystem of operating systems and devices,
supplying our credit card information to online merchants, signing up for
hosting services, or tacitly agreeing to allow Internet service providers or
mobile networks the ability to monitor what we do online. Thus, as digital
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ethnographers Monica J. Barratt and Alexia Maddox argue, “The overall
trend is towards an identified and authenticated internet.”15 This includes
not only our browsing habits, but also our publishing habits: what we write
online and the positions we take can be quickly traced to our identities.
The extent and depth of online surveillance is such that we see people
colloquially discuss how “Google knows everything about me,” or “Facebook knows me better than my mother,” or “I hope the NSA is getting off
on our conversation.” Scholars of surveillance have long warned us of the
effects of such monitoring: our discussions will become more docile as we
internalize the gaze of those who monitor us. In light of this seemingly
inevitable anchoring of statements in bodies, our digital communication
may not be able to achieve the ideal Smith and Papacharissi call for: the use
of anonymity to allow for unpopular ideas to be aired.
Freenet, Tor, and I2P were designed for this purpose. At the very least,
their existence alongside the monitored Internet enables us to imagine politics anchored in bodies/identities and in anonymous communication. As
Gabriella Coleman eloquently puts it in the epilogue to her book about the
hacker group Anonymous,
Masking, so often thought of in negative terms—as shirking responsibility or
hiding—can also enable a positive, constructive ethics of interacting and of beingin-the-world that runs counter to state, corporate, or colonial interests. Indeed, this
right embodies a series of defiant, principled refusals: a refusal to allow that state to
track its citizens; a refusal to allow corporations to convert personal communications into profit or manipulate their personal desires; a refusal to capitalize off each
other’s labor; a refusal, in essence, to prevent a powerful idea—that we are and can
be anonymous—from withering away.16

Without alternative, anonymized networks, our digital political discourse
immediately gets linked to our bodies, exposing us to the power of legitimated state violence. Without the anonymizing networks, our ability to
think about communication and politics is instantly delimited.
The Dark Web’s Trial of Legitimacy Continues
Of course, anonymizing networks do not necessarily bring about new
political discourse in and of themselves. We cannot indulge in what Matteo Pasquinelli has aptly called “digitalism”: “The widespread belief that
Internet-based communication can be free from any form of exploitation
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and will naturally evolve towards a society of equal peers.”17 As Moore and
Rid argue, “Too many activists treat cryptography as if it were a godlike
force for good” while turning a blind eye to the bad purposes to which
such technologies can be put.18 Security researchers and law enforcement
agencies repeatedly make one argument about the Dark Web: much of
its content is illegitimate. Despite the struggles of the network builders,
of search engine operators who build filtered search engines, or of social
media administrators like Galaxy2’s Lameth, who try to cultivate a largely
civil user base, all three Dark Web systems remain in a trial of legitimacy
across all three levels covered in this book precisely because people do host
Dark Web sites with illegitimate violence (coercion and blackmailing, child
exploitation), illegitimate sales, and cultures in which to be an authentic member means taking harassment and incivility to their extremes. In
surveys of Dark Web content, security researchers consistently argue that
the majority of Dark Web sites are dedicated to illegal activities.19 The latest black eye is the migration of the alt-right Nazi site the Daily Stormer
to Tor hidden services, after that site’s previous Clear Web hosts refused
to continue to host it.20 Thus, as Moore and Rid argue, because of “the
widespread and highly visible abuse” of Dark Web systems, they are an
“easy target” for criticism.21 Indeed, a recent CIGI/Ipsos survey of Internet
users showed strong support for shutting down the Dark Web, and security
researchers such as Daniel Moore, Thomas Rid, and Clarence Guitton echo
this stance.22
Shutting down all three anonymizing networks, Freenet, Tor, and I2P, is
unlikely, given that they are global open-source software projects. What is
more likely is that law enforcement will become increasingly successful at
investigating and prosecuting Dark Web crimes.23 The global operation to
seize the AlphaBay and Hansa markets, described in the postscript to chapter 4, shows the sophistication of law enforcement’s investigative skills—
which is to say, it shows the value of patient, detailed police work. Past
operations, such as those that took down the child exploitation site Playpen, or current efforts to arrest purveyors of CEI on Freenet, seek to chase
out what one Dark Web site admin called the “true black sheep” of these
networks. Indeed, police are no longer merely arresting Dark Web administrators and users; they are also publicizing their presence on the networks.
An example is the Dutch National Prosecution Service, which was instrumental in the takeover of Hansa market: it now hosts a Tor hidden service
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listing recent arrests of drug vendors as well as vendors it is targeting.24 Yet
even as the service succeeds in arresting drug vendors, information thieves,
and CEI purveyors, law enforcement press releases and the subsequent
media coverage continue the extramedial representation of the Dark Web
as entirely illegitimate.
So the question of the role of the Dark Web in our contemporary media
environment is not answered simply by considering the existence of anonymizing networks. The Dark Web won’t legitimate itself. Anonymity alone
is not the answer, and if the networks are perceived to be useful only for
child exploitation and the sale of stolen information, then that’s what they
will be used for. Rather, we have to consider the full range of uses to which
Dark Webs are put. We have to theorize the work of legitimating these networks. In this book, I have suggested that a fully legitimate Dark Web site
would be able to work within the parameters of the three legitimacies, constructing the perceptions that they reject delegitimated violence, or—and
this is obviously extremely contentious—that they allow speech that challenges a state’s claims to its monopoly on violence. Based on my analysis
of OPSEC politics in chapter 4, I suggest that such sites should refrain from
discourses of “weaponized” communication or other military metaphors
for cyberspace since these expand, rather than challenge, state power. In
addition, legitimate Dark Web sites must develop respect for their command of resources, whether they be informational, monetary, or labor. Corporate surveillance of the Internet and the transformation of our sociality
into profit must continue to be rejected in favor of an alternative political
economy of resource sharing and collaboration. And perhaps most difficult
of all, legit Dark Web sites must develop means for fairly adjudicating the
inclusion and exclusion of participants. This is the case for any site that
seeks to foster the civil, political discourse Smith and Papacharissi are calling for. If more Freenet freesites, Tor hidden services, or I2P eepsites are put
to this purpose, and not to exploitation, then the Dark Web’s legitimacy as
a channel for anonymous political communication can be realized, and the
Dark Web can be legitimated.
In other words, if more activists and social justice organizations take
advantage of Dark Web technologies, the Dark Web’s claim to legitimacy
will be strengthened. This is precisely what the admin of the Youth Liberation Forum chose. Like so many others before them, the YLF admin’s first
confrontation with the Dark Web was with listings for its most exploitative
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and illegitimate sites. They would have been right to turn away from these
networks. But rather than dismiss anonymizing networks because of these
problems, they chose to develop a site of civil political dissent dealing with
controversial topics, such as children seeking emancipation from abusive
parents and schools. Through a mixture of legitimacy exchange and delegitimation, the YLF sought social justice in the dark. From denouncing illegitimate violence in the form of anti-youth laws, CEIs, and abusive parents,
to using forum software to organize a Dark Web site and enable authentic
communication among like-minded participants, the YLF sought to balance the legitimacies I have explored throughout the book. Their decision to do so reflected a belief that there are no Clear Web sites where
vulnerable participants could remain anonymous and thus physically safe
to express dissent, that the Clear Web was not a legitimate communications system for the ideas they wanted to engage with. These concerns
echo those of the network builders, as well as contemporary political and
communication theorists, who see anonymity of both readers and producers of content as offering a means for new political and social ideas
to emerge.
Sites such as the YLF, political indexes on Freenet, search engines with
curated indexes, or social networking sites Galaxy2, Visibility.i2p, or
Freenet’s Sone are often overlooked when people condemn the Dark Web as
entirely composed of illegitimate content. They are also overlooked when
people praise the Dark Web for attracting legitimated Clear Web sites such
as Facebook, as if corporate social media is the only thing that can save
the Dark. But these sites and services can realize the original goals of the
network builders: enabling new political speech that is not possible in corporate- or state-monitored networks. If Dark Web administrators and users
work together to develop legitimacy across all three registers and foster new
political movements that challenge a growing tide of hate and exploitation,
the Dark Web can succeed in its public trial of legitimacy. They may make
for an “alternative Dark Web,” an alternative to the received mythology of
horrifying content as well as to the state-based or corporate-based means
to clean it up.
New political ways of thinking cannot emerge from the currently legitimated. They will emerge from the marginalized, the overlooked, those still
struggling for legitimacy, still grappling with the daunting problems of violence, propriety, and authenticity. For those on the margins, taking to the
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Dark Web to develop their organizations and challenge the new hegemony
of hate and exploitation may make sense. More such sites must appear
across Freenet, Tor, and I2P for these anonymizing networks to realize their
legitimate potential. More such people should choose to do what the YLF
admin did: contribute something legitimate—in all its meanings—to these
networks.
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